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FINAL REPORT - I972.NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION FUNDED t.

RESOURCE PERSONNEL WORKSHOP HELD AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MORRIS .

' MORRIS, MINNESOTA GRANT #GW 7257 \
N4

OVERVIEW

In January 1972 the University of Minnesota, Morris received a' 1.grant

from the National Science Foundation to direct a Resource Personnel-Workshop to
improve social science education at the pre-Collegiate level. ,The objectives of
this workshop were to, through trainingimplementation and general dissemination
of the Anthropology Curriculum Study Project; the-High School_Geographif Project,
and the Sociological Resources for the Social Studies.projectachieve the following
goals:

GiNERAL. ...4

. I. Train and support teams of educators committed to becoming resource
persons for the implementation and dissemination of new Social
-Sciende curricuain their school districts and regions.

,

200eveiop patterns of cooperation between schools, colleges of Education
and the Liberal Arts.

SPECIFIC: PARTICIPANTS WILL GAIN OR STRENGTHEN THgIR:

I. Knowledge in the disciplines of Anthropology)eGeography and SoCiology.-.

2. Uperience.in teaching the curriculum mater!al.

- 3. Skill in analyzing and evaluating curriculumi materials._

4. Skill in adapting new curricular ideas to existing schoo) curricula.
.0.:

cs

5. Ability to work as a team in developing implementation'and disseMination
.strategies:

o

6. Confidence in explaining to others the nature, scope and substance of
the new_curriculan materials.

7. Skill in acting as a change agent in implementing new Materials.

8..Ability to'improve the preservice training of social science teachers

Six teams were recruited for this three week summer workshop with twelve month
team activity and followup. Each team was ideally composed of. six classroom
teachers, two school administrators and two college professors representing
iaacher education and the social sciences. Six teams werkselacted from a field
of eight prospective teams (two consortium teams Northern Michigan and Southern
New Jersey - were rejected) The actual composition of the six selected teams

.was as follows:

No. _of

Teachers inistrators College Professors 'Totals

ColumbiaMisouri 8 2

Cincinnati Ohio 5

I I

10
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(continued) No. 'of:

Team Teachers
No.' of

Administrators

. ,

-"4-4 -Grand Forks, N.D. 6 ' 2
.

Minneapolis, Ming. 6 2

Morris .area, Minn. 8 2

Tulsa and Oklahoma
City, OklahoMa 6 2

39. 1.3

'' NO..of .'

College Professors Totals

.2 10_

.

--2--
--r

10

.

1 II

2 10

10 .62

The above listed teams were visited by the project directors prior to the workshop,
part Of the selection process. These individuals then participated in a three-week
.workshop held on the University of Minnesota, Morris campus in:Morris, Minnesota from'
'July. 23,-1972 through ,August I t, 1972. ,

, Following the workshop, team activities were followed through phone and letter
,communication, supported to the extent of $1,000 for each team and'visits by- project
staff to help initiate team activities and to gather feedback on the success of the

, workshop and bctiviiled'ofthe teams. These support activities continued through
November 1973. As one indicatibn'of the holding power.of the teams, six of the
eleven members of the Columbia, Missouri team came as one group to the November 1975
National.Council for the Social Studies Convention and shared some of their cOn-
tinuing experiences with the materials, and as leaders'in social studies education in
their-regions.

The-major lesson we have .learned from this project-is that we do not have the
panacea for resolving problems involved in the Implementation:process,in social
science education. .We do'belleve that the ',Pogrom model useciAlere Us, and can be,
very effective in achieving participant implementing of the materials and their
dissemination to large audiences. Vt does not necessarily-ensure. that training -

of_a_second generation of educators will occur on other than a limited scale..The
later has been accomplished only in those cases where our participants I) directed
inservice programs with graduate credit or other remuneration for teachers being

1---tratnedr-and 2) worked one on one with their-colteagues in their own school.

Aswill:be noted from the attached data very little is known about the iMpact of
participant dissemination (informational) activities in stimulating teachers other
than teem members to try the project materials in their classes-. This is informa-
tion which would be very useful-to have, but which is very difficult to gather
unless some form of follow-up on participants in team directed workshops is planned
and carried,o0-..

One other major outcome (among many others that cap be seen through review of the
attached materials) is the impact of workshop on participant self perceptions
*f their teaching behavior.. On all eleven scales question 23 on page 18 our
participants viewed their teaching more negatively a year after the workshop than
they did prior to Involvement in the RPW program. Optimistically we might conclude
that-we helped them "open their eyes".to a higher standard of,"good teaching" and
they therefore judged themselves more harshly-even though they may have, In reality,
significantly improved their teaching perfOrmance. More negatively we might suggest
thaljthe impact of this program was to help participants become less effective in their
teaching than they were prior to.the workshop. Our hone is that the more optimistic
view is the more correct one--a conclusion which does receive some significant
support when participant feedback through taped interviews and other sections of '

the-questionnaire are analyzed.;_
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Wth the above as overriding concerns andobservations,..wipresentthe folloWing

data-for analysiA and development of conclusions concerning the effectiveness

of this,grarit:program.-
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--REPORT ON.DISSEMiNATION AND IMPLEMENTATION-ACTIVITIES

-FOLLOWING 1972 RMURCE'P:RSONNEL WORKSHOP .

Sin additJon to.informatkon in mid-project report)

Mtssouri, Team 4

Presented a one-day familiarization and orientation program.as part of the
Columbia Public Schools' Pre-school Workshop (42 participants)

Conducted.four evening workshop sessions for teachers and administrators

. in six schoo-dittricts ,(74 participants)

sented-a-rev-i-i3w-o-f--project-mater leis at the-October -meeting-of----the_M14.

ffissoUrf Council' for the Social StudieS (25 participants)

Presenfed.lessichs and activities of projeCt materials at Northeast Missouri
Teachers Association Department of Classroom Teachers meeting'ih October. .

Published article in October-Horizon about RPW,_project materials and approach

and availability of team members. .
.

. -1
, .

..
.-

PresentedLpdigtam:oh_HSGPL-for fall meeting-Orthi-Miiioiirt Association of
Geographers at Kansas City - November'2 (6Q participants)

O

Using Anthropology materials with 150 sr. high school studeni in Columbia

*school System.

.
-.

Conducted in-service demonstration for Cape Girardeau Public Schools.
. . _ . .

'Demonstrated SRSS and HSGP:for-SoCial Science Coriferens at 1.1.0-MisSouri to
- . .

40r50 people. ,---.

.

-

-
. ,

Workshop at Dexter, Missouri for-26 participanti from 8 school districts.

.

Conference on Thb Future and the American Dream: Defusing.the future

Extensively using SRSS in five schools with-enrollment of 600:and 1850 in'Co)dmbia:

Grand Forks Team

-Participated in State Deparfilent Regional meetings -- explained - Social studies

curriculum.

Have presented the program to 1000 teachers.ln the' state.

Worked with 123 pre - service teachers on iiroject materials.
. %

,Presented

Presented
worksho:4
element

t

program to social studies fiaaCtiers'of North Dakota Educational Association.

.
I .

.

materials to all district_social studies teachers during annual in-service.,

Auguit 24, 1972): (30 secondary social studies teachers and 45 ,°:',,i

Lteachers.) %

presectations to Grand Forks Schoo
'Grand toiks SChool District (2

-

. Briefing of, workshop and materials to North Dalota Wpartment of Frublic :nstruction,

Januiry 9, 1973.-

,
iterd P9 participants) and to principals o

artidiprints)

7



-Teaching and Learning,.UND-,Ad team member visited other college campuses

(Williiton Branch of.UND and-Dickinson State College), to dispense Morris work-

shop materials and information. (contacted 30 pebple). Also visited Departtent

of Public Instruction in Bismark, N.D. to act as a resource person in the social

studies curriculum, state - revision.

. .^ a -.. t .

Prepared and presented social studies workshop entitled "Innovations Id the

Social Studies." For all social studies teachers in 70 mile radius of Grand

Forks, Jan. 27,-Feb. 3 and Feb. I0,. 1973. Representative' from Center for

.
'

,

. -- r

Three RPW members participated in social studies workshops and conferinces at

UND.-(36 parfiCipants)-',

Grand Forks-team assembled to evaluate involvement in tht Morris workshop and

to evaluate materials being used-on the 3 specill'c'el-stlillinas:-

Presented project-areas to'Small Schools Project Workshop, June 4-8, 1973 at

UND for 60 'small sChoof.districts.(90 participants). - .,, , , :

-.. .
,-

.
.

,

.

Presentationsto-all social studies teachers in ND at *rill _ DakOta-Education

Association_COnwintTon-i-025-and 26', 1973. .

.

. -

D

'14inneapolig Team

Completion of "Model- Cities"'projectofor expanding social studies-education in

the South Central Pyramid of Minneapolis. Teachers rom two schools in Minneapolis

.complefed 50 hours of'workshop time'bn the three NSF projects.

.

S2060 was allocated to purchase classroom_sets of 6 ch of the three NSF projecti.

Day-Oong.department chairmen's meeting was held at and of Education which

concentrated on two of the NSF projects, the Anthro °logy. Curriculum Project

and the Sociological Resourcet for the'Sociat Studi s. 2

1 -

Two additional workshops using en abbreviated iers on of Model Cities Workshop

held at-Washburn Senior Hi0 on May 9 and 16.

Publicized projects in schools.

Cincinnati Team

Course conducted at University of Cincinnati for pre

-educators. Provided training in the HS P, HSAP-and

Planned and conducted an NSF training pr gram for to

of Cincinnati tb (974.

Cincinnati team submitted NSF proposal for teadtier

additional consultants tho-team Is now standing on

withsthe University.of Minnesota. Have developed t

the next three years.

Are placing student teachers:Olio teachers loo hay

O presented a student teaching seminar-for.11-ifide

. .

Instituted a program in high schools to bring stu-

to identify and analyze problems lathe high' sch

O

ervice and inservice_
RSS

chars at the University

raining workshop. With

is own without competirig

acher,training plans for

d the workthop., Also:"

-

enfs and teachers togeher



---Presented a three-dai, social studiesvorishop for teachers ii Cincinnati--

70 participants. From that workihop, the.number of schools involved in the

project was tripled. \ ii
A .

4.
s.

---Nambers of-the team visited other-schools and had.vititors -in.,

Oklahoma Team

=Booth at State Teachers Me'f?tin1g
.3

Large exposure at Catholic-Schools Diocese meeting'

Oklahoma State offered methods for proSpectlye social studies teachert using

these materials.

Demonstration ih'MCGurnhei high
-1limtrrtstrator-and--25-s_tudentsbvided in-service meettng.

Five teachers-conducted'an inservice workshop at Northwestern Classen on

20. to expose and familiarize teachers with inthropok,gy teaching kits.

Brochures wore distributed at Oklahoma Educationak Assodatioh Convention,

October 19 an420. ?.

-101orkshops wereated Ifor administrators-and teachers at Oklahoma State

.UniversIty (80 participants) and the University of Tulsa (10_,OartiCipants)

December 1 4 9.

Several junior and senior high schools in Tulsa and.Oklahoma City School

.System are using ACSP, H$GP, SRSS.
s

Mdrris

... . i .
., ,--

1
' ...

1-:-Workshops were held in DC1worth, Alexandria,and Elbow Lake fbr 90 participants.
0,

Used anthropology, materials with 100'sSudents. Elbow Lake using 5 units_ in

geography.- .

Eighth grade social studies program has been changed,to use the project In

one school.

Contacted 40.:50 people in one high school regarding SRSS and ape advising'''.

neighboring schools.

0

ss
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'.PARTICIPANT RESPONSE TO EFFORTS OF NSF, 1972 .

_ MORRIS RESOURCE PERSONNEL..MORKIHM ;

NTROOUCTION - .

I

7

A representative -sample statements made by participants during fol lewm.up 41IL

Visits to each team site nthi fol lowing .the tummer training program.. These;

,comments haye been grouped Into, four categories:

'1. Reactions to the Materials and their Uie
A117. Feelings of Personal and Professional Growth
Ill, -Reactions tbthe Resource'Personnel Woftshop-*

4 I,.
. .7.

,

11
..

. . _

The .hope of this report is, to pOesent an understanding of. some 'of 'the feelings .-

. '. halal- by. pailtiCipents fin-th Us .program one year after the summer Workshop.
,

.

...- .

,...

, .

I. MATERIALS ANDE IR UlEr .1.1

(Selected from 15 'comments)

I. We thin e s very good and are.egthuslastIC about using. It

especially next year because w re-iang.TiO
. __
incorporate more If 'It.-In

__
. our classroom activity. , -

. ___.

2. Anthropology has been used extensiv ely with remedial reading students.

3.. The materials should be;putt together better. The pages are all fallind

out. They should be bound not stapled together if they want to sot 1. there.

4.

.;.

.

1 con understand the depth of the materialsiecause It isa 'project to be done.
its entirety as much as possible, but in many instances it is too deep.'

re than' the kids really want iv know. '. That cen.make it dull., I followed.

he-teachers guide, beciUse I feel '$t is important to get the feel of Wthe
first time you use it % Sometimes it has been pretty-dry.' Then wa:-have put

in projects to try to make it more interesting. The conceptsSome 'of them

are difficult. But the; is like every other class ybtroteach---there are Some

concepts that are difficult. am using the materials in a .world history

class and I -feel A have had- more success then' If 1,.had used the WOrld history

bock. I try to take the difficult concepts and after. they,have worked with

them, at the end of the prescribed rk I try topul 1 it together.' That's

Ilt

when I use the expository teaching. I have the feeling that r have more of

the class 'With me than that are los 1 like them to let me know when they

are lost. '. .

4

4

1 . PERSONAL AND PROFESS rONAL GROWTH A

#
4

. 1. Yes; m9'le has changed An the classroom and also I think my status has changed.7

1.try to be an inqutry teacher. It's hard to be an inquiry teacher afte'r you

have been a traditional teacher. It's hard not to tell the students that I
_

don't know it might be right or if might be wrong. It's hard for the students ...-

.-. to look at 90s as an inquiry teacher as oppoted to a tradillonal teacher. 4.-.--

1. '... ''' 4 4 11

'-' 2. ft Iverped--beCause the geography was .Comileteti new to `m -Our'Schoo(bOUgiii;'.

. the whole program and the workshbp give me a background to some of the inaterials-v
.. -I would be asing.j.7 J .

1 0
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.-: .. N3. I found a-whoie new worldref teaching methods.change. I see mot 'role asa---;----:

.,.." :teacher change from Standin'g, up fhereend giving out and betting it-back;

- felt that'l gave the matenal'nort6 interest, these inner,city kids. I .

could, do almost anywhere and:teach social studies that would be beneficial

to the'students. . I. thought the workshop was really great. ' l'' ;-- '''
- - - .

....

.

. r.

_
-4. Xes-Li feel Fige 1461 doing something--I'm more satisfied. The relationship

.. 10tween!Mysplf and the students is better. A much.more informal 'relationship
a04,1-4,10d4bysettmuch more relaxed in this type of atmosphere,

-. :0.1p.:
,. i..,

5 1.t helped me be a bitter teacher; by ,using the inquiry-methods. I am a
,......, -

.
better teacher Sicayspf it t feel That I have reached my goals:_ 1think
*at ttie kids responded better ;to this' stylelpf teaching..

I

6. TheHSG12 chehged myway of teaching., I have learned a great deal about how '-

; .kids lbarn by.using the HSGP. .

. ,
-

-s!

. .
.

Ntat . ... : : : ,

-- .,'
.1:,It's-helped me to become mora-of a real person with the-kids. Changed my

whole-outlook on:teaching, from a teacher set clissroom to a student set .

.
cia'ssroom. The kids are really happy doing it so the level of interestAs

jvellyhigh. .
,

I , .

. 0-
1

-

V-"" . ,....
0 8. I feel-that ille whole problem of-student teacher relationships nas tiee4a

sore spotp_forWtBay years--iie had an absentee problem--I learned certain tech-

niques which'made_mebrave enough as a little teacher - -I, was always one ,of' : If

the leaser likedhere, but .it made me brave enouoll teitelp inititute a student

wide prbgram 1-9:6I Iip students bring students together n groups of fifteen

with teacher Us'fiiers which we used the inquiry methods to find out what they

, thought of problems here in the high school. ,

; ......._,IN

. i . w
. . .

9. When l'Idund out about the workshop and that I was a participant - -I was looking

for iomethIng different. To look for'something to make md'a bit more interested

in teaching. I have been teaching for tem.years--1 was a bit tared and frustrated

. ' and noth4ng.interestingwas,happening. I came. looking_ for something that would
.

help me, I think I fouhdwhat I was, looking'for. The pot po06-1 sessions--how
o -.to draft proposals, learn something about the curriculum projects and something

abouleffective teaching which_f never really had anyone teach about. -Th9se

e .-. kinds of experiences were really good `for me. The business of being around
with so many different kinds of people whowere teachers and exchanged all our
Weis were very valuable. The inquiry method is something new to me.' The
new approach to teaching was really great. My style of teaching has changed

. because of the workshop. Most -of our work is done on group or individual betis;
I'm not the.giver of knowledge--I'm just the facilitator.' The kids can move

.

at their own rate and go into things they are more!- nterested in. '

10. Rog--with all the years that you have studied social studies, how many of you
feel that this wassine of the best experiences that you'tiVe ever had?
--I say almost everybody.

0 0

11.-00 you think Using this material has changed you any as a teacher?

I don't think it's changed.me=-I think it's channeled in more of what'l

to do. This is the first preOlanned unit Itve taught. 1 like the Strategies;

I think it's tremendous.

Probably somewhat--1 have been using quite efew of-the techniques that were

brought out. It affected me somewhat, but not a lot. I have been using some

.olkthese procedures for'20'or more years. We Just didn't call theM the Same

. e ,

.

.4.

11
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13.-1 don't know if 'I've reached the poinf where I can measure all -the benefits. h

- ° It increased my confidence in some areas. Pr'ovided me with a lot of excitingl "

. - mateflals to use in teacher training.
l -

0 .

1111 REACTIONS TO THE WORKSHOP .

.. -
.0

I.-Can you think of any way in.whrch that 51,000 could have been better 'spent?
.

. - . ; , .-
. ..

. Not Inmy estimation. 141m-been to many workshops and 1 feel that this was .

of greater 'benefit ip me than any other course or..worliehop I've ever, been to
of any kind'. "VERY-EXCITING"

.. ,_, ,". .i. )
-2..11-tiad-never_been_to....soTething like_,..ttas._1_w.lsh_we_ 4cLsPerttintre time_on_

working on the material. We felt we wasted more /time than was necessary. I'm
using the.textbook. I would.have liked to have gone over the material in the
textbook.and used.more of it in the workshop: .

- -. -... - -- .' .._..
1

.- .
S. More trme to devote to having the participants actually use the materials,:

. test them out. Teaching therrk to one another.

.4. Redfield --I think it would be \a good Ideii.to give more money to just one quy
,

.., or p couple who are using the m\sterials in their classPoorns and have them

.1,
*isit schools and show the Materials and how they are used. 1 feel this wpuld

.. 4 be almost better than sending the'whole team.

wise do you think the $1,000 investment was on you the principal, as .

opposed to another teacher?
-i....

.,,, When. In these times when honey is so tight, and the SS department .Cothes to
yogi with 8 program, you know,-something about it, .it is a lot easier. to justify ":.

spending the.money for it. 11'1 didn't know what 'they were about if would be ; .

. skier tosai no and spend the money where I know something about thesprOgrarn.
.Having the admipistrator know sornethiniabout it will iotivete themto spend
money on the curriculum more than if they knew nothing-about it.

f . *,

: 6. The meig Institute was very good.` I have.been a principelf or 6years and* .. .

4-- I had never attended a workshop like this one that was 'gedred to coriculum-......
I think this was §qod for -ire to-see because if some teachers promoted it 1 . 0

could' locik.at it with more interest now because I have scion it.,
, ... .

' 7. The workshop itself was excellent, comfortable-,everyone enjoyed the actis/itles.
Still itwas a long, day. The only thing is that it was in Norris. .The things
they had to do were'goodbutmany times people just wandered arouns1 with. ..

'nothing to do. There could be more grotsactivities. ,Activities.that' are
Lfun but get people together to talk about what they're doigg. 4

. .c : . ,
../ .-" - ..,

8. The only criticism I would ever give of the workshop is that during the worksh4
it would be betfer if.we could get infie classrooms.. Into the other people's
woikshopS/clatsrooms. /r ,.- z . . 1 :

9.. Don't get a team as spread out asoLirs was. It has, real ly lost' its-effect because v
'of the distance between us. ,

. ' i-
0*

- 1

., - - ,
,-.T.

10.,That is a hard question to answer. 'l think with materials 111(8-.41s then'. a

need for peoelb wfio have used it to talk to.people who are going to use it. People;;-'

*need toinake a connitment to give things 0 try.- This program doee.g.ive you the- '

, motivation toinake the commitment. . , t ,,%
,,,

-/'

0

/4-
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PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK -'1972 NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION FUNDED RESOURCE
PERSONNEL WORKSHOP - pNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MORRIS;
MORRIS, MN.

EVALUATION FOR ::A = Completed Aug. 2; 1972 during second week of workshop.,
B'= Completed Aug. 11, 1972 at end of workshop.

, C = Completed_ April - May 1973 end of followup year.

-2 EVALUATION OF WAIIKSHOP
4°

Objectives

o
1. How clear was your understanding of the

Numbertresponding: A=55; B=55; C=37
(Mo) forData presented: Mean (M) and Mode

each question.

you came to the workshop?

'not

Mo*
1

. 1

.

cfear' at very clear

1,1A 1 Airs 1

2' 7?-,3

.

. 1. Alow.closely did this content and emphasis of the workhsap

R initial expectatiOile?
... ,, .

.
-not skt all .. very clOseLy '-;

.

, MO
,

-ABC

objectives of the workshop

, .

' Mr.A

C

77
18

.

144 . 2 ; 3. ,CBA 4

A =.; 3.41

B
3.03

before

coincide with your'

L. _, ' ' ., . ,

, .

,

34; In term; of your own irkerets,

..

experIences,, and job responsibilities;

rearistic and useful were the Objectives of the workshop?
. 4

a). 'how realistic
not' at 114 ( 'exceptionaily ,

Mo "" \ I . ARC' M: A = 3.41.,
. 'I.

1. 1 1 1 1 B = 3.69-
F-1 1. . 2 3 e"'^'D; 4 ' 5 C = 3.62

,
.

.

.
.

b) llok useful .

not at all , exceptionally ,

Mo : ABC
1 1:

i I I

2 3 bM
1

ABC
5i .

Ms A= 3.18..
B = 3.72.
C ='3.72,

47a),The _workshp goals were
not specified eryclearly

Mo
<1 1 1 1

0 1 '2 '3

b) -The climate or atmosphere
...of the workshop was poor

vi4..,.,

,0
* ,

T
d

1

1 2 3 '4

'Sr 7

4 5

4

d

1

how

, The workshop goa1"1,-wjre
. .

specified very clearly .

11:,;A=6.26.

':-1
6'AC

1 . C=6 . 24
\ 7 9

-Thle:cliihate of the Igo' rkShop

'vetyrgoOd: '-
;lc

A' -'t. M: A=7.11'

tA 1
C=6.81-

1 8 95

4,



Mo

c) The "wrong" people came
-to the workshop

r

Ihe'"right"-people came to _

tlieWorks16p

A 'Ms A=7.00
C=6.05

2 -

d) The overall design of the

- workshop-was ineffective

4
mise*

M 0

e) The workshop did not
to a good start

Mo

V

get off

'M -

f) During the workshop, the
staff did not"saem to know
what was going on,

1' 1' 1, 1

0 , 1 2 ,3 47 1
,

g)As a participant in the workshop;

-,. ALJelt I had little, influence or

say about what happened
. .

Mo
1:

4

..,1 1 ,1
M ( '0 1 2 3

h) The Progiam;has had no in-
fluence on what I did this year

Mo

M

1,

4 5

Mo

M

O'Staff resources were poorly
used in: the porkihop

'7

The overall design of the

workshop as nuite effective

C A t A=7.03
.

A 8' ,9
C=6 95

The workshop got off to a

very good start

AC MrAE---736
9---i C7.0,3*

The staff of the wOrkShop
seemed to be in very good touch
with' what was going on .

1 1

6 .C. 7

AC MI-A*7:37'
1 A-1

A
C=6.81

. 8 .5k

As a participant, I felt that I

shared actively in-inf'dencing
what went 4p1

C A A=6.00'
, 1 1

C 6, A 8 9
C=5.92

The program has stroneY,in-
fluenced what I did this year

A _ C:141 A=7.06
ct=p .65

6 C -7. A 8

4

J) Differences of opinion were not
handled well -during the workshop

Mo

M 0 2 4' ,

Staff resources were well Used

in this workshop
.c

MI'A=7:66
C A . 8 _9

C=6.32*

In the workshop differences of
opinion were handled mile wel

C A Ills A=16.27
1 C=6.32

k) There were no-"experiential" of
,discovery-type learning procedures

.
used in the workshop

'6 AC 7 9

"Experiential" o-Ldfscovery--ty
,X procedures were freruent'y use

itv'the workshop

. r AC Ms
9.r..1 A 8 9

a 14



Mo

M

1) Procedures used during-§pe-
cific-sessions of the work-
shop seemed ineffective

--12----

The' procedures'used.in sessions

were very effective 7

1 1 1 t 1 1 1

C A 1
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 'C 7 -A 8 9

5.- My un4eritanding of the goals and expeetations of this R. P. W. was:

Mo.
not clear very clear

C
1 1 1

3 C 4

.

Ms C=3.05

Ms A=7.01
1 C=6.51.

-Program

6. 'which of the following alternativeS'best describe your reaction to the total
.

; g. w., progtara - 1.g -,.

seldom or never
stimaating'oe
interesting ,-,

1.

M 4 2 3

' -7.,

stimulatirg
and interesting
throughout

ABC
1

BAC: .4 4

.

Ms A=3-.10
B=3.03

3.16
What is 'your pinion of the schedule and work

too heavy too light

ABC

2 AC' 3 B
M: Ag-.2.81

B=3.01
C=2.97

.?1

load of the total R. P. W.?

. How about the relative emphasis on'curriculum materials content

methods of teaching?

too Much too much

teaching curriculum

methods materials

Mo 4--
.1

M 1

ABC
1 1

M: A=2.90

2 DA ,3 C
B=2.07
C=3.08

and on

t '9.. How valuable was the -staff consultant contributiOn to your city team? ,

no value extremely valuable

Mo
1 1 1:

M
,s3

AB
2

Mo

M

B Ms A=3.15
1- 1 B=3.37
4

10. ,

-How would you describe the accessibility of the staff of this workshop?

never.
-accesSible

1 1

1 2 '3.A.

always
accessible .

1 1'
A Mr. A=3.59

4

3 h

?'

o.



I I. How would you rate the helpfulness of the staff? .

never always

Mo' .
B Mik B = 3.59

1 l 1 1 -4
M

I, 2
3 B 4

.

12. How would you describe the relationship-you have with the staff?

definize - 'definite

. teacher- colleague-

.
.

student colleague

Mo , A
t 1 1

4.-e 1 2 - 3
A

'4
M t

. I

.4.4,

ti

Ms A = 3.09

.1. .remember the workshop to be:
..

formal 'informal

1 1 1 1 1 1
C B Ms B=6.80

1 3 4 5 6 CB 7 8
C=6.14

4

professional ''.unprofessional_

Mo
1 t 1 1 1 1BC 1

M: B=3.10
1

.M 1 2 C 3 B 4 5 6 7 8 . ,
C =2.51

creative

m6 BC ,

1 1' 1

M
1

2 , C 3
la 4 5 . ''' 6: 7 8 -

,-.

.
,,

content oriented not'' content oriented

C ' B Ms B=4.38
C=3.70

not creative
M: B=3.16

C=2.73

Mo

M

process- oriented

MO BC i

i . 1 1 1 1
1 . ' M C B

1 2 3 4

''Mo

rt

5 8

4

not prociis oriented
Ms d3=2.92..,

1 1 1 C=.,73.30 .

6- 7 8

routine experimental

1 2 3 4 5:CB

fast

Mo

2
C 4 B 5

slow :

C 1,
B* Ms

6. 7' ,8

6 .7 8

B=5.60'
C=5.22

B=4.40
C=3.62-

full participation
restricted participation

Ms B=3.27
fE"---IL-"--4'.. "--"+"'t""'4 C=2.70

C 3 B 4 5
1 2 6 7 . 8

BC'

-16'

I



much free time
Mo

M

M
11 2 3

C

no freel time
M: B=4.12

C=3.68

unpredictable
Mo

'predictable
B.6.25

1 l 1 C=4.62
C: B5 6. 7 8

14. How would you rate the overall morale of al=l the participants?

Vet", low very h gh
Mo A B

1- 2 . 3 AB' 4 , 5

15:Aieralt, would summer institute ;his:
14-

X

a)-worst I ever best I ever
attended attenftd,

137 IA - C
1 1 1 1 1

1 2 3 ,ABC 4_ _25

b) number of workshopi attended: lo -1
Ns 23 11

Self "AssesgMent

M: ik=3.23
B=3.59

M: A=3-.35
B=3.62
C=3.89

9
3 More
8 .3

14-

16. Have your opinions Of the way your courses should be handled in the school
been influenced by your experience in thetotal R. P. W.?.,

-

not at all a great deir
'Mo .- iABG

1 l' I 1

;. M 1 2_ ACB 3 4

%

Ms' A=2.81
B=3.01
C"--=2.)97

47. How would you7desOribethe -giowth in yolirunderstiiiidiiigof this social science
project as a reiult''Of the project workshop?

very tittle

Mo AC B
1 I

much more than
anticipated-

(

M 1 2 3 ABC 4 5

Ms -A=3.41
B=3.67
C=3.81

IL. Your knowledge of the rationale, objectives, Learning theory, content, and
strategies of the "New Social Studies" curricula= as. a result of work in this

total workshop has been increased:

very `little a great_

MO A ''BC
1 , 1 1 1

M 1 2 3 ABC 4 5'

M: A=3.25
B=3.78

C=3.92

1,



1.9.1 expect to be (have been):

a). as change agent:

,not active active
. . _

Mo BC
. 1 1 1 1 1 1.

M 1 .2 3 'C 4 B 5

14'

b) using the materials!

not at all extensively

B-

CB
-1

3
4. 5

0. as member of the teams .

'dropping out,-

C B

2 ; s4 B 5

410

strong

q.

M: B=4.38/
.431

-M: B=3.92
C=3.25

M: $ =4 .27
- C=3.51

20. The liklihoodof your,SuccessAn carrying out:

a) claqsroom Implementation of the materials:

Mo

M

nG,chance

2 5 6

./J) replicated workshops in your region:

no chance

Mo

M 3 4- 5 -6 CAB'7

21. How would you rate your own morale?

C B

AB

AB 8 \

,100ischance:,,

N: A =7:00

9
B=7.15
C=0.23,

A
a 100%-chance .

Mi A=6.48
B=6'. 74

i...10 C=6.15

,

very lob' "yerThigh . .

,

Mo .
. AB ' MS A=3.55

1 1 , 1 1 1 1 B=3.867*
M 1 2

3 AB 4 . 5

. .
: ; . .

.

22. React to the following statements taken from' the list oC14-P4-W.'objectivesi'.4--.
,

,
, . .

-
.4

a) useful knowledge of anthropology-geographr.sociolOgy

'Mo
low high

Si

9

Ms C=5.81



Q

b) succesdiftl experience in teaching the above discipline

low

---11-9 1

C
1

M .-----

1 1 1 1. 1 1

0
.

1 2 3 4 5 C 6 7

----

c) skill intinalyzing and evaluation .of curricular materials

low
---__

M 0

d) skilein'selecting and adapting new

lay

C 8

curriculum to existing s structures

C

...hist?

M: C*.5,87

rs

high -

M: '0=5.535

9

high_

M: C=5.57

0 1 2 3 .4 - 5 C 6 7 8

e) ability to.work in a team for implementation and disseminatign of new,idos

low high

Mo
,

1. 1i 1 1 1 1 '1' 1 1 ,
Ms .C=5.78,

.14- 0 _1 '2 -' 3 4 5 C 6 7. 8 4. A...
. .

S.
I

f) confidence in explaining to others the nature scOpet and substance'of new
curricular materials

Mo C
1-- 1 1 1 1 t 1

M . b 1 2 3 _4 5 C 6

\
,l

g) skill incommunication and decision making
..

-`

Mo

M

A.low

0'

1 1

1 ,32 3, 4 5 C _6

. high

M:. C=5.89"-
1 1

'7 8 9

1

high

.
h) skill in acting as a change -agent

low

-Mo

M 0 1 2 13 4 5 6 8

i) ability to improve the pre-service trainingof social science, teachers

Mo

high
Ms C=5.81

'Ms :6=5.51-

low

1 1 1 1 1

0 1 2 3 \4 6
1

t

_

high
.M: Q5i54-'
9"

"N



_

17

_j) commitment to directing inservice workshops.in my district and / or region

.low high

k) commitment to up.% the matetilas in my classes

low

Mo

o-

t .

M: C=5.56

high '.

C Mi C-J.-.5732

1 1 1 1- 1 , 1 1 1 1 1

M. )3, ( 2 3 4 5 -C 6 ,7 8" 9

'1) commitment to seeking out preservice teacher training involvements

_high
.

M:
.

C--4..55
It .1 1 1 1- 1

4 C 5 6 7. 8 9
.

) commitment to developing bitter school college cooperation

:lox- , high ....,

Mo C zme.c:F=5:35

il 0 1 2 3 4 5 c t . ..So
-.. ,

------,
n) ability to 44rOve leadership in situationi-where Imm not the formal leader

. . .

low . 1311-:-

No /
1'1 0 '3 .4 5 C 6

..

...

, -

-o) ability to settle conflicts withiwthe group
_.

. low high

Mo C-- . '11:

1
M : C.----5 . 22

1.--T-4---.4. ot.
M _ 0 1 2 3 4 5 C 6 7 8 -,9 =

.

1

p)-commitment to professional activities, supervising student teachers and

'developing school = college cooperaiion

.low
J,

high

Mo
1

. J.
1 =6.16

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

M 0 1 2 3- 4 , 'T 6 ..CL:-1/ 8 9

(1) desirable realtionships with central office-

low ,

Mo

high

`

20



r) desirable relationship with immediate supervisor

low

0

-.$) desirable relationship with students

low

0. 1 2 3 4

.tYself image as competent educator

a
O

18

high

C' . Ms C=6.70

8 _9

high

Ms CL-6.16

,
.., 0

low

...

high .-

4° C Ms C=6.54
1 1 1 1 1 :1 1 1 1 1

M 0 1 2 .3 4 _5 6 C 7 8 9 ..

.

23. The quiploding,two'sectionsof this questionnaire Vitus on your perception of

Gpven.. Al._ your won teaching behavior. Which poiht best C'haracterizes where you see

ItI3Wr''k' **B ...z.Where- you think! you will be at .the' end of the workshop -, 1..:ei-in- '.10114Ing .c% 'yourself in relation to theiast few courses which 0'4 haste conducted.

.cail:cloalsvery clearly. clearly next. course.
doWt specify, course - ,I specify goals very teaChirig your

, IC -Given
ope,,year I t..

low' 1

, 'high

MO .

e C Mi Po6 . 87

t 1 1
, li=7;19

.
M 0 ' 1 2 3 4

. 5 CA 6 7 B 8 9 ' C=51.30

,

0 the climate or atmosphere of the climate of my cliisroom is '-

my classroom is poor good

low

-.,
1--lies r ,

C M.,s A=6'.89 ,
i B.=7!.56'
0. 1 2 3 B' T A 8 9 . . ,C=5:87

) the OVerall plan of 4y courses the overall plan of, iy

is sometimes ineffective courses is quite effectivi

-. ,. ,.,-

,
high. -

C
_4

. Ms 'A=5:70;'.
1.--7-:-.-4---4----1 k7-77---1.--,-.--4 1-

, B=7:23
'2 3 4' C .5 A 6- ° 7 -B 18. ' ,9 . C,....4.730 .

d) I have trouble
off to a good sta

ting my courses I do quite well getting my courses
off. to a-good start

C

high

1-
i

Ms A=6.55
B=7.29
C=5.24



e) during my courses, I often feel
=I don't know, what's goinLOW

low

Mo 4
M

f) in my classroom students have

. little influence or say about
what ha ens

during my courses,
touch with what's g

19

m in very good
ng on

5 C 6 A 7 8
.

.

i my classroom st
1 influencing wh

A

a

Mo- .
*- '(- I C

1---11-
....

4 . '1-616-4.---.71. 1

IA o 1 2 : . 4 C- 5 '- 6 A 7 B

g) I have' difficulty handling differences I handle differ
of opinion when, they come up in my ' when they come

clitsroom

Mo
low

4

h) I rarely use "experiential" or
discovery-type learning procedures

, inlay classroom . - ,-

/

low. j
/'

Mo
,M,

0
\ .,3

.

.

.1) I would like 'to change some of the
ways I. conduct: courses '''.

high

Ms A=6.76
B=7.27
C=5.49

share actively
s on

Ms, A=6:34
B:=3 .24

9 \ C=4.76

cm;
.

of opinion well
9

p'in my classroom

'' high.

'C

3-

A=7.04
B=7.51
C=51,60

I frequently use "experiential'!, or,

discovery -type' learning procedues

Inrcy classroom

1 , high . ', ! ,

, - Ms Ap4436, -

5 A-7 9 C=5:51
, B=7.76

I am pretty satisfied, about th(4,:fy
-,,---,

I\condUct -courses .--

. --

r low

Mo
1

M Y 0

Mo

1

. 2

40

.

high ,

.\.- M: A=4.44 /
1 1 . 1 1 , 1 1

3 C 4 A. 6. 8 9 , Bc21:168

j) I have.a feeling tat I don't know . I haveit pretty good information that
what/a course has accomplished

low'

1

M_ o 1' 2. , 3,

-

'tells me what A course has 'accomplished

C
1

4 5.CA 6 B 7 8 9

high .

'B =6.68
C=5..08

10-isy.students.don't seem to use
what they have learned

low

c
1

o 1'

1 1

5' 4 C 5A
s.

22

my students use what they hi e learned
quite completely

.B
1 1

7 8

high

Mt .A=5:28
B =6.62.

9
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Team and Implementation I

1

_. --248 Is there a feeling of group solidout.among members of city team?

I

no strong

AB

2 C 3 AB 4

a,

Ms A=3.33
B=3.35
C=2.83

5. How would yoUtrate.your city team morale? I

very low very-high

Mi3
-

, 10' 1 1 1
131C

1

M 1' '2 3 CB. 4 5
.

.

26.

l a) I have fulfilled, by personal

not...it. all beyond expectations
. , M: C=3.08

1 1 '11'' 1 1

1. ; 2 ;3 C. 4

1 .

B=3.85 :
C=3.29

commitment to the R. P. lilt:vials

, -

\

. .

. .

b) my team tas fulfilled its commitment. to the R.:P. ii:V.Ols
. . .

. , \

\

not at all ..beyond:expeCtations
, i

; . Ms C=2.91

410.

(

i '. 2. C . 3 4

.0

1.

-

4
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s

OVERVIEW : , . "- . -_,
-..

*
.:

. .
. ---,- tIn.Januant'i 973 the University of Minnesota, Jibrris received a'._ .

' grant from the' National Science Foundation to direct a. Resource Personnel
Workshop to

of
social -sc I ence ,education st the pre-col lege level'. The

''''''''' objectives of this workshop were to, through "training, implementation, aria
generardissemination of the Anthropology Curriculum Study Project, the
High School Geography Project ..and the Sociological Resources for_the Sooial-

'.Studies Project, achieve'-the' following goals:
.

1
....

* t'. . . : .GENERAL- 1 ., .... .4

...

I. To' enable the participants and their colleagues at home -tibetome,
-,more effective social science teachers by changing, ttitudes
- toward:the teaching- learning 'process,- toward the nature and sub-

sten& of the disciplines, and .toward The student. .'

,o

9

.
,, ,

2.,To train' and subort-tea.ms' of
.
educator's' conlitted to becoming

... resource persons for +he implementation- and dissemination of
new Social 'Science Curricula in their school districts and regions.

,

3. To develop pa'tterns Ofoodperation between schools, colleges of ..,,

education and theliberai arts,.. and other organizations committed' `

to qUality!socral science education. *
'. " * '..,

. SPECIFIC: i PARTICIPANTS WfLLAlli 01:1 STRENGTHEN ;THEIR:
, .

... t
t

.2

1. Knowledge of thedilciplines'ofiAnthropOitogy, Geography and Sociology.
. . , . . ,

2. Experience -in teaching the*niaterials from the thr3e curriculum projects.
.

a

I in analyzing and evaluating new curriculum materials:
,

4.Y Ski II in selecting and adapting new curricular ideas to existing school
)

curricu I a.
,

5. Ability to work in'a team.todeveiop implementation And-dissemination
'itrategies. 1

6. Confidence in explaining to others the nature, scopeand substance of
the new curriculum materials. - 4

. .
. i . ... ', , .

-4,- 7: Skill in communication and decision riming.
d

Skill in 'acting as achange agent,in.I'mptementing new materiiks.

9. Ability to improve the preservice training of social science teachers.
.

-



O

4:2
Six teams were recruited for this:two,year program including a thFee-week. ,

summer workshop and sixteen month team activity and folloWup period'. Each

ors and two,00llege professors representing-teacher education and the social
tam was ideally composed,of-six classroom teachers, two,tchool.administra-

sciences. Six teams were selected - -their actual composition -is as follows:

Team
otio. of No. of No: of.

. Teachers- .- r Administrators Calle o Professors Totals

reenvflle, Delaware 7 1 10

ington, Kentucky 6,

Ne Hampshire

,..=,
iccstate-dide) 9

Pennsvilli, N.J.
- viand area schools). 7 .

Greensboro and Moore 6

'County, North ,Carolina

- Virgthla-Beach, Va.
,(six' teachers

ipited at school

' districtexpense) 14 .

49

3

'

Thetibove irsted teams were visited by the project
.As1:0act ofathe selection process. Theseindividua
wee workshop held on the University.of Minnesota,

Minnesota' from July:22 through August 10 , 1 973.; ,

..\ Theieptafyor this workshop included:

c

I.

RPW Directors

Cra ig Kisesock,

,U of ft, Morris

. Morris,DMinn. 56267 "
.

Roger Wangen

- Stale Dept.'0.:Education
St; PaUl, Minn.

Protect Staff .

ACSP
Bod4h-:-directpr

St.louis Park'Schbojs
'St. Louis Pai-k, Minn.

Lee Smithdemonstration teacher
-St. Louis:Park Schools
'St:-Louls Park; Minn.

Robert kisteanthropologist.
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' following the workshop team implementation, dissemination and training

activities were followed by phone and letter mmunication, supported to,

the extent Of$100000 per team to cover dissemination and training costs,

and visits bylproject staff to help initiate team activities arld to gather

feedback on the success of the workshdp and Ictivities of the teams.
'iv

CONCLUSIONS

Many of these. statemerits are supported by the data 0 the sections of this

report that follow. A few of them are the result of our own direct observa-

tions and'' experience.-

IMPLEMENTATION/DISSEMINATION .

- .

-
r

1. Ail -otourteamd did use and disseminate the project materials more than

.
meeting their Minimal' commitments and often going far beycind them. This

. _performance varies 'across. teams,

2. Teachers trained in the phoject materials continue to use them during

the second year after the workshop. They often start using materials
from projects they were not directly trained in, but which were a part

of the RPW program. .,

4

3. We.,;can demonstrate.that'for every RPW participant, between.one and two
'teachers who did not participate in the Morris workshop are now usifig

the project materials as a result of the effdrts0
of RPW'participants.

4. RPW,participants and their-students have,,strong,positive feelings about

the project materials. ,

5. ParticipationInth'is workshop:
--imprched participants' confidence and self-image .

--heightened .participant professional 'feelrngsand involvement'.

--11161:77c7r11147.:LtarsZagitY

to work wIthstudents-and increased

J.

.'6. RPW participants:. '

.
9' r 1

--Believe in this pc-ceram as an eftect4ve Aeans of initiat..ing-change in

, education . = 7 -. e -
.

--Feel a common bond and continued.commitment to team membership.and

activities ''two years after the workshop;

- -Havea wide rangeof feelings of success and disappointment'when talking.

about team acfivities..

--Find,, one yearafter: the workshop that the prograM influenced their

, . teaching far more than they'expected at the end of the-wori4hqp. .

--Feel quite.positive.aboue6the workshop and how what they learned' affected 1

-their _actiorrs: , r , . _ ...

- -Remain consistent in the sett- assessment of their role as a change agent

and:implementor of project meter:301s from the end of theWorksticip 4-6 one

year later; , Ix, .

- -Have strong positive feelings,abouttheir teaching behavior one year after

the workshop.
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WORKSHO 'PROCESS, '

Pre-Workshop Team Selection o

1. Rdcruitingand maittaining,a team of 10 -14 educators Is quite possible

2. If participant expectations are not understood and clearly dealt with at
all points-in the grant program it can cause an early end ,to the whole
project.

,

3.- It is realistic to expect school districts and teams of ectuc ators to
Commit themselves sin -wr'i'ting, prior tcr.workshop involvement, to the pur-

chase, use and regional dissemination of_ social science curriculum
materials of. which they, have little orsno.understanding.

4. Teaks must be recruited on th4understanding.that a "support system"
exJ4ts both within and,external to the team. '"

n=site visits. serve mgovvaluable purposes-for-teamnsefectron-an

Workshop Operation

1ft. Pacticipant exPectitions and desiresiare equal in importance to staff
expecteiops and goats.

The workshop, staff should be more concerned with meeting participants'
grOup process \needs than subject matter needs at the beginning of a workshop.

3. Participanti have as much to offer a workshop as staff members do.

4. Al 1. staff meetings should be open to all participants and their involvement
encouraged through advertising of meetings, setting times convenient for
everyone, And through appropriate seating arrangements and other.encourage-

.,..

ment during the meetings.

5. Teachers,,
_

administrators and col lege faculty participants should not be
scheduled into activities or tracts based on their back-home role for train-
lag dtTing the iWoricshop.,

Participants 7hould be encouraged to bring their families.

7. ln every workshop a low or slump develdps. at some .point.

8. The end of a 'workshop -fs'always too late for participants.

9. Training teachers to effectively use new curriculum materials .and be able

to train others their use, are not sufficient objectives for dissemination

-programs. ,
.

Fallow -Up

.

I; A team Without a ,key leader to Initiate, develop,' and follow -up team activities

is nearly worthless.

2. Teachers make very effective disseminato-rS'and trainers of other teachers.

,50ilie change agent teams are more effective it Changing teacbei. behavior In
-Ittotr-oWn,d14tript than in districts outside. their own. While with others

ressons_for thlik er,009)fer.
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RECOMENDATIONS

The RPW concept is a good one--it achieves many of the objectives for,which

it was,Aeveloped. It is very,effectiva in achieving direct implemantition and
'broad dissemination of-the project materials. If training has happened at
the rate westeel it has here (with" or more new teachers using the.materials
for every participant in our workshop). then this. objective has been met also- -

but certainly not to the extent that;it _might. Therefore, we present the
,fcilowing as our one primary recommehdatton-,any others can be deduced from_
Tome of our concluSions'and the data on the following pages.

Many resource' teams have now.been,developid throughout the country and through .

the efforts of many individual projeCis located in suchestates as North Carolina, .
Alabama, ColOrado, California and of course, Minnesota. As of, till's date,

June 1975, we have worked, todeveloR and support twenty-four Resource teams
across the_lad and Eastern United States. Mahy of these teams are made upof
proven leaders and.teachers thoroughly committed to these materials and the

teaching process explicit in them. The problem is that the resources in theSe
,teams are .riot being exploited anywhere near their full -potential- -a potential
which if used in each local or, regional area, could have a far reaching TRAINING
impact.

Our.proposal: That successful, teams be contacted again; that the "key Fader"
or a new leader be determined and properly supported to carry out the role of

a.project director. That each team should be. ."upgraded" to have at least one
teacher trainer in each national project at the secondary level and develop

'their training skills. That each project director would recruit participant
teachers from local and regional schools - -all with appropriate commitments for
purchase.and opportunity to use the materials- -for a 40-hour training progrim

with the following objectives:

I. Train participant teachers in one curriculum project for their direct

use in the classroom.

2. Develop grades 7-12 social studies programs for each diStric-ethrough
whidh the project materials are integrated. into rational programs for

students. .

3. Present participants with minimal change agent'skills far informing and
training.other teachers within their district's in the use of the materials.

and for. implementing the 7-12 curriculum program.

. This project would, after an initial Ograding,session, function using minimar
national resources and initiate the probability of oh-going locally run and

locally supported training programs; It would build on the strongest teams
and individuals from past RPW's; Would result in the spreading of the experi--
fumes. we and others have _pined from directing our programs, would function ,

according to tested and tried techniques; and at the,very.least, would insure
theeffective use of experienced individuals whose talents are now being lost--
Oen-they should be built upon, while we; "go OUt of business."

1

MY
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REPORT ON DISSEMINATION AND-IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES OF RPW TEAMS

FOLLOWING 1973 UMM WORKSHOP - iNCLUDING,RESULTS OF'A SURVEY 2 YEARS

AFTER THE RPW.

. New Jersey Team

Thiteen RPW members conducted an alai -day
Center on February 5 for 55 particiPants.
SRSS

Five
,New J
and C

ACSP.

RPW members presented a
/

workshop and
rsey___for regional.meetIng_of theiNew
triculum DevelopmentAprir L974.:

clinic at the Educational Improvement,
Included presentation of ASGP,

follow-up gt Brtdgeton High School,
Jersey Association for Sppervision

Workshops for parents were:Presented at Wilmington Friends SchoolOctober,
Janua . March and."Three-in-One" in May.

A SOH g Semester, 3-graduate credit course-was offered for 20 students at
Pennsville High,School. Topics included geography principles upon which

the hig school geography project is basedand adaptation of project to
.

y realities of New Jersey.

.

Virginia Team

-Held an o

Sub-teams

Presented
teachers
Virginia Be

4 .

at Distr ct

t.f.

ganizational session on August 26 on. Dissemination and lmplementatton.
by project finalized methods and materials to be presented.'

rogram introducing curriculum materials for 25 social studies
Also conducted a session with 1.30 social studies ,teachers in +he

ch system. Sub-team presented information to 300 participants
L-and.150 social studiesteachers from District T. .

Virginia
easter

. January I

Mini-sess
Social St

An RPW to
and secon

11. team re

In the fal
Workshop.

Funded six
next mime

ea h team -and North Carolina. team finalized plans for future programs
N rth Carolinaculminated in two sessions'in Elizabeth City on
and March 4th for 200 teachers'and administrators.

ons 6re offeredlon November 9-and 10 .to Virginia Council for the

die Annual Conference in Charlottesville--300 participants.

m co ducted a 12 -hour mini-course designed to inform elementary

ary teachers about project materials,for 40 Virginia Beach teacher's:
a

ort w i presented to Virginia. Beach Secondary School Administratort

I. A mintstrators became acquainted with the'project and Minnesota

addtt onal teachers from Virginia Beach for NSF Workshop at Morris.

Aseise time also granted for dissemination activities.

Kentucky

A Workihop was' co ducted by 6 RPW members at the University of Kentucky on

Principles and Te hniques of Teaching Social Studies in the Secondary School --

30 participants.

36



-7-- (Kentucky -rcontinued)

, 'A workshop was conducted, by 3 RPW members at Lafayette High SchOol, Lexington,

' Kentucky. Participants included a Board of Education member, superintendent
and associate sUperintendent, head of secondary curriculum, state department
social studies' consultant, four principals, 22 social studies teachers, five .

4 counsefol's and three librarians. Anove`rview of the 3 projects was presented. .

A workshop was conducted by 7 RPW members at Eastern KentuCky University,
RichMond, Kentucky. Participants included members of the'social studies
department of the Central KentuOky Education Association, State Department
officials, Eastern Kentdcky faculty members.' Purpose: To orient:participants
to project materials and inquiry,methOds.

Ir

Offered a 3-graduate credit -sentinar in social studies to NSF Resource ,

Personnel Workshop,team members on implementation and dissemination of materials

for thewfayette County PubliciSCh0C1s.,

New Hampshire Team

. 5th Annual hortheatt Regional Conference--Clinic #9 was held on integrating ,

NSF Social Studies materials into an existing curriculum Boston, April 1974.
_

Ten educator team-developed eight workshops to present to teachers, administra-

tors, and/or school boards. Subject: ACSP, H$GP, SRSS and also social studies
-'curriculum, teaching,itrategies materialsiand objectives.

Presentation'and clinic at NOSS Convention.

Meeting of Hollis group at Winding Brook Lodge to plan year's actriftles.

Graduate level course onNewPer4ectives in Social Stedies offered at Rivier

College.

Meetihg of New Hampshire Council of the Social Studies at which NSF materiiii

were demonstrated -- October 1973.
1.

1.

Report that all team members are using some materials--two using HSGP but-
supplementing with other things, five others using some of the materials

with good success. Some districts appear ready to buy into the staff-

- development program. . . ,

Some team members working with colleges in preservice programs.'

., North Carolina

. P esentation at Worth Cariolina.State Conference by six RPW members.
,

")7
High Point Workshop was conductedby four .RPW members.

Viilted Virginia Beach schools.

Q

O



_ Delaware Team.
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,A 4-day exchange of five Virginia Beach and five Wilmington secondary social
studies teachers was hetd, Purpose: to give participating teachers an .

opportunity to observe the social -studies programs in the schools they
visited. .

Teachers at,Mt.. Pleasant High ,School were introduced toISGP..

Introduced HSGP to 14'teachers at State Ih-Service Workshop..

Described HSGP,at PTA meeting, Match 1974.

Planning-a summer teacher - training workshop on HSGP.

Ten teachers taught two social studies courses in mini - course program using
SRSS, HSGP and ACSP.

.

'Part 1. Participant Use of Materials

t,

RESULTS OF FEBRUARY 1975 QUESTIONNAIRE ON USE OF PROJECT MATERIALS
(4,4Tparticipant responses - 31 teachers; 9 administrators and 4 college.
professors of 'ail; original 67 participants - 49'teachers; 11 administrators
and 7 college professors)

.

1. What is your currt position: -None of the respondents has changed their

/
job since attendifig the workshop except tbit five'teache#s now serve as

part time department chairmen.

2: Are yog currently using any of the project materials ?.
,

yle: /9 teachers; 9 administrators/collegeprofessors
no :' 2 teacheri;, 2 administrators/collegeiprofessors

J

3. Which materiali are being used:

ACSP: 17

HSGP: -24

SRSS: 21

In what manner are these materials beingused?

10-- As referenie for the teacher, but not used by'students
17 7 As supplementary materials for students

.,

14 - As the basis for a complete.course and used by students

5. In what social studies courses are the materials being used?

-ACSP: Used primarily in Anthropology and. World History courses. at, the

tenth and eleventh grade levels
HSGP: Used primarily in Geography -and U.S. history courses and other

miscellaneous courses evenly-throughout grades 10-12: t.

SRSS: ,Used,primarily in Sociblagy courses with Litrong shoOing in
American Studies at the eleventh and twelfth grade levels with
a few. at 10th'srade.

Ng

. .t
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).year

011111111111111

1973-
74

1974-

-9-

i

6.In order to determine actual -class use of the project materials, teachers

were asked to state:.

a) how many social studies classes they taught per day

b) how many class days In their school year,
_.... / c

.. -

.

c) the number of class opportunities for their social studies instruction
(i.e., a x b = c)

d) how many class hobrs in the school year (i.e. that portion of (c) they
'.centered their 4nstruction on -use of each of the pfoject materials and

with how many students. t

-.

The results areas fc14-cms for ;he 1973-74 and' 974-75 academic years:

.(a). ''(b) (t) (dr (d)

oplasses days clai's ACSP HSGP

statistic er day per y sot. st. # of #'of # of
1

# of

class hrs students class hrsistudents

N 28. 28 ',. 28

Raw totals 127 '.040 22860

Mean 4.5 180 816

Range '.3.5- 180- 360-

5 180 900

Mode or J.80 900

Mode, range

; N
Raw totals
Mean

29 29 29

31 5127' r3I19

4.5 _177 797

3-5 90- 450-
180 900

Mode or
Mode range 5

r

10 10

968 724

99 , 72

2- 12-
225 140

0-49 100-

' I 149

12' I 12

1265, 963 ,

105 80

3- 12-

324 I 145°

180 900 d- 1 50-

49 ( 99'

e
-.

The primary patterns that seem to emerge are:
s

.
,

.
a).SRSS is used.more than HSGP which_is used more than ACSP

b). The extent of use of all itree'projects remains-quite constant over the

two years.:
,

7. Has the teaching process implicit in the project materials affected your teaching

of other subjects and topics in social studies?

'

14
1

14

1913 X10581058
137

'

76

9- 27-
. 600 145'

50- 100-

99 149

4 13

1709' '1024

132' I 79*.

2- ' 20-
700 I A40

0.- 1 501

40 , 99

(d)

SRSS

# of # of

class hrs studen-

.

13 1.3

3185 1170'
245' 90'

90- .15-
720, 180

50- 0-
99_1 A9

r2

2900 s'411755
242 1 98
45- I 1.41t,..

729 . 240

.106- .1 (00 -.

149 149

None at alit
HP

-A great deal

140- 11: Dissemination/Training

1. Have you been involved in team'arraneed inservice workshops and meetings?...

yes: 43

DO: I (an administrator)

.a) How many workshops and meetings? ,

an average of 3.7 sessions per participant (Range: 1-8; Mode: 3 sessions)

b) For howrmany participants?_
an approximate average of 103 (Range 18-- "several hundred;" Mode 150)

-

()-kr t.1

fi
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.

c) 'How many workihops ,planned for the future? 7

.
_

2. Beyond team arranged workshops and meetings how many educato s have you

talked to? of 34 replies approximate total w 750,' mean alt. 22, reap 3-50.
6

3; How many educators do. you know are Using tlie materials in their classes

as a direct result-of your efforts? Total is 58 plus some statements. of

"several".

. How many educators do_you think are using the materials in their Classes

as 'a direCt result of your efforts? Approximate total: 173

A number of "no way of estimating".statements..

r

4 I

vt

.

I
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INTRODUCTION

PARTICIPANT-AND-STUDENT-R SpONSE-TO-EFFORT
Of NSF -4973- MORRIS RESOURC: PERSONNEL WORKSH P

In the spring of, 1974, approximately sigh teaching months aft r the summer .

workshop, two staff' members.made on-site vis is to each team site. During these
folloW-up visits interviews with nearly, all eam-members and many f theirostudents
were held and tape recorded. The follow ng report summarizes the deas and feelings
expressed in these interviews. .

1

\

.,Typed transcripts made from the r rded interviews, in whiCh individual
comments applying to the workshop program ere abstracted for ease in claisifitatiOn
and use. These statements were then group =d-into four major cata0oriAA.as followsLt,

IgeRi/
. ,

actions tothe Project Material anetheir, Use
11. Participant Feelings of Persohar nd Professional Growth

111.-Participant Reactions fo'the Res rce Personnel Workshop
IV. Participant Reactions to the Imp ementation,and Dissemination Process.

Participant and student statements, while subj. tiveiy chosen for use in this
report,were selected to represent the folloWng:

/

I. ;The major concerns or themes expressed,'throughout the statements.
2: (Responses from a variety, of the teams in each category. ,

L
1

I The range. of comments ,given in each category

.:-

Similarly,..statements presented: .

,?
.

I. Are limited in order to keep this report short. (The total number-of
comments made. in each category is given to give the reader an idea of the
einphasis:placed on the took by reactors)* .

.

,
2. Do not follow a'set ratio ofcommenis selected to comments available,.

# .

RESULTS-OF-INTERVIEWS
.

.

1.. Reactions to the Project Materials and their Use
A., Participant. Reactions to the. Anthropology (ACSP) Material s

..,

$

B.iParticipant Reactions to the Geography (HSGP). Materials
C.I,ParticipkIt Reactions to the Sociology (SRSSY Materials
D.1Participaht Reactions-to the Project Materlaisvin General

`E.)2articipants' Students Reactions to Classes in Which the Project Materials
Wire Used,

I) Reactions in General
2) Comments on use of discussion and small groups

ts
1I. 'Participant Feelings of Personal and. Professional. Growth

A. Self-concept
B. professional- Feelings. Statements'
C. Attitudes o Kids . -

*II, Participant React)* torthe Resource Personnel Workshop.
. -A. Participant Belief in Process 5 statements

P..Suggestions
Intra-team actNities

2) Use of-peer teaching In the workshop
3) Meirials,pitegration

4) Folicwup'after the training program

35
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11,:"___Participant_lieactions_to the Impl nietion and Dissemination ProCess,

. A\ Schoordistrict support
B. Team feelings ayear later .

C. Felt successes.and=disappointments
I. Successes
2. Disappointments

D. Problems and SuggesticmA
c 1.Problems-
12. Suggestions

_

r

Statements
1 .

1. REACTION TO THE PROJECT-MATERIALS AND THEIR USE

.A. Participant Reaction to the Anthropology (ASP) Materials

Positive- --NegatlYe

1-77COnanionts in total)

,Representative Reaction's -

/
.. .-

For the most part, the kids felt more comfortable working with the project '-

material thin with the book, They enjoyed working on.the bushman and pygmies :.

more than I thought they would._ Some had a-- hard-time grasping concepts in /"

the status section.,. It took them a good slay to get into the stuff. Gaffing

Into Jt is the hard part. It's completer, new to them. After they got into

it they came out with more success. . ,

\
, ,

I Only used one .unit out of the four. I thought there might be'another

course next year whICh would get Into material in the other .three units. ,--Also

inquiry,is new to me--I have to learn a new way Myself.. .1 will use the same

material next, year and maybe more.

A lOt of the\parents stated they'd like to read anthropology;. some parents

really enjoyed,it; parents were overjoyed that the class-was finally. getting

at samething\kis1des4facts; parents said that their kids were interested in

the material thie ear (other years they had hated it).

B. Participant Reaction'to the Geography (HSGP) Materials§L2 IEtsith;...1'1..UL.4.1i---.10gati,s
comments in total)

.Fileresestative Reactions

Used Geography of.Ciffes; Farm g; used the-one on Sites in coniunction. with'a

couple of-films and it worked o pretty_well; the kids really liked farming.'

materials and the appro It got me out of* old way of teaching.

Used "Manufacturing and Agriculture", then iyenttto the,unit on cities, started-.

out second-Semester with culture unit d Just completed the one on-political

giography and started this morning on " bite and Resources ". I'm sure that

',there -will beMore kids taking Win t e ture. We had to discourage people'

from signing up this second semester becaus we didn4thave'onough materials

for 'them. .11m-praaised 'two ciasset next yea Wouldn't want to teach over-hoo,

classes of-this type of,one time-4or example, 11 the tests have to be essay-

type tests,:rand.that takes time, and you have to et all _this material together.
...,......11s.Hagh.Schototgepgraphy,thing,has affected my t ching in My other.classes.--

1 Use because I feel comfortable with th- now. I'm not so scared,

to try-new-things.

-.4111/6116
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C. Participant Reactions to the Sociology1SRSS) Materials
1

Positive--LaLF-=-1.--L21---Negative
(17 :comments iln total)

/RepresentatiVe Reactions I
f ..- y .

7. ''

t

l'think the sociology materials went over very

semester l used the episodes only. The second

the 601iOdeit-plus the "textbook. We used about
-,.tended to lean toward. the episodes. I thought

well in class. The first
semester, we're implementing
4-or 5 of the episodes. /r
theywent'very well

I really like fhe4 materials. ThWre.extremely valuable. I don't have much of

a background in sociology and i can use them fairly easily: --

1 used matelal with two classei. ,In my class on minorities, I used "Images"--

.in another. Class ca110 U.S. TOday, we did an episode with Divorce. Students

Were not ai interested' as I thought they would be. They enjoyed the' girl-watching

thing, but!got bored wlith,it after a couple of days. With Di'Vorce, we did the

questionnaire and read a couple of cases, and then-they were ready to go on to

.something else.
1 1

D, Participant Reaction to the Project Materials--General

'i12, (4) 14).

(20 comnients-iktotal)
presentative Reactions

1 thini-otild be golitif this way of teachl:g were to be deveioped in other.

subject areas as will.

Ws used the material extensively. It was very successful. We plan to keep using

o
tit.

1

Materials are organized.ln,such_a manner so that it doesn't allow anything to

lag too long, and it doesn't go too fast for the students;,givei'fhem a variety,

,otthings to do.

Peel that the kids learn,a lot more through that, material; showing alternative'

ways for the kids to learn, helps in getting through to some of the kids who didn't

seem to belearning anything before- -they learn to come out and make decisions on

their own: ,

F4,1, pretty good about the materials..

, Wouldn't want to use this materiel all the time - -maybe every two or three weeks

a change of pace.

Had a hangup with grades when using this materlaWwould use regular material for

first 2 or 3 weeks of grading, then when had my grades pretty well fixed, then

9, .snend'Inst week in inquiry sessions.
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E. Readtions Offlarticipants1Stdents to Classes in which the Project Materials
Were Used

(20) (5) "' (2)-
Positive-»--i(5ziwil---------Nega ive

(ricomments in total) -

Representative ,Reactioans

a) Overall Reactions:; /

Some kids felt that --this is one of the better classes. About 2/3thougHt that this
:---was their favorite class. *, 1.

jhis class has more projects and work thiings; it's more related,to me than Just
reading a book and answering questions. You gefo basic feeling for what you'v,
_done Instead-of Just memorizing facts. Don't typically doAmall group work in
other social studies classes. Thi teacher still talks a lOt--but with us,,m4t
to us. When you Just read the material, you don't-learn as much as you can th ugh

discussion. -

Last year is (two kids)
.now. Laat yearlie Just
read things we need to,
discussion:

One student stated that
understand.

took the class and it Just wasn't as interesting as it is'
read, did, exercise's and took tesis.. Here we discuss' it,

but don't have anraCtual test-.:it's more or less Just

in the book there are facts given and it's easier to

a

;Able to relate the activities and discussions to your life and experienCes and
holp.you'to. understand .why you're doing the things you're doing

_

and living the

way you are. ,
, .

co
b) Use of Small &mos and Discussions-

eutral)
egative

commeptcin total)'
Representative Reactions

I

I

They did more small group activities when they used the material than when they...

..used the book. Most of the kids liked that. Comments were:It's easier to work
'together, you can compare ideas, talk about them, and'figure out what's right and
what we think is 'a better way; It's a lot mori"interesting, you get more done;
A let of people are inclined to work better if they ;work in groupsbeceusellt's

more interesting: You feel more free to_talk.in front of a small group than in
front of a large group; you're with your friands; you're not so scared to-give
what might be a wrong answer; you'renot scared of the teacher.

0 .1

11, PERSONAL; AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

".
P

A., This program hasa strong positive effect on participants' confidence and self-image.

---7TnZifFirrfra--Disagree./;-Agree-»rm,

43 Comitents in Total)
Representative Reactioris

helped me to be s much better teacher. 1 feel better-about myself, I have

e better self-concept of myseas a teacher. Have beoome dissatisfied with the book,
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aLt40.0_dabOltAtiLiworkshop_mten_IL,gotilome. 1 feel_much_mottuoonfldent
.../

what Om doing: / ' . ,

I. . . . . ! .

workshop give mi qpit a bit more confidence in myself as a teacher;,It

s easier to come &nick and work with new teachers. , :

, .. . 1r ,/ ...,-
. el`. ...'

0 N ,

couldn't have recoMended Suzy for tenure before,but now she's got more
-fidence snit is-doing alliright. She's using those materials with a lot of

nfidence... . r ./.

I can talk'about more new ideas with other teachers now. Feels

these new Ideas to'other teachers:

ood.to show

B. Involvement in th1s-prog?am heightens part' ant professional f elings'and

stimulates'effortstOward improving their pro ssionalactions.

4.

Agree aritEitr
.

(17 comments rh total)
Representative Reactions

The workshop.wasomeaningful Just in meeting different people with

and listening to the informal sessions -- talking and developing fri
learning different people's approaches to problems. It was a valu

from,a.sociali*Ing point of view. i think it will affect me more

experience I get teaching.

It's given, me more pride in myself and myprofesslon. You.have s

you're sharing with them; you're enthusiastic and they become entbu

makes me feel-,great. Hope to-go to more workshops.

This was the first workshop I've been to. I really enjoyed it. It

feel more professional; gave me a purpose and something to strive f
me aware of the fact that there are a lof'bf things happening in

that I'm not aware of. Made me want to get more into it.

ifferent ideas
ndships and
bie experience
he more

thing new
iastic;

nelod me
r; it made
al4tudies

.\
_..._ \

Me as a supervisor: I See Informality now in a different way-Las an .organized

thing. I'm more at ease in accepting noise, etc., with the informal method.,
It has helped me as a supervisdr that a'iot of my teachers went to the workshop.

I'm working with them far more closely.

1 got excited about things again at the workshop. It's given me some `new tools

to work with with staff members toary to bring about more inductive teaching-

_andHmore student-oriented classrocrAs:

C. Teacher Participants Significantly Change Their Perspectivelof Students and

Actions as Teachers.

'Agree--1.121-4...1.31. -4431- -.Disagree
(neutral)

.

-(23 comments in total)
Representative Reactions

Effect of workshop on teaching. Sense of awareness and how to alert people;

getting small activities going; Has assisted me in all my classes and kessons;

More conscious of students' problems; of what I'm doing and what I should be

doing. -Seems fo me that you couldn't do.anything else but make one a better

teacher with this material_ancVapproach:

39
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I. think my attitudes towatd kids have changed; j'm shifting more and more of
the burden to them, -not telling the& things so much but letting them.find them.
It's been trying to get them to accept more of the responsibility ani seeing
the need to accept the responlibtlitv.. .

'

.

I. think the materials and methodology has somewhat changed my behavior in the \-
ctassroom. I was fanillar with the inquiry approach before I went.to the worksho'

but I would says that- I have become more aware .of that method. The material. lends,

.
itself well to.kids looking atthingsand being able to hypothesize and liking
about implications of 'the material:

I don't think that the workshopchanged me too much because 1 usually operate

in that manner. l'was supported by the workshop, though.-
..

. 1: I . REACTIONS TO RESOURCE PERSONNEL WORKSHOP .

A. Participants come to believe in this workshop as an effective means of Initiating:'

(Editor's note: Comments'that spoke directly to the dm) ,to day and overall

operatiqn of this pallticular three-week summer program -have
been. edited out - -46 of the 72 comments made under this heading...
The 26 comments selecte,for this report focus on suggestions
and reactions which are gineralizable to other workshop programs:)

educational Change

--171;775T11----7-rcDisagree
(9) I (I)

(10- comments in total)

Representative Reactions-
,

Thinki it was a good expenditure of money- -this is the only way to get the project
disseminated,,, Thinks it would.probabiy work to train fewer people atthe workshop
and then contract them to train others;

You.did a good job end used the ,money in a good Way.

changes in teachers.

I feel that the concept otoan RPW is' good. I think it was well worth fhe monel

that you spent. r .

Can't -think of a better way to-use the money; it was as *effective,a workshop*

as 've overseen or attended.

B. A'number of suggestions, along four themes,,for future I3PW programs were made

during the follow-up interviews. All comments Made which seem to apply to the)
.1;.

ly think it can make
'.

RPW concept in general have been included here.

1. Infra-team activities
r

1 would have liked more preparation before we 'got to Minnesota. Maybe We should

have had a little more homework; same of the things sbemed cold - -maybe there

cotild.be alittle more underStanding; maybe.we.could have gotten into tlagi a
'little deeper.

Thought that it might be good if there was some IntervisitatiOn between team

members before the workshop.

40.-



. If we're after dlssemlnation, why no ake school system, get every- social

studies'teacher in the secondary schools, and take the workshop there and spend
some of the money that you spend on the project on materials; instead, so .

that,you have a model,that could be 'used by the entire state. Within the county,

we don't really have the social,studlee material in action so that you could

see it as it might,work in-different' classes.

If somehow the team could get some kind of resources where it could somehow
-trainone another, it Would:be better. ''

2. USe of Peer Teaching During, the Workshop:

. . . .

.

I would have liked to have seen more emphasis on teaching style. I think, that .

the most valuable part was the,participants teaching each other that can help ',,

you discover whether or not you're going to be successful In using the materials.
I think .that the episodes were very good. I think that,the state team time might

1/4. be more effective if it:was-done on weekends or. in the evening. r .
v:, .

I think the yorkshop should be lOnger. Teachers should have more of an opportunity

to teach themselves. 'Let us get more involved I think that only one week of

introduction would be enough.' . .

'

N.

I thought it wasps good workshop--one of the best I've ever att'nded. If there's

time, perhaps giving'theoparticipants a.chance.to take the actu 1 teaching role

and teach the class. ,

. ,

3. Materials, Integration

I Would support the idea of bringing'back maybe 3 people fr m all the previous
teams, and teaching them new stuff, also have them work on he 7712 program thing,

and then send them back again' with-support.

If the anthropology and'other materials could be Integra ed into various other

courses or if we could be given suggestions for integration, it would probably

be picked up a lot faster by the other teachers.

Perhaps you could try an interdisciplinary approach - -- ow how. teachers can work

together using various materials. I was satisfied wi,h the operation of the
workshop7-1 was overwhelmed all the time--it was realtly great. The ideas,

materials,. attitudes, meeting-other teachers were a 1 good.

Why can't it be structured w here NSF helps impjeme t the goals? Why can't you

come out and help us set up some district dates? Why don't you gci to some of.

these" Universities and initiate and then lei us ake over?
vi$

It'would be a good idea if, jn renewing the'tear, you would send staff people

out-for a week or week-end to update the teams./

4. Follbw-Up,affer the training program° /-

The

t

written, proposal at the workshop and the tollow-up were good. 1 didn't.'feel

forced into doing anything; We realized we hed to make'a commitment before we

wento Morris. I think the team members en',1 y going out and teaching these

materials and approaches to others. 4 .>

Might be a lot better off if you would take, eay, your six teams and then stay

with those teams for 10 years., It's Just a one-shot thing now--there's really

,.1 .1

I4 :4-
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.

no follow-up. The support yoU give on a lorig-term basis Will solve'a lot
Of problems--eatier to get rotal funds, for one thing..

More follow -up would be beneficial.

I feel that we got outstanding support from the'
and.continued Interest in our dissemination. I

staff should keep incontact.and sharp ideas.

RPW staff'- ideas, follow -up
think that thefteam and the

/

V. ,PARTI1CIPANT REACTIONS TO THE IMPLEMENTATION AND DISSEMIPATION PROCESS

,,(Editos-hote.: 76 of 122 comments_ were selected as being purposeful enough

tpr use in this report) , .-. , .

f
e

v:

A. Participant member school districts strongly support team efforts to-implement ---

and disseminate these curriculum materials.
(5) . , .

Agree-- --.4.------4--- -----pDisagree
(5 comments in total)

(Editor's note: While this response sample is vary 'small, it is indicative of
the support given team members by their districts. In all cases participant-
distrtcts purchased the requested materials for team implementation.

District support for team dissemination, activities varied from granting r=leased
time and arranging workshop opportunities to not giving any, direef support for

-involvement.in these activities.)

..The district gave us all kinds of money to buy the materials. We have Just

about everything wevant from the district.
4,

B. A year after the summer training program, team members feel a common bond
and continued commitment to team membership and activities.

*ID

Agree-122--4 (1) (1) DisagreEi,

(II -comments in total).
A

r team is definitely close-knit. Basically, -I feel good about 'what the team

hat,done. We Aid everything we said we'd do in our proposal. I think we've'

definitely lived .up to everything.
. i

Other school dlitricts-are interested in what we have to offer. If looks like

our team will stay together and go out this coming summer and year.
-

/ -
Don't really.know what's going on with the team. &basic problem is that

everyonals so far apart.

i -; .

6. A wide range cif "successes" and "disappointments". are felt by participants
when talking about team dissemination activities,

O. .

"
, i

I) Foltsucceiset--seletted from.27 comments

,

Came down and did a one afternoon thing with the three Orojects. Probably

as many as I6,teachers there:then in that northeastern area. First of this

month, had:an in-service day--there rust haVe been 700 teachers involved

f , 4A
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O

in all,the workshops going on. Tom has-been down,ard done some workshops.
r!m going to get the in-service director up there to choose five teacher
who seem to be. pretty muCinterested in doing some follow-up and have' I

.themigo out fora day,to Virginia Beach. We're going to send some people
up and give them some days to observe. Instead of sending the team out,.
f think it's much more effective-to bring a teacher in (with the NSF. money)

.find let him speRd the whole day with that teacher. NSF money only used to
. pay the substitute for that teacher. The district and the teacher himself

also have to put in money. In five; economics workshops that we're holding
this spring, I'm going to giveaway, out of in-service funds, wha+.I cal I.

games. Use Metfab. IR the workshop and then give them the units (30 of the
booklets). They'll have to buy other stuff if they want to go abead and
do the whole unit, which they probably will want to do once they get in+o
.it, and probably get interested In other units then.- We went to another
4- day'workshop lately and the ONLY interesting thing was when we did some
of our, pi-oJectstone afternoon that wehad gotten from your workshop.

Team: I feel we've accomplished pretty much.what we thought we would- 'as

n far as using the materials. As far as dissemination goes, I think we've,

accomplished maybe 75% of what we set out_todo. Our in- service. days were
taken away from us becauSe of the energy crisis. We had planned to use
these days as a:team. We demonstrated projects at the state'in-service

day Social St, Meeting. Evaluations from that were very positive.
We presented It to about 50 teachers.

4

As far as disseminating the materials and trainineceachers'in all counties
.in the, state of Delaware, one ma,said that he would rate the team with a
7 on-a-1710 scale. Someone else dEommented that they've made others aware
of the materials, but they haven't really trained others in teaching the
materials.

. _ .

There are even some elementary. teachers.using the materials.

First goal was to familiarize South New Jersey teachers and administrators
with inquiry:material. Probably hit about 50% of these people. 1 hink

we did very well with the group we hit. We don't really have enough data
to know.how well the objective was reached. In thieschool, the three
other social 'studies teachers have been using the materials. some.

1 think. the team worked extremely well at Morris. Since we got back,
we've continued.t4naintain contact. We ran the state meeting, one or two
regional meetings, and other things. We haven't gotten a reaction to these

things from the.school district yet, but I think it's going to-be very

positive. We have found that people from other school districts are coming
to visit us. 'I think we've had as good a dissemination as we expected.

In terms of the University: Three of us.gavefan SRSS-presentation and were
very pleased'with the reception; the teachers seemed to be interested. Two .

professors came to me and said they'd like to)tee the materials especially

. the SRSS materials. .
-

....a .se- - Ai, .- r ''' -, *--zil.-rr: , 7..---04--. .
Team's effectiveness: About 2/3 of the people keep carrying -out activities
and coming to meetings; easy to get together,.we worked together well,

_ things went really goodat all the sessions. The North - Carolina people

/ were very receptive. . _k_

. /

Feel-thit we have met the commitments that the team made to RPW, the district,
ancthe region; but feel theres room for improvement. We can only let

peoole_know we're available, we can't twist their arms.

... 43 /
I . .
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2) Felt DisippointMents-selected from 16 comments

1 have lectured about the social studies methods to college students. (editor's
reaction:/A case Of our failure!)

It's hard to say (f..we've met our objectives: I don't feel we've met our
'commitment this year, because-we didn't have room for the materials in our
curriculum, but we intend to meet that commitment. All members of the team
are using some portidn_of the workshop materials.

'" I

Some of the other teachers who have tried the social studies materials were -

not pleased with them.
.

.

We really haveh't felt that,.as a state team, we've been able to pull it off.
We had thought that we were_going to have some student-teachers, but that
didn't materialize. Our teachers are'using some of the material, but not
too much; didn't feel that comfortable with it at first; they had put their-
hopet on doing something this summer with the material. We have to figure
out how we're going to fit the episodes in. It's been hard to find the

time to have access to' teachers. Anthropology has gone very.well. I don't

think there's going 'to be\any problem in the spreading of this Material. ---.-

Had planned a presentation
\
to some people at state'ASCD meeting last fall --

"% but they wouldn't have us. Have used the material- in several (15 to 20)
workihops throughout the state. , .

I'm by myself here--I don't have any reinforcement.' N

Team: Started off great; then a lot of things ptustled us down. David lett
-us), we had some trouble: with the school system (they wouldn't let ut go on
a conference day even thotigh we had all the work (done beforetheday). We

need encouragement. The district support has been eak. Workshops for \
'teachers had to be done after schbol or on Saturday The materials aren't

getting broad use in the district. 1 would like to et back together and

do some workshops. , ,

; From a college point of view, the impact was not so great or-directly appli-

cable. The impact is significant on a system, though, far, more than one
or two teachers would be. The fact that it's a team idea puts more pressure

on the people.

D. A range of problems and suggestions concerning the dissemination process were

presented. They ,center on the primary concern of foil-owing up on team
InforMational activities to the end of training other teachers and the resources
needed to achieve thl objective.

.
l),Froblems--selected from II comments

. ,

It's hard toifind time to get togeltler with other teachers to teach them

the- methods.,
,

. The first workshop we gave was to combined teachers and administrators.
We thought we.really got across to them, but they'renot behind us at all
"now. .' .

4
. , . 1

. .

. .

Moore County workshops went over quite well; about 35 or maybe 50_soclei

studies teachers were there. They asked questions' and seemed interested,

44
,-m.
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but now that the workshop is over, nobody has done anything else.

They hive a state adoption listing materials, and if materials afe not
on, the list, they won't be proVided for the teachers by the administrators.

Local administrators are .in too such of a dollar bind to support the project.

No other teachers here, to ,my knowledge, are using the anthropology. I

think world history would be the only class-it would fit in here. But other

teachers are aware of it.

2) Suggestions-Tsetected from 12 comments:

At the workshops wegave, teachers were requireCto attend, so the enthusiasm
that has to come from within was.not there. Better to have a voluntary

workshop where they are enticed by money or graduate credit or somothi;

-Ideas on how to get other teachers using the material: First of all, proyide
the-money to buy the kits; secondly, pay them to give some of these workshops,

say; for one straight week. Graduate credit's not'enough.

Our workshops: People have become interested and -know what material is about;

the next step is to get them to use it. We don't have the time to sit
down with teachers'and to go -over the stuff enough so that they will use -it..

Project ..has to belover.an extended period of time to get other teachers

interestednot just a two-hour.thing.

In writing the proposals, people in the future should perhaps consider-first,
in disseminating the materials, is, how do you open up the lines of cortimuni-

cation to let people, in the areas in which-you will be functioning, know
just-exactly what service it is that you have to offer.. Think it would be
good if you would send back With us a form letter to make Others_aware of

the services available from'us. It would be a way of contacting schools and
informing them of what you can-provide for them;

When teachers come from other cities to the school to view this method,
then the teachers in the next school get interested in what these people are

'coming to see.

45



PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK - 1973 NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION FUNDED `RESOURCE PERSONNEL

EVALUATION FOOMS:
WORKSHOP - UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, M071- MORRIS, MINNESOTA

A = Completed July 26, 1973'. During workho N'= 50

B = Completed August 8,_1973 At end of workshop N = 64
C = Completed Spring 1974 - end;:of followup year. 44.7...,2g .

.DAYA7PRESENTED: Mean (M) and Mode (Mo) for-each question.

EVALUATION OF WORKSHOP

Obiectives

1. How-clear was'your understanding Of the objectives

, you came to the workshop?

not clear at. all

M
P49-

1`
led

1 2

4 0.

very clear

1

4

1.

of the workshop before

M: B = 3.17
C = 3.14

2. Pow closely did the content and emphasis of the workhsop toippide with your

initial expectatiofis?

not at all

Mo
1 1

1 2

very closely

C B
1

CB 4
1 1

M: B = 3.5
C - 3.31

3. In terms.,of your own interests, experiences, and job respopsibilities,

realistic and useful were the objectives of the workshop?

Mo

how realistic
not at .all exceptionally.

- BC
1 1 1

1 2 3 B BC

b) how usefUl

not at

Mo
I

exceptionally

BC
1 l 1 1

M 1 2 3 C4 B 5

23.

a) The workshop goals were
not specified very clearly

,Mo

1 1

M 0 1

1 1

2 3

1

b) The climate or atmosphere
of the workihecT:was-poor

Mo;

M

6'

M: B = 3.69
C = 4.0

-

M: Eif = 4.3

C = .3:93

how

The workShop goal's -were

specified Very.clearly

C B M: B = 7.52
1 1 1 . 1 , 1 C = 7 . 1 8

5 6 B 8 9

Tlie climate of the workshop

V ts vetyrgodd: , -4'.*

'.13C

B8 .g

d:6

B = 7.92
C 8.34



c) The "wrong" people came
to .the Workshop,.-

Mo

-23-

The "right" people came to'
the workshop .-

BC M: B = 7.43
C = 7.38

7 CB. 8"

d),The overall, design of the

workshop,wesinefiective

4

M 0 :,1 2 3 .4

0 The workshop did.Oot. get off .-

to a good start

Mo ,

M 0 1. 2

f) During the workshop, the
staff did'not seem to know
what was going'on

1 1

5 6

e ovtrall design of the

workshop ,fas.ruite effective

BC M:

1 1

9'BC. 8

6 = 7.7
C 7.72

The workshop got off to a

very good start

C B M; B = 7.52
C = 7.55

)5 7 6c 8 9

g)'As e participant in the workshop,
I felt I had little influence 'or
say about what happened

11

2 3 4

The progra6 has 'had no in-
fluence on what I did this year

B

1 1'

5 6

9

The staff orth workshop
seemed to be in very good touc)
with what was gbing on

BC Mr B = 7.89
C = 7.83

As a participant, felt that

shared actively in inruenicing
What went on

CB8

C B'

B-
1 1

8 9

M: B = 6.91
C = 6.61

The program has strongly in-
fluenced what I did this-year

C M: B = 3.31
C = 7.19

3 B

1) Staff resources were poorly
used in the workshop

8

,Staff resources were well used

in this workshop

M 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 ' B C'8'
'9 ;

j) Differences of opinion were not
handled well during the workshop

Mo

B = 7.33
C = 7.79

In the workshop differences of
opinion were handled mite wel

BO M: B = 7.73
C = 8.0

2' 3 4 ..

ti k) ,There were no "experiential" or
discovery -type learning procedures
used in the workshop

MO-

7 B

"Experiential" osAlscovery-t1

1/2

procedures were freruently use
in the workshop -

BC M: B ='8.14
C = 8.21'

4

r5

7 8 BC



1) Procedures used during spe-

, tific sessions of the work-
shop seemed ineffective

Mb ,.., .

.

1 1. 1 I

M' 0 1 2 3

-24-

21..gy understanding of the goals

not clear
Mo'

'1

M

C
1 1-

2- 3 C 4

very clear

M:, C =3.34
1 . I.

1

.a 6

The procedures used
were yery.. ef f ective

/'

B M:
1 1

C B 8 9.

and expectations of this R. P. W. Wass

Program .

4. Which of the following alternatives
R. P. W. program?. .

seldom or. never y10=040911 ..
stiftlettng Os and', interesting

interesting throughout M: A = 3.2-
Mo.. -1 ABC - ',- p = 3.3

1 1 1 1, t C = 3:34
M 1 2 3ABC .2i

in session

best describe your reaction to the

B = 7.90
C 7.69

4

total

S. What is your opinion of the schedule and work- load of the total R. P. WO

too heavy too light
BC

1 . 1 1 - '1'

1 2 . 3 .

BC
How about the relative emphasis
methods of teaching?

toomuch* . too much

teaching curriculum
methods materials

Mo 1 ABC ..

1 . I. I 1

M 1 2 ., AB 3-C,'

M: B= 2.0-
C = 2.0

on curriculum materials content an on

M: A = 2.7
B = 2.9

. C = 3.12

How
4
valualile was the staff consultant contribution to your city team?

no value.', extremely. valuable. .\

A B.

1 1 1 1

3AB 4

= 3,14
= 3.19

10. Hoir would you describe the accessibility of the staff oethis workshop?
, .

never always

accessible : accessible



a

\ .
0

19. How would You ,rate the het ft_....LAt.IIess of the staff?

never
Mo

1 1 1

1 2

always

1 1

4
,

40 'How:would you describe the relationship you have with 'the staff?

definite \ definite

teacher- colleague -

student colleague

. .2 3 4

22. I remelMmtr Ihe workshop to be:,

4

formal 1 informal
mo:. .,

i
' BC

4....

M:

M:

M:

N to 11-4--..1.+---.1.-.4--4--;

M : 1 . .k,

Molprofessional

8 C I
4--..4:-1--..÷-,-..;-4-7.--,

14 1 2 F

ff

--7.1.

3 4 .'5 ' 6 13 C 8

unprofessional

1

C 3 4 -5
1

6

1

7 8 :,'

not creativecreative

M9 8

M 2: 3C 8

content on nted not content

1 2 3 4 BC 5 6 7 8

.process' oriented 1

Mu.

1 1 1

M 1 '2 3 C 4

MO

M o

-

i3 7.05
\C = 7,31

B = 2.5:
C = 2.83

8 =, 2.5°

C4= 3.14

oriented

M: B = 4:84
C = 4.93

not process oriented

...MMI=41111111111LM1117111140

6
47

7

fast-

1 2 °3 4B \:5 6. 7 8

C
restricted participation

slow

full. participation
BC

1 2 C,3,

M: B =
C = 3.41

M: .= 6.31

= 6.41

: 8 = 4.03'
C = 4.03

M: 9 = 2.62 -

C = 2.97
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F.

0

Mo

M

Mo

M

much free time r ......

,BC

1_ 1 1. 1 1 1 , 1 1

1 . 2 ,3 4 8 C5 6 7, 8

no' free time

unpredictable

1.` 1

1. , 2

predictible

1 1

11C,

-1 1 1

3 4 5 CB 7 4

..

16. How would you rite the overall morale 00'11 tht participants?
f,.

Vety low very high
Mo BA M: B = 3.8

1 2 3 'A 4 B -5 ,

10. Overall, I would say this summer institute was:

.
4 worst I ever '

Mo

= 4.22

best I'ever
1

' I

attended attended M:. A = 3.t...4..

AB "2 C . ,

.1.

B . 3.84,
1 1 1 1 '1 1' C as 4.24

'1 2 3 AB 4C 5 ,

:.,-,

b) number of workshops attended: 0 .1 2 3 ' more :

.,. - . N:. XtX, X1T. '1 a

% - 40.6 21.9 10.9 6.3 20.3 (from B)

Self Assessment4.1P
6. Rave your opinions of this way your courses should be handled to the sChool

been-influenced by your experience in the total R. P. W.?

-,1 . ,

.z

14; . imet'at all a. great deal
..,

e
M: 3.6

1 I 1. 'I 1
..

i

1 1. 3.07
M .1' 2 38C 4 1

8. How could you describe the growth in your understanding of this 'octal

project aq a result of the projedtworkehop?-.
e''

. very little much more than
anticipated !

C -B
.1- L -1 1 1 1

1. 2 -3 4BC 5

. 9. Your- knowledge(of the rationale, objectives, learning theory, content, and

strategies of the "dew Social Studies" curricula as a result of Work in this

total workshdp has been increased:

B ;1'4,0

\C = 4.34

7.

I

science,

very Little

t

'1

1

a great deal
BC
1 .1

.5

S.

0

M: = 4,Q
=, 4.14

(
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11, I expect to be (have been):

a) as change agent:

- not active active
Mo . C. B

1 , 1 1 1 1 1

M' 1 2 3' C 4- B 5
IP

M: B =
C = 3.73

.b) using-the materials:,

not at all extensively
Mo C B, th = 4.22

.1 t 1 , i 1 1- = 3.5;

M '1 , 2, 1 C 4 B 5

_ .c) as member of the teams
,...

dropping out .

$o , C

1 1 1 1-

M 1 2 3 -AC B

1

'Mb C. =

stiong
..

B '; M: B'se 4.52--

1 1 C = 4.08
5-

2. The liklihood of your success in carrying out:

a) classroom impleientation of the materials:

no chance 100% chance
.40, C B M: B = .66

=',.6.54

I

t

2, 1 4 .- 5 -6 C 7 B' 8. 9 10"

b) kep limited workshops in your region:

1 i

po ch nce 100% -fiance

M 1 2 3 _4 5.., '6 C 7B . 8 10

-.-

17. How would y u'rate your own morale?

et* low very high )

Mo
.

C. M;, C = 4.29

M 1 2 3 4 C %N.
. ..- it ...

,

. . i

424.React to the folio ng statements taken from the list of-R. P. 16
.

objectives.-
. ..

a) useful. knowledge of a thropology.geography -Sociology

711;

614E

0

low ,

Mo_

.2

C B

\4 5 BO .6 .7

I

high
M: 5.61

5.85
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b) successful experience in teaching the ibov.e discipline

,

low high.

:Mb B , -- M: 8 = 4.53

1 L 1 1 . 1 , k 1 1 1 1 C = 5.72 :

M p. 1 2 3 4 B 5 C 6 7 a' 9
,

c) skill in analyzing and evaluation of curricular materials
C.

,

low
g Mo ._

C

M 0

high
M: = 5.75-

= 5.92

d) skill in selecting and adapting new curriculum to existing school' structures

low 1 high

Mo O

M .0

ability to work

2 5 C B6

in a team for implementation and dissemination of new ideas_

9

B =5.98.
C,=

high ... ,

Xi I, c , .

. 1

1 1 1 1 .4
', 1 1 M: B = 6.53:

1, 2 3 4 .. "5 6-BC 7
I

$ 1 C = 6:56:-'.

, I

) confidence in explaining to others the nature scope, and substance of new
curricular materiali i

t,..1

Mo
\ow

M 0 ,

1

1 2. 3.

1

high
BC ' : B = 6.64

1 C = 7.15

5 B 7 C c

. -4,-ONi-io-daziiinication and decision'making,
;

.

Mo'
law

M 0 '4

h) skill in acting as a change agent

low

high
. 8 , M: B = 6.05

'e = 6.13

/-
g

-

-high .

Mo C B M: a = 6.14

1 1. 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 C = 5.93

M 0 1. 2 , . 3 4 5 . C6 B' 7 .3 9
.

/
,

Wability to imkove the pre-service training of social science teachers
S

t

low j _high

B C B = 6.14

9
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j) commitmqnt to ditecting inservice workshbps in my district and / or region

o high
C B M: B = 7.02

0 = 6.48

0 , 1 2
.

4 5 6 C 16 8 4 -

k) coarsitment;to using the materials in my classes

low

m 0

low
Mo

1,

4'

1 2 1 * 5 6

.

. B c 7 , 6 ' 9
:

1 .

. . .

1) commitment to seeking out preservice tiadhsttralOing involvementi

a

high 42

C ' B M: B = 6.33
C = 6,76

mt) commitment to developing better athool - college cooperation

MO

low high
C - 13. M: B = 6.39

C = 5.06

= 6.5C
= 5.79

M '0' 1 . 2 3 4 5 '.)' .0 6 B 7 t 8 / 9
, , /

..
.

u)Sability to improve leadership in situations where lam not the fotmal leader

low high
.

Mo
C

t 1 1 1 1. t r

34. 0 1. 2 . 3 4 5 6C B 7 8 9

--'

,

o) ability to settle conflicts within the group 0
k

a

1 1 ! 1

M: B = 6:31-
C = 6.15

low
Mo 1 C. B

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
M 0\ 1 2 11 . 4 5 .8C.6' .7

p)_. dometment to professional activities, supervising student' teachers and

sieve-loping school - ,college cooperation i
":,,,

..4,/.-

low
.; j 'high

Mo , ee M: 8! = -6.64
. t .

1.;- 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 . C = 6:97.

M 0 1 3 3 4 . 5 6 B C7 8 9
. .

/8

high
B 4.84
C =5.96

q) desirable realtionshipi with:central office

low
mo

M 0.

high
B C B = 6,73

1 / 1 1 1 1 C = 7.44

.4 4 5 6 B 7., C 8 , 9 .

j11.0.41
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r) desirable_relitionship with immediate supervisor

low
"

1

high
BC AA; B = 7.67

C = 8.0

M 0 . 1, 2 3

s) desirable realtionship\\ith

Mo

low

1

M 0'

.

1(fit

,
..

t)-seif bug as

f

low

Mb
. 1

M',.0

students

1. 1 1- 1

2 3 4 5

competent educator

B 9

C

high

1 1
C

6 7 CB 8.. 9

a

.1 4
6 j 7 CB

25. The concluding two sections
your won teaching behavior.-

.yourself.1p relation to the
. .

a) I don't specify course
goals very clearly

low

high

C B
.1 1

3 9'

: B = 7:42
C = 7.36

-M: B = 7.36
C =3.33

of tills questionnaire-focus on your perception of

WO point bestlharaCterizes where you see
last few courses ich'you have conducted.

I specify goali very
clearly

im 0 % 1 2 3 . 4
.

.

b) the climate or or atmosphere of

l' : -lry classroolis poor"

low

4 , 1 --.4.-.1 --4

M ;, 0 1 -V
..l

3
...,....

: 1-
'c) the overall plan of my courses

is sometimes ineffective ,

mo

5 - 0 C 7: 8

M: C = 6.85

-.the cltmitto my classroom is
good

".. high

.0 8.12
1.

4 5 - \ 6 : 8C' 9

,di-I,have trouble getting.my courses
,-..off to isnod starti-

low

Mb

M..

the overall plan Of my
courses is quite effective

high

'C
.1

7 9,

I do quite Well'ierting'my courses

5 6 C

O

M: C = 6.N

off to a.gbod'itar

.:high

. ='7.1:

54
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MO.

o .

e) duridg my coursed, I often feel
I &n' know what's going on

.

Mo

1

1

1

f). in my classroom students have
little: influence or say about
what;-happens

during my courses, Ilm,in very good
touch with what's going on

high
C

1, 1 1 1

6\ 7 C 8 9

M:( C = 7.84

,1

,in my cl.assroos students share actively
in infl encing what goes on

\ .high

C C = 6.75

0 1 : 3 4 5' 6 ,C 7 \ .

I have difficulty handling differences / handle differences of opinion well

/

/

classroom . .
1

of opinion- when they come up in my when they Come up in my classroom
. .

- -....... . .

t>

<

low high.
..

tjio C M: C-=.7.73

1 1 1 I. 1 1_ 1 .1 1 1

M 0 1. --7.-,1 "-3 4 .5 . 6, 7 ; C 8. 9

h) I rarely use "experiential" or I freguently, use "experientiar or
discovery-type learning procedures ,discovery-type learning procedures
in my classroom' ' in my, classroom .

.

lt .t _low high0. '
0

1), t I
= '11"

. ' 1..

M \0 1 2 3
1

' °C M: C = 7.64
,

4 ' 5 \ 6. .1 ..C. 8 . 9'

-4 ,, , -:, .L. 1

LAI would like to change some of the / am pretty satisfied about
ways I Conduct' courses 1% I . Conduct' courseS ..

. I , '<..

low , high
Mc() . .., . i ., ...:.. , ...I.,. I, . 1,, ,,,; .1. 1 .--; ',.. di. t i i i .. .

1. 1 - 1 1 i I 1 - 1 1 1. 1
,

M 6". o I. .114- . 2 3 4 5
I

C6 , 7 8 9
. ..

',.. .

j) I.have a felling that I don't kdow have a pretty god& information that
- what a course has accomplished ells me what a course has accomplished

.1 I , i , 1 I I 1

glow 1 ..
i ;.. high' -

Mo ; -: 4 C
..

rt 14
-

. 1I'l }., 4. I I I l'` _
i 1 " 1-, 1 1 1.., 1.4:. C 6.89

M. 0, -.,1,-1,4,11 ,,I...2 I I. 3.. saf4111 us,, 5 1.,1),6it 11C; 7, .,.... ,13 tif . 9 I , ,,, ..

the,way

'M: * C t= 9.92

. I ,- z.,...,,, ,

,.' k) my students don't seem to use
,,teihat: they, have learned

low '' I i I.
It.. .1 ,, t

1 '" 1 -1

0 1.., I 1 is'' '24 I.L,' pi 311,11"
.11%,1 pvt,t.y 1 yin' ' It' ,11.11111). li I 4 . III s'..
I It my -. 1.1 .-11,11011)

MO

my students use what they have learneit,
-quite completely ; hi. Is

I I I high.

I, C It 1
M: -C = 6.'4_

I., i 1..................4..
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1
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13. Is there a feeling of group solidamtJamong members of your city team? :.-

-32-

A

no'
Mo BC A

M 2'C 3 BC -

14., How would yoU rate y ur city team morale?

,.very low . very high

Mo C B

2 2 E.

a) I have fulfilled

not at all eyond
m

Mo
1 -)

M. 1 2

4B

M: A

B = 3.09
C ='2.4

M: B = 4.0
C = 3.14

personal commitment to the R. P. W., goals

M: C = 3,54
expectations

3. C 4

*b) my team has fulfilled its commitment
.

6
''

not atiall / beyond

Mo
i

1
"1

, I

1 '2 2 I 3 C
4

. I 1.1 . vAri I ..

I h. i..\ r i .. I I," I 11
I

M

1

1

4

expectations

1. 1., 411'11
.1:

1

to the R.P. W. goals

M; C = 3,3

I I ogo, II, on, .1 s

I` 10.r f fl

.01 I iist v. at Iii h

1 I

,
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FINAL REPORT - 1974 NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION FUNDED
RESOURCE PERSONNEL WORKSHOP HELD AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MORRIS

(MORRIS, MINNESOTA
Grant i PES74 -04946 A01
Formerly: GW 8412

0
OVERVIEW

In February 1974 the University of Minnesota, Morris received a
grant from the National Science Foundation to direct a Resource Personnel
Workshop to improve social science education at the pre-college level. The

objectives of this workshop were tot through training, implementation and
general dissemination of the Anthropology Curriculum Study Project; American
Political -Behavior .Project; Economics in Society Project; High School Geography
Project; and Sociological Resources for the Social Studies Project, achieve
the following goals:

GENERAL
1. To enable participants and their colleagues at home' become more effec.-

tive social science teachers by changing attitudes toward the teaching-
learning process, toward the nature and substance of the disciplines,

' and. toward the student.

2. To train and support,teams'of educators committed to becoming resource
persons for the implementation and dissemination of new.social science
curricula, in their school districts and regions.

3. To develop patterns of .00peration between schools, colleges. of educe-,

tion and the liberal arts, and other organisations committed to quality
social science education:

4. To develop:and implement within the framework of the National Council
for the Social Studies Guidelines (NCSS) and objectives of the
National Assessment of Edu4ational Progress (NAEP) a sequenced grades
8-12 social_science curriculum, with implementation schedule, for
each team district.

SPECIFIC: PARTICIPANTS WILL GAIN OR STRENGTHEN THEIR:

1. Knowledge of the disciplines of Anthropology, Economics, Geography,
Political Science; and Sociology.

2. Experience ins teaching the materials from the five curriculum projects:"

3. Skill in analyzing and evaluating new curriculum materials.

4. Knowledge of, the NCSS guidelines and objectives of NAEP

5. Skill in selecting and adapting new curricular ideas to existing-school
curricula.

6. Skill in developing and implementing a sequenced secondary social
science program.

7. Ski4 in establishing impledentation models for the curriculum materials.

8. Confidence and experience in ,explaining to others the nature, scope, sub-'

sfanc,, and potential of the new curriculum materials as they relate t9

.a sequenced secondary social scienrrogram.

_?_
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9. Skill in communication and decision making.

10. Skill in acting as a change agent in,implementing new materials.

11. Ability to improve the preservice training of social science teachers.

Five teams were recruited,for this,rwo-year program including a three week
summer workshop and twentYtwo-morith team activity and follow-up period. A
sixth team from a Title 111consortium of small schools in an area northeast
of Morris; Minnesota also participated in the workshop and actively implemented
and disseminated all of the project materials using their own grant funding.
One teacher from Virginia Beach, Virginia also participated at school district
expefise.

Each'team was ideally composed of ten classroom. teachers, two school adminis ra-
tors and one faculty member from a local college or university. The actual

composition of the selected teams was as follows:

No. of
College Professors Tot isTeam

No. of

Teachers
No. of
Administrators

Stamford and
Norwalk, Connecticut 9 1

Oakland County,
'Michigan 10 1

Villard,,Minnesota 14 0

Fayetteville City
'and Cumberland
County, No. Carolina 10 3

New York City,
New York 12 1

Charleston,
West Virginia

Virginia Beach,
Virginia 1

65

0

1 11

1 C 12

14

1'. 14

13

2 11

1

5 76

The above listed teams were visited by the projqct directors prior to the workshop
as tart of the selection process. These individuals then'participated in a three-
week workshop. held on the University of Minnesota, Morris campus in Morris,
Minnesoti from July 28 through August 16, 1974.

The staff for this workshop included:

RN Directors

Craig Kissock
U of M, Morris
Morris, Mn. 56267

Roger Wangen
State Depte . of Education,

St. Paul, Mn.

r:

a,
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APE.

Allen D. Glenn - director..
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minn.

Cheryl Charles -.demonstration teacher'
Essentia
Tiburon, Ca..

EIS

Howard Mehlingei - Political Scientist
Social Studies Development Center
Indiana .University ,

Bloomington, Indiana

Robert Sierer - director,
Alexis I. DuPont Schools
Greenville," Delaware

Suzanne Helbum- demonstration teacher
University of Colorado at Denver
Denver, Colorado

Bill Becker Econ3mist
rAinter for Economic Education

"- University of -Ninnescita
Minneapolis ,:Minn.

HSGP

Bruce Tipple - director
Minneapolis Public Schools
Minneapolis, Minn.

Cheryl Charles - demonstration teacher
Tiburon, Ca.

'Ruth Hale - geographer
. University of Wisconsin

River Falls, Wisconsin

SRSS

Fred tisiriger - director
Indiana University
Bloomington,: Indiana

le's

i$

Betty Lou Whitford - demonstration teacher
'Virginia Beach Public Schools c.

Virginia Beach, Va.

Bruce'Nord sociologist
University of Minnesota, Morris
Morris, Minn.

0

VI

'Other Consultants

Judith Gillespie -'CPE
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

William Gardner - K-12 Program

. /

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Mihnesota

Robert Beery - team proposal reactor
Rochester Public Schools .1

Rochester, Minn.

Marie Foley - Valuing
Minneapolis Public School
Minneapolis, Minn.

Robert Conrad - ERN & P&T
Education Development Center
Cambridge, Mass.._

John Bare - Human Behavio Project
Carlton College
Northfield, Minn.

C
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Followirig the workshop team implementation, dissemination and training
activities were. followed by phone and letter communication, supported to the

extent of $1,000.00 per team to cover disseminatiori and training costs, and
visits.by project staff to help initiate team activities and to gather feed-
back on'the success of the workshop and activities of the teams.

CONCLUSIONS

The statements that follow are conclusions based on the data attached in'this

report. Many ether points could be made, but the.attempt has been to highlight
key ideas.

1. The RPW had a' significant impact on the participants and through them to
numerous other educators'in the United States,

2. Participants in the workshop feel better about themselves as teachers and
about caring for and working with their -students.

3, Participants have developed greater confidence as change 'agents and greatly
increased their involvement in the professionand its organizations.

4. Participants deVeloped and implemented inservice workshops that were highly
regarded by the educators present. These programs benefited both

were

as presentors, and their states and regions.

5. At least two new teachers for every participant in the workshop are now
using the curriculum project materials in their instruction.

6., Teams developed in the summer of 1974 are still teams in the spring of 1976.

7. Participants are continuing to use the project materials two years after the
RPW and primarily as instructional materials used directly by the,students.

8. The inquiry process implicit in the project materials is being widely used
by participants in instructional situations where the prOject materials are

,
not being directly used!

9. Administrative and peer support is critical for effective,change to take
place.

1

10. Teachers training and sharing with other teachers is a very powerful change
process. 0

11. The federal government does have a role in social studies.curriculum development
and dissemination. a) to present opportunities for sharing and communication
between the different regions and circumstances in the UnitekStates,
b) to help tackle the major questions in social studies on a national scale;
and c) to prepare models and materials to serve as altprnatives for choice by
the'states and school districts.

12. Curriculum program development (sequencing of instruction for defined ends
across grade levels) in social studies is a critical need. (This is also

supported by results of feedback from participants in.our 1975 RPW.)

13. The procedure we used in this RPW to generate grades 7-12 program development
in social studies was worthwhile.

61
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RECOMMENDATIONS.

-
The recommendations we would make are implfcit and obvious in our statements .

of conclusion, and we feel in the feedback from participants that is attached.
Opportunities for team based national scale interaction, revitalization and
development of professional involvement among educators is sorely. needed in
the United States. .The federal government has a significant position and
opportunity to be of service in this area.

The second, but primary need, is to develop procedures by which, and tools
with which, local school districts can develop and inlilement K-12 social
studies programs based on an integration of planned student experiences with
desired Student outcomes. This would include suppor ng development and
definition of valued student outcomes; reparation of rocedural models for
program development that utilize the diverse resources that exist in each
community; development of curricular materials as alte natives for use by
districts in achieving their goals,; and the disseminationa these materials
to the widest audience possible.

We are convinced that social studies and curricu%um development (including
the basic concepts behind RPW's to date) have emphasized\the bits and pieces
of education. We have failed to look at social studies edudetion from the
perspective of the student or parent who may ask: -"afte twelve years of
social studies, what should have been'learnede

It is to answer this question and help the states and districts find means
for - defining. outcomes, discover materials and instructional strategies, and
integrate these into rational educational programs that we\feel the federal
government- -and specifically the National Science-Foundation--must take a
strong leadership role,,

.62
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PARTICIPANT.1TEDBACK FROM INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM INTERVIEWS

OVERVIEW

During December and January 1975-1976 approximately thirteen teaching months
after the summer'workshop, two Ataff members made on-site visits-to each
team. During these fbllow-up lirsits interviews with nearly all te.. mem-
bers, other personnel related to the team', and many students were held and
tape recorded. The following report- summarizes the ideas and feelings

- expressed in these interviews.

Topics

, .

A. Participant,Feelings of Personal and Professional Growth

B. Participant Comments on Dissemination and Team Maintenance

C. Reactions to the Project Materials and Their Use

D. The Role the Federal GOyernment Should Play in Social Studies
Education

E. Participant Desires for Future Development and Activities

O
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A. Is PARTICIPANT FEELINGS OF PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

Negative Feelinis of Growth/ / 277 Positive Feelings of Growth
(27 comments)

,o0

Representative Reactions (

, . t

Did the experiences you had out-in Minnesota a4ect your teaching in any way?
.-, .. .

, , \
.

I think so. It was_the first time_l_had been. out west. When you live
i4 .the big city,You have.no:conception of what it's like'out there or
what the people are like that live there, even the language. 'I think it-
changed me as a\ ,person because it is like meeting a whole group of people

4 who live in the\United States, with,new and different ideas,,different
ways of dafig-things,-different ways of saying things. And you somehow
have to be affeced by people you come into contact with. Again, it
made me a more open person, able to listen and put my prejudices aside.
And Ihink, "Wow, I can see how you reached that decision living out there.
Maybe it wouldn't work in New York, but-maybe it would.

..1

When I left here I didn't want to go, not thatI was forced to go to Minne-
sota, but I just didn't sewanything in it. 13ecause of itf(the workshop)

,. and-my students.

of good stuff. I think it's the best thing that ever happened to me,

.:,

:_be treated, how kids should learn. ,

,out somela what I feel, whai,I think, and what maybe some of the other

become a little bit more sure of myself than before. Just a whole bunch

up there without changing\at least some of your philosophy of education.
You can't go up there without changing your values as to how kids should

professionally.as far aabeing a teacher, and as a person. You can't go

The workshop made mefeel inadequate, It:made m realize just howmuch\-
I didn't knOwvand how much I could be able:to...491p my fellow teachers

I feel better and the kids are learning. Good things have happened to
as a school. Me got a lot more materials in.' I_learned a bunch of new
things. I've been able to use many more things. I've been able to let

teachers feel. We've gotetn together and talked about theie things. 'I've

,

..

\.

. ...,

- '

, / '
I

I think it` reinforced an idea that I had before, and, that is that `kids cain \,

think for themselves. I think NSF projects. are set,.up in a way to-let,
students take different kinds of interpretations and ,use them and come up
with his own conclusions. By,and large, that's what,Morris has shown me.

.
f

', ..

I think I gained a lot of insight into new materiali thatI probably
wouldn't have recei ed otherwise. There has been tremendOus follow-up
contact.. 'The con I made with other people..was very important. The

...s_exaange of ideas, e exchange of materials has added depth to my teaching.

think I became more aware of the potential Market.' I think I'm more
mature in my selection, I'm-not quite so idlling.to put up with junk.

After teaching for10 or 15 y ars one gets in%the habit of doing certain'
things, and I am glad to get away and find new 'methods. I cannot teach
the same way forevei. It a o gave me an-opportunity to experiment- with
it (the' materials) before I took it into the classroom. I saw the materials. .

I.didn't have to order it and experiment with it there.
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I AIM just so pleased that I had the,chance to go out there (Minnesota).
- It did something for me that as a traditional teacher throughtall_the .

years changed me and I'm sold on4it. \\

* ..
\

, . .. .

It was a fantastically good experience. It was a good experience for.my.

family too. ' . \
(

, \ .-
. .

.

I think this is really one of the best workshops that I have ever attended
and some.or/the best material I ever -used came out of it. twould.hate to
see it ,just end, . ., .'

8

I can't say that some things wouldn't have happened bec use I think I am

a pretty aware teacher. But.,I don't think I would eve h d the opportunity

to 'wet the kind of people I.4did and go through the lasse that we did at
that kind of thing. That seems to be the most rewardrhu- ou continue to
learn things from other people, you kind of feed off of othe people; yoU

continually learn. Continued contact with people who may be xceptionally
professional. You gain an awareness of more, things that are o t.

-,

.

,4

I will' say one thing that has come out of the workshOp is4Bob a d I working
c so closely togethe: It is really a good feeling. If you can s y that out

of a workshop like that people's relationships have a sharing qua' ty and

can build from there. - Just having that has-helped us share with other

people..

I am .a rigid person. eIn a large, situation, which is what I am
accustomed to, I thought I had no;time to allow them to get ouf of th t _

rigid structure. Now that part of me has changed. Personally, it.'s h 1ped

me grow quite a bit.

I'm on the mailing list for the social studies. SSEC and I find I'ni readi g
those newsletters that I never would have done before, totet new ideas.
I thihk Ishimuch. more aware of educational materials and new courses than
I would have been'if I hadn't gone there.

One of the things that the workshop did for me was-that it' revitalized me,
not that something elie could not.have done it, but it opened u1S, eyes up
to that point,(when I went to Minnesota) that I had been teaching since 1968.
I think as a result of Minnesota it also opened up to me in terms of subject
areas, disciplines, techniques, etc. And I think that has'imotivated me.

And now I want out of AmericanhistOry..

I've gope to two national conventions and I'vebeen active in organizing
state And local meetings. I'm president of the West Virginia Council.,
Contacts.A,You need to know people .who can help you out.
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B. PARTICIPANT COMMENTS ON DISSEMINATION AND TEAM MAINTENANCE

Representative Reaction; (selected from 38 comments)

Dissemination

Going to Morris, Hi
badly. We had begu
more depth in what
to use the Morris t
undergraduates in s
Geography project a
a definite use. Ou
own directions.. Th
staff at my Univers

.

neaota has reinforced' what we kid really wanted to dO\ -
to think of national projects. It:gave me a_little

e were trying to do, plus it put us in the position
am when we got back, to teach classes. All of our -

cial studies now get iccess to APB, SRSS, the H.S. \

d the anthropology course. Having the-team t ere was
own staff has picked that up and gone of i their °

fact that I went to Morris. is atbenefit fo he
ty. The fact that ,I've been.,and gone through this.

/

How has an institute like the Morris one/ been helpful in your role as a
multi-district social-studieb coordinatdr? .,

.

For one thing it di¢ give us seed people in that in our county we ,took ten
people to-Morris, MNinn. where they-all t training in at least one of the

national projects a d also became acqu nted with the idea:of-national
social studies-proj cts which has-bee helpful to me. They also became
acquainted with- pro ects'other,than e dne they went into in depth. I ' I

found many uses for that workshop i that when teachers, staff or other
'people from the dis rict ask where;(7one of the project materials is being

used I can give th the names of ho is.using that particular one. We ,em
-have found that that is one of the biggest reasons that people won't take

, onnew projects - th y don't think anyone else is using-it around here. .

So we can sa7 yeah, havethUserprojects right here in this area.

People
.

oriented is what m ade the whole wprkshop. People still keeping in,
contact with other piople. We ,have people:whoare people oriented and who
care. about other people. People first, prOgram.second, .Unless you, care
'about someone first, how do y U know they are going to care about-your
program.

.
.

. .
-

Janice and I visited the college-campuses, talking to
be teachers next semester or next year: -We presented
several classes and this too was a one-night basis wh
hoUr. This was mainly our presentation in the fall.

One of the key concepts in-our.wholelapproach is that th e are, teachers

talking to teachers. In so many of our colleges, they oft times don't

give any real techniques. It's' really philosophy, an awful lot of it:
So now you're down to earth with something practical, something usable.,
Something you try and,find it really-works.

students who would
our program to
re we used one class.

You know what should be done is something written up_that wecoultd give out;
. -The publishing company, that. I worked with. did nothing. Ai their table they ,

ahem

even tell,people what presentation was going to be'done and I asked -;

. them if there4was. any information that I could give out ,to people describing

the course and nothing: And that would be really nice if you could 'give
out even one page that has the publisher's name, the course materia4 with'
the prices. (Ma0Millan Co.) \ \ '4

/.
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Most of our dissemination was done within the, classroom and in meeting,with "t

., , other people. We,would compare notes, trying to.figure out why some things
-would work and others wouldn't,'discusging what one was doing compared, to

ws the others. We had regular team-meetings, about every other month, At
.

the soEtal studies conference that.they.had inManhattan we'had our _

,

,o

Set up and each one of us had prepared a rundown on what our particular
.

- group'did, what materials were available, how'you could initiate the pro--:
gram and things like that. Teachers came by, and some of them got very

interested."' .. . . i

,

. .

Team Maintenance
. `

If .it hadn't. been for Jack and.his push and his support fOr tigye couldn't

have got much accomplished, But he planned these conferences and sent
letters to every county in the state asking them to select, teachers to
attend this conference. $o we did accomplish more than we would h 6 other- /

wise. Ne trained us in how to do these, things. II

,

I think there are really twothin6 that have kept this statewide to
together. One and probably the formost is that'we enjoy doing this. We,

love teaching and the fact that we can teach people to tcach. Secondly.,

we just love. each other and it gives us a chance to see each other again.
, . 1`../

i. ---# I . .

Sharing these materials with bther people is also a reason., And I've told

,
some of the people I'ye had workshops for if youwant us to come back, if
you want to borrow these materials, that I'm happy to .give them to you..

i
, .

.,
, ,

.

The fact that the people are here tonight, and that one of the. objective's
was the teaming effortand a great many of the people still think of them-
selves as a team...They still communitate-With each other, they try to
toordinate, they try to Improve instruction in West Virginia. And you jugt

can't buy those kinds of things today,. So an outgrowth of that meeting in
,Minnesota was the .fact these-fieople'are here so I think that speaks well
'for. the process. .These people are competent and continue to progress even
' after a year-

1

-and that's great.

'.. 1

J

Is Michigan still a team? . .

If you mean did-we' work Well together, yes, We didn't do a lot of stuff
together during, the last:year,,but we traded materials and ideas, and that
way we have kept .together as a team.

o
Is the Michigan team really a team?
I see it as such. I talk to the people on the team quite often. There'sia

ond, which' there is no real reason for one, but there is.

The North Carolina team has worked together on every workshop. 'We'haven't had
any trouble as far as conflictsof personality is concerned. I've really'.

. enjoyed working. with these people:,

C
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REACTIONS TO THE PROJECT MATERIALS ANDTHEIR-USE

Negative/ 1 LA "/ /12'/Positive

(14 comments in total) 10:.

t '

. . -

Representative Reactions .

0,

In the sociology, I know, I found the boc"s, the text, extremely helpful.
We used it'as the basic text, in a semester course in sociology. The

students have asked that the sociology course be extended into a year

a. course. In addition, we used individual resource units from SRSS and since,
theme wasn't enough time, I gave the.student& a choice of what units they\

wanted. to work with. The other thing ite7Oideat Lincoln High school was
I had a'department meeting with mywhole department and told,thei about
tfie workshop in Minnetota and showed them the materials I was using:, The

idea being. that: some of those episodes are extremely .good to insert in

;other courses. Now we hive in our office Sets of the poverty episodes
that.are used :in the economics course. The ones on rural China, in the
Soviet-Union, and the.one on.the kibbutz in Israel are used in our social
studies course. There's one on,populatir that'd also in the economics
course. The one on communication is used in American history as an example
of when they talk about values.in Ameri-can historyas related to the
currictilum.'

. .
. -p

4.

--,-......!

.. ..r .1"-3-, -

APB, beautiful: I didn't want democratic processes, which is the name .of
the course .where that kind of flat/gas taught. And we got the. APB books; and

now Iwant it because,I am really excited about that toe. 'I really, like

this ttuff.
,

I found I used approaches .from the anthropology course in other_classes,fhat
I neVer:would have.done before! f ' .let,

. ,

.
" - ..

.

I did that, too with Amer can history and domestic affairs. I took approaches

I learned-with highlscho geography and applied them to.the-unit'on the .

.farmers, and alto Xhe in rviews with'the farmers about depresiion years,..etc.

. . 1 .

I. think, we gained Etbit'Of confidence.

I ju. love the material.\ I'mfsold t. 1 m not the same tea;cber that

., i

.I A,

I was last yikr. Pm using ne me 'ods that I never would havetusea last

year .,:p- ,;.,, , / -

1

O.

.
+4

1/4

I'm enjoying,the approach and1 the kids are eating itnp. 'And if the kids' are

biting it up our lives,arp de easier. And whatrs more,.tbe kids are learning.

i

.

think
. . .

I think one pi the things I found wh n r started teaching the materials in
the anthropology class was that the/ ida.weren't'trained'to do that sort of

,:_ thing. They were Us r-,4 to eing gii,pnmaterial and asked to spit it back,

VIA they.weriO.tidkee'to hink. There ,was a great deal of relpetancebe -

cause they wasted the righ answers. It was really frbstrating for them
.

but it was a lot of fun for Ne. 'Some of them got over it after a while,

. . L.

ThesWkidsnow,have an abi ity that by the end of the course I felt cotifi-
..

dent in sending them out., i to the community to do interviewing. 'They have
the techniques. down for.f rming hypotheses and evaluating them. They have

to doe term project whit ineorpoxates all'these things in an area/of

concern that they'choose. ,
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The students seem to like the course. As ,I said, it'-s a pretty rough group,

not in that there are any real discipline problems, they are just a'.1ively

bunch. And I think this kind of material has made them more responsive.
They don't feel bored. The textbook is written so it can be understood
They respond to it because it's not a really structured type thin . The

pick IL up anti they relax and they'll tell you what they are feeling.'

1have tried them up to a point in my American History and I find th,at with
the material I have to work with, it's not very effective. The students are

reluctant to switch the tables, where they have to work. It is a training

process for them. It's brainstorming. .

4
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D. THE-ROLE THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD PLAY IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION

(All comments made are presented here)

-13-

I think th
serious, loo

handle the
structuring
program, to
this whole
But we are
knowledge d
sharing of

9-work-with-
at a total curriculum for social studies. But et the states
tructuring and let the states send along guidel nes for local
We can't let the federal government come and say this is our

e it or leave it but think we need those fu ds-to get into

ping. In different states there may be diffe ent emphasis.
11 Americans and we have,to look at what I.c 11 the Core of

\

aling with our socialsciences. Funding is mportant, maybe

he funding would ,wor'., Or on a pertentage aSis,

I think the kind of intensive training like we had in orris is very-impor-

tant, to ex ose'the prdgrams to the local people. Thi funding I would like

tosee. P1 also I think tha there should be funds ent down to the stat
for dis burs eat for carrying ut some of these progr ms. This would be

twofold, no i just, a national wining program but als a little added to the

state coffeks for the purpose of an on-gbing developigent of that prograd
iehfor%whit these people were t aned.-

For me personally, that part
a lot of t ings-that.J. bell
I probably ever would have

that teach s do change and
subject that they teach but
They have eo change some of

cular summer! was absoiu ply great. It reaffirmed
ed and it gave me a co pleof new approaches that
een exposed to otherwi e. I think its imporfant
don't necessarily me they have to change the

hange their attitude hey halite toward teaching.

he materials that the are using) particularly

those that re not successfu . And I think they k ow what. is not successful.
And I-think they have to be p ovided_with some kixid of alternatives. That's

how I see t e NSF working out -alternative suppli r for teachers., I really

think they hould be funded mere ilavily.

1
/ -

I think it s the-job of gayer

1

in how to u e anewhere to find

The three m or RFW'objectives a
If you're go
to do that i
,people who i

ent to fund proj acts that help train people
good materials.

e legitimate f r.federal funding?
ng to chimp money into education I ihink one of the best places
in curriculum projets,where oulcan train one person ox a few,

turn can spread it,

.As fares th federal government is concerned I think that dissemination of

materials is portant. I think th y should elp get people coordinated
countywide or statewide. or nationwi e. -Fund should be. used tollelp.people

get aware aft he materials. .

.

The. federal goli.e

parts of the co
V

think thg wo
areas complete
An would have
from the surro
to come in and

it's very impo

!

ent should support to chers etting together from different

try; j
o ;

kshdp we had at Morris here
y different from Our own was
ur wn curriculum proiec
nd ng counties. I think
shire their ideas. In th

tent to have people come i

1

e were able to meet people from
a valuable experience. Where if

e only input would be people
eed this outside set of people
unty you lose this, ailed I think
nd share their experiences and,ideas.
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We understand, we have our own problems that are peculiar to our area. But
we saw the problems that otherareas. were having, that we were aware of but
not to the degree that we were exposed to how they handled them, in the sharing
o blems-we= ar-better-able to-handle-problems-ir-general.

We talked about real problems that you'll run into in the classroom. This kind
of sharing shows us totally different kinds of situations. From that type of
discussion came a better understanding of the types of conditions that they
have to deal with in different situations.

As a teacher we have ap overall view of the problems that exist. It's a
broad view of educational problems. I think .this is necessary for teachers
to get this view because we're most affluent. I think many of us change and
want change and knowing these problems we may know where we don't want to go.
I don't know if it will make us ,better teachers, but it certainly won't hurt
us. They have shared how they solved their problems.

The federal government should do something with the universities to make sure
mthat the people coming out are qualified or acquainted with the materials we

have on the high school level.

6
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E. PARTICIPANT DESIRES FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AND ACTIVITI,E7,

Responses are reactions to the General Objectives of this RPW
*(RepresentatiVe reactions--selected from 43 comments)

1. To enable participants and their colleagues at
home to become more effective social science
teachers by changing attitudes toward the
teachinglearning process, toward the nature
and substarice of the disciplines, and toward
the student.

I think the first objective has been the most effective for me. To be honest.,

I was disappointed that they would only take )segments of the units of geography.

I feel that the first objective....was the most important objective of the
institute. I found Ipas more relaxed with the material and more relaxed
with the classes that I am teaching at this point. My attitudes have changed,
there is no one set way of doing things, no one set answer. I'm much more open
to what the students have to say about what they are learning, what they
should be learning, and the importance of learning.

I think first curriculum development and then the change agent one. Then I

would,-say the K-12 thing.

In terms of introducing new materials, l have done that on my own. Other people
here inthe building have borrowed some of the NSF materials. Training in the

use of materials was themost important for me. I think what it did for me was
set me up for a lot of different kinds of things in terms of the whole school
that we're dealing with. I have other classes that I teach and my attitude and
.approach is greatly modified by what I do in here with NSF project materials.

2. To train and support team's of educators committed to becoming
resource persons for the implementation and dissemination
of new social science curricula in the school districts and
regions.

Objective'2--distribution and dissemination of material--it's no good if it
is setting in the warehouse or on somebody's desk. It has to reach the people.

We need people to do this.

I think it is -important to train and support the team. That was my second

priority but I find that is the most difficult. You can act as a' resource per
son, you can disseminate, but if you dop't have the funds, or there is a,lot of
red tape that you have to go through, especially in a city like New York, that
is very difficult. I enjoyed this program with the NSF. The linkages with

the colleges is important. If we can get even student teachers who haven't
really been trained into a set pattern of teaching earlier, and sort of teach
them, so to speak, the way that ,we have been retaught. Then it would not be
necessary for them to go through the trauma of being retaught.

The beauty of the dissemination by teachers instead of administrators, or
specialists 3s that.they (the people to whom you are disseminating) can see
the practicality of it, and can=see a teacher's view point.

72.
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I think that the team is important. I think more importantly there is
something very supportive about being with people from your own school or
from your own school district. There's a sense of rapport and discipline
and organization.

The one dealing with change I think would be the most important. I think the
information I got was good. It wasn't a lot of new stuff but it was really
reinforcing.

3. To deizelop and implement within the framework of
the National Council for the Social Studies Guide-
lines (NCSS) and objectives of the National Assess-
ment'of Educational Progress (NAEP) a sequenced
grades 7-12 social science curriculum; with imple-
mentation schedule, for each team district.

I think it is something we are going to have to deal with. I think it is a
coming thing. I look at it as relooking and reorganizing our whole program,
and the orientation. point of our program. I see it here as getting to the
point of looking at our curriculum-and making it student oriented instead
of teacher oriented. I think we're going'to have to go that route.

This district needs desperately to look at the K-12_program so that there is
some continuity from the time the kids enter school until the time they grad-
uate with a 'basic core of knowledge that we want them to be exposed to. We
need/some continuity and development.

I. think the core of this kind of develOpment is going to be content spiraling
but its student oriented instead of teacher oriented. I think there is a core
of knowledge in social studies that these young people shcild have.

.Number 3 is my pet peeve. The severity of the problems that a child brings
to school are greater than they were before. The tpacher has to be more aware
of personal attitudes. If you're'in'college and being trained in education,
you do need to have some basic awareness, knowledge aboUt the students hisi-
cally, their kinds of problems. To walk in with the,age old, archaic means
you're going to problems for yourself.. I don't think that the colleges
are training. people to really get into the current problems and handle them
in current ways, I am definitely for more communication between the colleges,
the people who are responsible for the education of students.

'I think one'important thing is fbrniing a model to follow for a K -12 curriculum.
For one reason, that people travel around a lot today, very few stay in one
place for a long time. Why should a child transfering here have to come into'
a totally new thing? This is important in a new, faster' moving world.

Third objective: I think that starts a little too high. I think there needs
tO be a continual flow from elementary up to the junior high and from the
junior high into the high school. Thekid gets one steady stream of whatever.
And with the flexibility that you try to create with something like this being
continued.

Ithink the K-12 curriculum is the most important to me. I think there needs
to be some further developMent in this area.
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Other Desires

I .think for one thing I perceive the past workshops as being extremely
important and just 'barely scratching the surface of what we need to do and
just the idea of bringing people to a-center, especially in.the summertime,
that is very important to me. I'd just like toisee that. idea continued as
it is, if that was possible. There is some good material and national
projects are used by enough people that receive such high marks that we
know we. should continue to.make people aware of them. One of the problems
of the national projects is that they are so unique, the ideas in them are
not familiar to us who went through a conventioual program that unlesi you
have the opportunity to get right into the material, praWce it, get your
hands dirty, get your feet wet, etc., you really aren't going to understand
it very quickly or very easily. So we need to continue that sort of thing.
We need to continue to study the various national projects. One of the
problems that I specifically see in my area is thatwehave a real leader-
ship problem. I'd like to see. something done on leadership training. Work
with departmental' chairmen from.agiven area. ,

Districts need lead teachers or curriculum directors or something like, that.
1.1e should bring-them together and make it a leadership training thing, not

only where they get immersed.in the national projects but where they get
some ;training on the system as a change agent. They begin to see their
roles and the processes they mitt go through and where they might practice
the 'process and also they might begin to define the parameters of their
area or where can we work effectively and where can't we work effectively
as a change agent. So I'd like to see that sort of thing.

One thing that I know that I would like is having used the material fora
year and a half in my sociology class, and having found them very successful,
I would really enjoy sharing my experience with other people who have taught
,sociology and hopefully people who teach those similar student bodies and
disaimilar student boa:es. I'd like to.share what I learned and how students
reacted to the material and I'd like to find out what other people's experi-
ence with specific materialswas. .

I guess what I would be looking for is even more activities that would really
try to accomplish the goals and illustrate the concepts, which seemed .to me
to be very good, but to try to find new ways of doing it that will mean some-
thing to the kids. Some things I've tried halie fallen flat, and then there
were things that I tried that went over very good. I'd like to open up
and have a larger repertoire of activities that I can try out.

What I am always looking for are new techniques of teaching, new ideas
or ways to approach a subject. The anthropology program has that a lot.

I think I'd look for more ways to view new material and I'd be really inter-
ested in talking to other people from other parts of the country, and how
they've used them. I'd like to learn by their mistakei and not have to
make them myself. More curriculum options and more resources.

I think we need some help in developing a program ,along the lines of world
history. Not conglomerate type programs but specific programs, such as
geography, economics, etc. I think we do need subject oriented material,
instead of the whole conglomerate of social studies.

7.4
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I'd like to see some kind of American history pfoject. American studies

would be wonderful or a foreign policy unit or domestic policy. I would

like to see some materials directly applicable to American history.

I'd be looking for history-type workshops. I think its important that teaching

history be changed cottiderably. I think kids are interested in forming

their own Opinions based on the material that is presented to them.

If I.were to attend another workshop I would also like training in economics,

in different areas. To get out of the rut in terms of teaching in one sub-

ject area, I think something like that would train me in different areas

and with different techniques.

The key word here is attitudes. I think that in social studies that's

what you're really'dealing with. Since there is not that much emphasis on

civics today, per se, it seems tome that we should be concerned with attitudes,

with the rising consciousness about the various ethnic groups, etc. Here is

a perfect place to expose the youngster. .

'The situation in New York City itself is such a unique one in terms.of monies.

Our hands are all tied. We don't know if when we walk into the school one

day we will have a job. You constantly hear about cutbacks. You think'

more or less of survival.

,75
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'

RESULTS OF DECEMBER 1975 \\

QUESTIONNAIRE ON USE AND
DISSEMINATION OF PROJECT
MATERIALS (One and One-
half'years after the RPW).

A. PARTICIPANT USE OF MATERIALS

1. What is your 'current position?
\

All participants are in the same job as when attendiRg the workshop
with.the following exceptions. Two teachers passed away; three were

laid off in school cutbacks;one became a graduate assistant working
toward a Ph. D.;.and one is on leave of absence and serving as a

;iv
teacher associate at Indiana University. .

2. Are you currently using any of the project materials::

Yes: .28 teachers;.5 administrators/collegerprofessors -- 82.5%

No: 7 teachers.-- 17.5%
! .

3. Which of these materials are you using?

ACSP: 9 '

APB:, 8
EIS: 10

HSGP: 11
SRSS: 9

4. In what manner are you using these materials?

8% - as r.eference material for you, but without materials being placed in

. the hands of students
;28% - As supplementary materials placed in the hands of students
37% - As the basis for a complete course with materials being placed in the

hands of students .':

7% - Other (spe40)

5. In,what social studies-eourses are the materials being used?

ACSfr Used primarily in world history and anthropology courSes'at'the eleventh
and_twelfth grade levels.. Some use at college level.

APB: Used primarily in political science or government courses at the twelfth

grade level. Also'used at all grades 8-12 and college.
% .

EIS:..1Sed primarily_ in economics courses at the seventh and twelfth grade

levels with some use at teRth grade and college.: Also used with U.S.
histct$,, World-Celtures'and government .courses.

HSCP: Used primarily in geography courses equally across_all_grade:lemels
7-12 with strong_use in college-undergradnate and graduate programs.

_k
SRSS: Used primarily in U.S. history and anthropology courses at the eleventh .

and twelfth grades along with some use at' the college level.

6. Ih order' to determine actual class use ofhepToject materials, teachers
were asked to 'state: -.
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a) How many social studies classes they taught per day
b) How many class_days in their school year
c) The number of class opportunities, for their social studies instruction

;;-- . A
.
""

...

(i.e., axbi.c)
.

d) How many class hours in the school year (i.e. that portion of (c) they
centered their instruction.on use of each of the project materials and
with how many students.

The results are as follows for the 1974.1.76 academic years

(a) (b) "(c) (d). \ (d)
ACSP .APB

Classes Days Class Opp. 0 of, 1/ of if of # of
Year Statistic Per day Per Yr. Soc. St. ' Class Hrs. - students class Hrs. students.

N
Raw totals

1974
75 Mean

Range -
Mode or

. mode rang

37
170.8

4.6
1-9

,5

37
6242

168.7
7-200

180

37
28781

t

774.9
3 -1575

900

11

1412

128.4
2-900

2-25

. -

.

11

2170

197.3
25-900

.

25'

8

1678

209.8
3-525

180

8 .-

1138

142.2
30-600f

, -

50-60

.

. N
1975- Raw' totals

76 Mean'
Range
Mode or
Mode

35

163.8
4.7
1-9

, 35
5578
159.4
7-186

1

180

35.

-24079
688

42.4575

900

11
1234
112.2
2-470

2-60

10

1071
107.1

23-600

20-U

7

1240
177.1

50-525

50-100

7

857
122.A
22-600

.,

40-50

an

.

;197_4-

75
Raw totals
Mean
Range
Mode or

(d)

HSGP
1 of
Class' Hrs.

14

2531.5
180.8

1.5-900 r

Mode Range 6-11
N . 11

_1975- Raw. totals 1622
'16 Mean 147.4

. Range 6" 2-460
Mode or '*,L50:160
Mode Range

(d) (d)

SRSS EIS
# of i .# of . f- of # of # of
students Class Hrs. students Class Hrs students

13 9 9 8 .8

. 1176 1934 976 1288' . 971
90.5 214.9 108.4 161 121.4

25-200 27551 24-300 ' 12-374 - c' 24-400 s.

25 2 -15' 24-45 20-45 24-42
11 9 9 8

1053 1722 1032 1602 1018

91P7 156.5 93.8 178 112.8
19-290 2-555 19-300 2-370 19-450
20-50 20-55 19742 10-40 19-42

The primary conclusions t at seem to emerge are:

a) SRSS and APB showtd.greatest use in year one although with fewer students than ACSP:

b) In year two, al projects showed a decline in use, ezcept EIS which increased in_
class hours wii APB maintaining its position of second, in use.

c) The variability
of students and

O

in use of the projects is great. with the range of class hours, number
individuals who die teaching the materials showing change over, time.

/
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P. .

7. Has the teaching process implicit'in,the
teaching of ,other subjects and topics in

None at sill-
1

1 2 3

Comments:

---Stressing i
--Utilized mo
--Learned new
method impli

anthropo
--1. Organizat

project-materials,affected your

social studies?

-t -12 13. iA great deal

4 . S M=3.9

quirx, use of simulation, and oth
group activity and individual r

echniques for teaching material,
it in ACSP
ogy with Citizen & Law
on of lessons modeled afteAPB

er methods found to be successful 1 ,

esearch
new approaches, use inquiry

2. helped turn thinking from
English tq social studies, 3. reinforced use of graphs and analysis, 4. made

__ more conscious of methodology .---.

--Classroom marilagement less restricted, lecture Almost disappeared, student-enjoy
.

ment level up,large increase in discovery and group discussion.
-.-Not as'didactic, students more open and better self - image.

---IndiyidualiFing instruction ,

.Difficult to separate these modes of inquiry from othert that I use in demonstra-

tions' and-workshops
. .

. -

-'1) Students like debriefing method as ,eview_and.I'use in all c lasses, 2) the

inquiry method used to motivate .

-4ore, student orientedt more conceptual, more of dealing pne-on-one, less authoti-11.

tarian in dealing with students ' .

--Supplemental, am not teaching economics course but use EIS with U.S. History

courses or other areas. ,
4 i

--More use of student inquiry approach,. more emphasis on studentus e of outside,
'/

and library ref etence materials , .-

.
--A new way of looking at old' maters
-,--Used materials in collegoEial'Sudies-and English classes, use activities too.

-- Become more aware of the importance of student involvement in classroom activities

..-Helped with,emphasit in areas like the ones I'm teaching and helpful in adult

classes . . '

--Provided broader understanding of field, helped-in. 'preparing my students-for

social studies methods classes . J ... , .

.Have used many materials presented at Morris; brainstorming, inquiry, etc.
1 ,-HSGP and the .workshop have been - further evidence as to,the value of inquiry

--Concepts and institutions and national economic-policy books have been integrated'
Into thecurriculum

--Testing technique hasp- improved
.:4It has.shown other ways'to present old material which gets students more involved.
--Skills involved with group dynamics and small group_ processes .have been valuable

to all classes
.

-.Ent a approach now is inquiry in nature
4.-im talking is 50% less. More time planning and observing.activity. Students -

get Ater marks, students with discipline problems come up and talk and work

on J.--sons since they know what they're doing and what's been expected of them.
--Students engage in more group work--make, greater use of inquiry methods -

--Course affected_ teaching language arts and social studies, received much mail

about material.- .
.

.-4) concepts and activities, e.g: use of Trandact, 2) role playing to examine
po4:nts orview, 3). group processes, e.g. spaceship exercise to improve listening,
persuading_and decision making.

, \
...0Incorporation of appropriate SASS materials whenever possible.

P79
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B. DISSEMINATION/TRAINING

.1. Have you beeninvoved,in team arranged inservice workshops and meetings?

;23-
..

Yes 31
No : 6

s

a) How many workshOpsand meetings?
r

An average of,4.3 sessions per participanti(range: 0-25; mode: 5)
. 1

3) FO how.tany teachers and/or othereducati1 onal personnel?
-. .

An average of 132 (range: 0-700; Node; 150)
.. ,. .

. ,
a

- I.

c) How many workshops are gamed forithe futUre?' 24
.. ...

,. ,

..

2. How many educators have your as aniindividual,, talked to about the project
.

..

materials beyond.team arranged workshops and meetings? .
. .

Total of 1157for an avel1age of 31.3 per participant. Range.Of 0-85.
; , .

3. How many educators do you know are lusing the project materials in their classes

,-.

as a direct
t

result of your effortsttb inform and train them in their use?

Total' is 125 I 1
'1 -

, .,

4. How many educators do you think are using the materials ill their classes as----_. I 1

a direct result of your efforts to inform Ind train them in their use?
i

,tkpproximately 188 t i
.

li //
5. 'lease list three key elements that you feel have been necessary, for your

_,....

:. $pplementation and disseminationiplans.
.

(78 total comments presented)

a)\SUpport and commitment of deprmentichairpersons and adpinistration: 24,statemen1
, . .

) Purchase of the materials,.money :, llostatements

. / ",,.

. 0

. c) Support of team members, peel, state Departeitrrit Of Education' and local social
''.

t

studies councils: .14
1 I

statemdnts 4 I

."....

. a

d) EXperiencein.workshop'at Morris;' 6 statements \'-
,..,

\
.

1

e) Student support, enthusiasm, involvement and teacher concern,
.

rappoit, and

involvement with Students: 'statements-
,

i
.

--.

()'Teacher likes program and woks to implement it: 5 statements
.

t ,,

g) Flexibility, timing for materials purchase, time for neetings0'capable personnel

to coordinate and direct implementation: 8 statements
.....

- . .

h) Miscellaneous (one statement each) f

(1) .Excellent cooperation from Morris after returning to Michigan( J
\-, (2) Quality, of materials ' . [

.-

1 .
0 , _ o.,

43) Closelvzfollowinglessoll-plan '

-,- 8 0
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REPORT ON DISSEMINATION AND IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES
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REPORT ON DISSEMINATION AND IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

.4 OF EACH.R.PW TEAM FOLLOWING 1974 UMM WORKSHOP _

Connecticut Team

r4M Thisreport describes the activities of the five pdrticipantS,from Norwalk,

4 /Connecticut, The five ,individuals who came to the wOrkshop.from Stamford,

/ Connecticut left two days early, after taking, their checks :and.transcripts

/ .frpm in:,,6ffice desk. These fiye individuals were not involved in any

/ dissemination activities.

.

Presented materials to teachers in Norwalk during pre-school workshop

. . .
. .

, 41

, , .
z%

In conjunction with the Condecticut:Council 1'dr the Social Studies directed
a workshop for, 130 teachers from 35!school systems. According to state
.cgnaultaft,It was the 'best attended meeting and best workshop, in social
studies_inNany years:" . `.-=-: P .

4 .

Fresehte a'0.inie at the S.E. Regional Conference of the Stational Council
,

for.the Social Studiei. The Vt'hour program on Saturday afternoon attracted

40-50participants. . . . . ,

MiChigan team -"=

Publicity in Oakland Shcial Studies News and Views

5 in,1 presentation for.30 administrators from Oakland County\Schools
4

5 In 1,presentation for 451-55 teachers at' the. Michigan'Council for the toCia

StudieS statewide-conference
1

_

Michigan
.

I

i One day "Seminar on Selected National Social Studies Project Materials" for,
teachers in.Oakland County Schools-- 73 teachers attended

..
,

.

Team members served as adjurict'professors for course: EDUC 590 Special
. .

'Problems; Using the National Projects to Teach Social Studies offered. at
Oakland University: Dniveisity paid $400.00 to team participants.for their
presentations.

New York Team

a.

. .
,

Articles published in ATSS Bulletin, Nov-Dec '.974. "How to Spend ari Interesting. .

and Worthwhile Summer," by Davis and "Summer Workihop" by Sigelakis.
,, .. ,_ .

Display Booth and presentation of all projects at Association of Teachers of
Social Studiesin the Cityof New York Fifteenth Andual Luncheon Conference.

Three Board of Bducation nupporqd in-service courses were directed by team'

members. Titles, "New Perspectiyes in the Social Studies" and "Methods sand
Materials in the Teaching of New Perspectives in the Social Studies." ., -,,

f
. ,

.Made videoeapesof team teachers using project materials, Used tapes in in-

service sessions at; Simon Rothschild,Jr.,H.S. and Abraham' Lincoln Sr.'H.S.

for tity teachers. ,

i - .

\
\

, ..yi
Developed a 'Social studies lab for use witnAPB. 'APB disseiinated in workshops
In Vermont and at S.E. NCSS regional meeting at Virginialfdacti,:- VA.

-. i
-

-,_,:. - --- .

Team meetings continued on monthly basis for first, year and contacts with

/ out 1975 NYC team are continuing to this day. , . .-..

.,.
.

, - L .

1

_ .

.

.

._



North Carolina Team

0

1 ,

i -
1 '

/

Presentation of
.

materials at State.Conference of Social Studieg, Charlotte!,

North Carolina by 9 tqm members. ,

, .

Presentation of projecit materials 4 NCSS, Southeast Regional Social Studies
..-

/
\

I

/ COnference at Viginia Beach, Va. uz

levre

School system support given for substitutes for team members! time off to

give presentations -
0

. .

0

Invited to present at Florida State Social Studies Convention.

West Virginia Team

Team members taught agraduate curriculum development Lase and presented

demonstrations in undergraduate socialstudies methods courses at Morris'`
Harvey College.

Presented HSGP at annual Geographers Conference at Marshall University; at
inService for Elkins and'Mineral County school systems.

., .

Directed a spring retreats- conference of the West Virginia Council for the

Social Studies for nearly 100 teachers. State Department of Education paid

over $1300.00 in matching funds for this program.
_

Team members now serving as President, secretary and treasurer of West Virginia

Council for Social Studies.
1

ti
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1974 NATIONAL -SCIENCE FOHNnATION FUNDED \-

RESOURCE PERSONNEL WORKSHOP

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS,-MINNESOTA

A. WariShop Objectives
B. Workshop' Program

Self's Assessment

D. SeguencingSo'cial Studies
Programs

--PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK'

v,"

.
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PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK - 1974 NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATIONFUNDED RESOURCE
FROM FOUR EVALUATION FORMS: PERSONNEL WORKSHOP:- UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MORRIS,

MINNESOT

EVALUATION FORMS: a) Completed prior to the start of the summer workshop during spring

b)- Completed August 7, 1974 during workshop, N=59
c) Completed August 15, 1974 at end of workshop, N=61.
d)'Completed December 1975 in conjunction with follow-up visits

during second year of implementation and dissemination

A: WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

1. How clear was your understanding-of the objectives of the workshop before
you came to the workshop?

not clear-at all very clear
No 1 1- I- AC- 1 1

N 1 2 CA 3 4

M: a= 2.9

c= 2.6

a?. How closely did the content and emphasis of the workshop coincide with your
initial expectations?

not at all very closely
Mo --1 1- C- 1- -1 M: c= 3.2
1.4 1 2 3 C _4

3. In terms of your own interests, experiences and Job responsibilities, how
realistic and useful were the objectives of, the workshop?

a. how realistic
not at all

MO 1 ---- -1

N .1 2

b. how useful not at all
No 1 1

N 1 2

4. a) The workshop goals were
not specified very clearly

No 1

0 1 2 3 4

b) The climate-or ,atmosphere
of the workshop was poor

Mo 1,-,

0 1 2 3 ,

c) The "wrong" people came
to the workshop the workshop

exceptionally
1 1 -ALD- -1
3 ACD 4 5

exceptionally
1

3 4 CAD 5,

M: a= 3.7
c= 3.8
d= 3.9

M: a= 4.2
c= 4.1
d= 4.3

The workshop goals were
specified very clearly

M:

1 1 1 1 C 1 c=6-.5

5 6 C 7 8 9

The climate Of the workshop
was very. good.

M:

1 0=7.5

6 7
C 8 94 5

The "right" people came to

C- -1- 1

14 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 C 8 9

85
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d)

Mo
24

The overall design of the
was ineffective
1 - '1 1- -1,-
0 1 2 3

-29-

workshop

-1- ----1
4 5

e) The workshop did not get off
to a good start

Mo -- 1 1

M 0 1 2 3 4

f) During the workshop, the
staff did not seem to know
what was going on

Mo 1------1- 1 1 1

M 0 1 2 3 4

. g) As a participant in the workshop,
I telt I had little influence or
say about what happened

1
M 0 1 2 3

1
5

The overall design of the
workshop was quite effective

1- - 1- 1- C--1 - 1 M:

6 7 C- 8 9

1

6

The workshop got off to a
very good start

1- 1- C 1
.

1 M: c=7.3
7 C 8 9

The staff of the workshop
seemed to be in very good touch
with what was going on

1 -- 1- -1 1- C 1 M: c=7.6
5 6 7 C 8 9

1-- -" -1

4 5

h) The program has had no in-
fluence on what I did this year

Mo 1----,-1-- -1 1- --- 1
M 0 1 .2 3. '4

i) Staff resources were poorly
-used in the workshop

Mo 1 1 1 1- -1
M 0`" 1 2 3 4 5

As a participant, I felt that I
shared actively in influencing
what went- on

1- - - ---1 1 C- 1 1 M: c=6.2
6 C 7 8 9

The program has strongly influ-
enced what I did this Xear

1 .1- -1 1- C- 1 M: c=7.7
5 6 7 C 8 9

j) Differences of opinion were not
handled well during the workshop

Mo 1--- 1------1------1 1- -1
M 0 1 2 3 4 5

k) There were no "experiential" or
discovery-type learning procedures
used in the_wo-kshop

Mo 1 1

M 0 1 2' 3 4
SI

Procedures used during specific
sessions of the work- were very effective
shop seemed ineffective

1 m; c=7,5

1 4 0, 1 2 3 4 5 6 , 7 C 8. 9

Staff resources were well used
in this workshop

1 1- -1- -C 1 1 M:

6 7 C 8 9

In the workshop differences of
opinion were handled quite well

1- 1- - -1 1- M: c=7.4
6 -7 C 8 9

"Experiential" or discovery-type
procedures were frequently used
in the workshop q 0

------ M: c=8.5
5 6 7 8 C 9

The procedures.,used in sessions

86
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B. WORKSHOP PROGRAM

5. HoW adequate was the $100.04 per week subsistence?

Not adequate More than adequate
Mo 1- C -1 1

M'1 2 c 3 4 5.

If not adequate how much would be? M:=$150.00

M: c=2.1

6. How necessary do you think giving graduate credit for RPW experiences is?

Not ecessary Necessary
No 1 -- - -1 - - -1 - -1 --- - -1 -- -C- -1
M 1 2 3 .4 C

M: c=4.3

7. Which of the following alternatives )est describe your reaction to the total
. R.P.W. program?

Seldom or never
stimulating or
interesting
1---- -1 1

1 2 3

Stimulating
and interesting
throughout

BC 4 5

M: b=3.2
c=3.2

8. What is.your opinion of the,schedule and workload of the total R.P.W.?

too heavy
Mo -1

M 1 C 2 B 3

too light
1 M: b=2.1

c=1..9

9. How about the relative emphasis on curriculum materials content and on
methods, of teaching?

too much
teaching
methods

to much
curriculum
materials

Mo 1 1 1- CVX-1

N 1 2 V 3 X
M: c

x (project workshops)
=3.0

v (other RPW activities
=2.5

10. How valuable was the staff Consultant contribution to your state team?

no value' extremely valuable
1C B---1------1

M 1 ' 2 3 BC 4

11. How would _you rate the helpfulness of the staff?

Mo 1 1

.... never always .

Mo 1_. - -1 ------1 -1
11 1 2 . 3 c 4 5

M: b= 3.2
c= 3.4

M; c=3.4 0

at,
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12. How valuable was the Friday 5 in 1.in "training" you completed so you can teach
at least 2 lessons from each of the 5 projects?

Of no value extremely
valuable

1- 1 1 C 1------1

1 2 C 3 4

M: c=2.8

13. How valuable was the Monday City team time in "training" you so you can teach
at least 2 lessons from each of -the 5 projects?

of no value

1

1 2

14. I (expect) (found) (remember)

formal

extremely
valuable

1

to be:

M: c=3.2

informal M: A=6.7

C, ,

3 4

the workshop

. No 1- -1

M 1 2

1
4

1

6

-- 1-

DA -7

-- 1--ACD-1

C 8 JC: :)

professional ,

Mo 1

unprofissional
1 1 H: A=1.6

M 1 A 2 DC 3 4 5 7

.

8 C=2.6

creative mot creative

D=2.1

Mo 1--AC 1- -- -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M: A=1.4

M 1 AC 2 D 3 4 5 6 7 8 C=1.5

content oriented. 4

D=2.3

Mo 1- -11L 1, SL -1 1 1 1 M: A=3.6
M 1 , 2 '3 AC 4 D* 5' 6 C=4.9

D=3,9

.process oriented
Mo 1- -CO - 1- A- 1 1 1

. H 1 2 DAC 3 4 5

routine
Mo 1 - - - -- -1 1.:.-r.--...1.-.-...-....-.1--,-.--1
M 1 2 3 4 5 6

:fast
Mo 1- -C-- -1 --D- 1---- - -1 -s-A- --1

M' 1 2 A 3 CD 4 5 6

,..,

1 -1
6

not process oriented
1 1 M: A=2.5

7 8 C=2.9
D=2.4 ..,

experimental
AGB-1, 1 M: A =6.8
C 8 , C=7.4

D=6.1
.

slow
- -1 - - 1 1: A=2.8

8 C=3.2

D=3.2

-----1
DA g

7

full participation .
,

restricted participitimi

No 1 AD--.1 --D 1 --C-,4--,---1-, --A. ----a-1-- 1 1 M: A=1.9

14 1 A 2' DC 3. 4 5 6 7 8 C=2.7
D=2.2

o
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much free time . no frec,time
1 -----1 M: A=3.7

1 2 3 A 4 DC 5 6
,

'unpredictable

7 8

predictable

C=4.7
D=4.3

M° 1--D -1---A -1 N. A=4.5
M 1 2 3 4 AD 5 C 6 7 8, C=5.3

D=4.8

15. How would you rate your own morale? . . \ .

\\ (

\ 0

very low very high
Mo 1 - - -- 4----L--1 1--8C-71 1 0 \\ M: B=3.8
M 1 2 3- B 4 -C 5 \ C=4.1

16. How would you rate the overall morale of all the participants?

very low . very high
Mo 1 1

M.1 2 ..3 BC' 4 5-

17. How would you rate your own morale for project workshops?

very low very high
Mo 1 1 1 1, ,--1---c--1
N 1' 2 3 4 C '5'

18. How would you rate the overall morale of project workshop participants?

Mo 1- -1 1 1- SL -1 1 . m: C=3.9
M 1 2 3 C 4 5

19. How would you rate your own morale within the city team?

f

very low very high
'Mo 1 1 1 1- Bg--1 1

M .1 2 3 B 4' C 5

-

.20. Is there a feeling of group solidarity among members of your.city team?'
,

no
Rn.' 'n strong B=2.8

Mo -- M; C=3.1

M 1: 2 DB 3 c 4 5 D=2.6
u 0

21. Hos.rwould you rate your city team morale?

M; B=3.6
C=4.0

very low very high
Mo 1--

M I. 2 3 B 4 5

89
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22. Overall, wouid say this summer institute was:

a) worst I ever ,--, bist I ever

attended attended
.BO 1...-.0...--1------1------1--PC-1--D..1

.
M: B=4.4

11 1 2 3 4 CDB 5 C=4.1
D=4.1

C. SELF-ASSESSMENT

23.' Have your opinions of the way youreourses should be handled in -the school..

been influenced by your experience in the totalR.P.W.?

not at all a great deal

No 1-- 1 . 1 CD 1 1 -1-

M 1 2 CD 3 4 5

14: C=2.9 .0

D=2.9

24. Has.the teaching process implicit in the project materials affected your
teaching of other subjects and topics in social studies?

D D=M. 3.9Mg -1 1

M 2 3 -D 4, 5
.

e

25. How would you describe, the growth in your understanding of .thiseocial science
project as a result of the project workshop?

very little a great deal
-

1 1 C 1 1,
/I .1 2 3 4 C 5

M: C=4.1

2i1.. Your knowledge of the rationale, objectiires, learning theory, content, and
strategies of the "New Social Studies" curricula as a result of work in this
totalvorkshop has been increased:

very little much more than anticipated

-No ---1 1 --1

/I 1 3 A C 5
M: C=4,0

b. I expect to.be,Jhave been);

4' .

a) as changeagent:.

4

not active active y,
mo 1 - - - - --1 - -- -- -1--,- - -1 --,- -- -3.--A ,-1.. le: A=4,a

.M 1 --2 3 4 AC C=4.4

b) using the materials:

not at all , extensively
A

210

1 2 3 4 CA 5'
14: A=4.2

C=4.1 9 .



c) as member of the team;

"dropping out strong
Mo 1- ---1 - ---1 - -1--C---1--AG --1

M. 1 2' - 3 4 CA 5

28. The liklihood of your success in carrying lout:

a) classroom implementation of the materials: .

no chance .

Mo _l 1 ---- 1 1 1

14: i 2 T 3 4 5

M: A=4.5
C=4.2

I

.-. 100% chance

- -1----1--1------1--n---1--C------1 M: A=8.02
' 6

,b) replicated workshops in yzur region:

no chance
Mo i --1

14 1 2 3 4 5 D 6

7 D 8 AC 9 10 - .

-0 //

100%-:chanee
-1--C- -1 --A- - -1 M:

A. 7 C 8_ 10

C=8.3
D=7.3."'

A=6.9
C=7.8
D=5.5

29. React to the following statements,, taken from the list of R.P.W. objectives.

a) useful knowledge of anthropology-geography-sociology-political science-economics

low
7 high

Mo 1------1- 1 1 1 1
. 1. A, CD

1 1 0 1 M: A=5.0

'M 0 1 2 3 A. 5 A '6 C 7 D 8 9 C=6.0'
t *. 'D=7.0

.

b) successful experience in teaching the above discipline .

.
J-

.
i. t .

low .4 !

Mo 1,-,---1.------1----1- -:1 .1.7 C--1 1 --AD- 1--D -1 . 1 M: A=4.9 .
4,-i,,

.

11 :0 1 2 3 4 -A 5! C 6 0 7 D 8 9
C=5.4

,,j D=7.0

c) skill in analyzing and evaluation of curricular materials
_ .

- high

low
.t high

' AC CDMo - -1 -- 1 1- 1 1 1 14:-A=5.8
N

1 2 ,3
'

-

5 AC 6 D 7 8 9 C=5.9.

D=6,6

d) skilpin selecting and adapting new curriculum to existing school structures
.

4.

low . ..'
high

Mo
1.44,...,4,, 41 .r........4......4-..1.1r, ', 1 4 1 . 1 ..'.- 1-CD, 1 -.A- -1 1 M: A=6.0'

M
0 1 '2 3.' 4 5 6.A.CD 7 8 .9 C=6.2

. D=6.5

e) ability.to work in a team for implementation and dissemination-of new ideas

. 16

'high
1 M: A=6.8

low .

Mo1,..,..,,_1",..--....,1-,-----1------1 .,4..-----1----1--1-ACD--1-
C=6.5

14 0 1 2 3 '4 -5 -6 CAD 7 8 9 . .

0 D=6:8

.91



n confidence in explaining to others the nature, scope, and substance of

new curricular materials

low
Mo
M o 1

high

1- . 1 ---.4 1 ,...1 ACD
1 1 M: A -6.5

3 4 5 6. CA 7 D 8 . 9 C=6.4
*D=7.3

g)'tkill in communication and decision making

low high
j4o 1- - -1-, - -1 1 1 1 1- --1 -1-ACD- -1 - - -1 M: A=7.0

M 0 1 2 3' 4 5 6 C 7 'AD 8 9 C=6.7
D=7.2

h) skill; in acting as -k change agent .

(low \. AD C high
140 1 1- - -1 1- - 1 1,- 1,- -- 1 1-- - 1 '1 M: M: A=5.8

M 0 1 2 . 3 4 . 5 A 6 CD 7 8- 9 C=6.2
,.- p. 6.6

71' /
.

,.
. .

i) ability to improve the pre-service training of social science.teachers

low' - . i
high

'Mo 1_,----1...----.1....._1____1.-...-1---,-* 3.- AD -1 C- 1 1 I: A=5.2 *,

14 0 1 '2 .3 4. -5 A 6° CD 7 8 . 9 - C=6.0 .

D=6.5

j) commitment to directing inservice workshops in my district and/or region

5
low ..,

Mo 1___ ..A. 1 1- 1 1 1 1
CD 1111h

-1 14: A=5.4

M 0 1 2 3 4 5 AD 6 t -7 8 9 C=6.6

.° D=5.8°

k) commitment to using the materials in my classes

11°

low high

.1 - 1- -1 -- -1 -- -1 .- 1--
A

1 1 M:1 1 A=6.0

0 1= 3 4 5 6 AD 7 C 8 '9 Cd7.5
D=6.8

*1) commitment to seeking out preservice teacher training involvements.

'low high
No 1,......._-1,--1-...--...3. 1 .----D,-------1----P------1------1---C--1--A--1 }I: A-5.6

:

N 0 1 -.2 .3 4 ' SAD 6 q 7 8

exa) cordWitment to developing better school-011ege-'cooperation

low: 2'

.140 1 1

14 -0- _1. ). 2 3 4 5 A 6 DC 7 8 .

re
4

a4)
ILI 50

C=6.69 A.
D=5.9

high
14: A=5.6

D=636
-9 C4
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a) ability to provide leadership in situations where I am not the formal leader

low
Mo 1-- -,-,1-- -1- ----1-- - _

11 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 D

o) ability to settle conflicts within the group

. low
Mo _ - 1

M 0 1 2 3

high
- - - -1--CD- -1 "":_1 M: C=6.7

8 9 "D6.5

1 .1 -1 1--R- -1
4 5 6 CD 7' .8

high
-1 1 M: C=6,2
9 D=6.2

p) commitment to professional activities, supervising student teachers
developing school-college cooperatipn

low'

Mo 1 1 1 1 1 1---1. .1 1.

14 0 1 2. 3 4 5 6 C '7 A 8

q) desirable relationships- with' cettral office

low
Mo 1 ---1 ,-1.---,--1-, 1 -D- 1rl-a----,-1- --- 1

14 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 co 7 8

. -.

r) desirable relationship with immediate supervisor' A.

Mo
low
1 1--

.2

1
.3

1

4

1 -

5

- -1 - - - --1

6 7 DC-
---

24
0 1

s) desirable relationShip, with students

) Ix- low
.

N o 1 2

1-- ---1. , , -1- --- -1----- -1 --CD --1 -7- - - -1 M: G=7:6 :',
.

4 5 6 . 7 C- ,8 D 9 D=8.1
-

,

and

high
CD--1------1 M: C=6.5

9 D=7.0
4

high
C-- 1 1 M: C=6.0.

9 D=6.2'

-- -1 --CD --1 -D-- -1 M:

8 9 . D=7.0

"
.

e

t) self image as 'cpmpetent educator

loW
Mo 1- -- ---1- ---1 - -1,- -- 1 1 CD .1. 1 M:,C
M/

0 1 3 4 '5 .6 7 CD 8 9'

30. The concluding two sections
your own teaching behavior.
yotirself.in.rflation to the

a) I dontt speCify coutse
_goals Very clearly

low

a-

of this questionnaire focus on your perception of
Vihich point best chatacterizes where you see
lastfew courses which you have .conducted:

14o

14-: 0 1P 2 3 4 ,5
A

I specify goals very ;
clearly

se

M: A=7.1-

7 1D 8 9
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s.

/ t -37- .4,

/ °

k

0

'4%41.640f

/ .. i (l .0.

/ b) theyclimate or atmosphere of . . the 'climate qr my classroom

' my Classroom is poor I 1

I

is-, good '

.

r
/.

. I

/ . .

low \ high /

.M0-1-,-,1-----4-----1-1---i-4------1-,---.:-1-----i -=-- 1. g 1-4.....--11i1 A =8.3
1

\

M 0 \ 1 2 3 4.. 5 , 644 j 8 --DA- 9 Dz8.0

t.
.

\ i

c) the overall plan of, my .cOurses .4
the, overall plan of my' . I

is sometimes ineffective courses is quite effective ! '

\,_,--'-' ..i.r.' ' \ 'A: .
..

, ,
low \

\
tligh.

No 1 1---;.--1 , 1 -----1,-----1------1---;-1---il- .--1------ M:-Ar.-7-.3-.;

N 0 1 2. 3' 4 5' 6 7 DA j8 1.' . I',7.0-

,
- . .

\ /
,

.
\

I ./
1

.. e / .

I do quite well getting my
, courses off to a- good start

d) I haVe trouble ge.ttin my courses
to a gooii\ staFt

low I 4,

\
high

No 1------1
, 17, 1 ...----71------I---,1 1,-.1!---.rl--P--'-i--A-ILI l'.: A;13.0

M -O. 1 .2_,\, +3 -:4 5 . '6 7_1? _8, A -4 D=1.6
. , 1

,
, . 1

. .

\
, , .. ,

.

e) during my courses) I often feel khiring -rq° coUrses I 'in in

I don't know what'' goirig'on
,

. .very good touch I

.

.. ... .. going .w

high
1-- -- -1 -- - -r-I---,---1 - - - ---4--A -1

. '

N . 3

6 . - 7 -.AD `8. ----

.lows
Mo
M

0 1- 2 \3
,

4/ 5

/. .

.

f) in my classroom Students have .: \
...

little influence -os, *ay about. ' -

what happens
'4

low
No

0

-g) I have difficulty handling differenceb
of opinion- -when' tliey come.uP in my

. classroom

low

M. 0 1 2 3 4 `' 5 ' 6

i

. 1

2/

with what s

1 I.

Y
A=7.6

*

. : in my classrtponi stude
.

share aciiveir in. ilif
f . r

'What gops -onj 4
.

.. 1 i .,__. -.

i 0
high I' / : 4 .,

I-1- ----.71..,-.-7 -, -1 - -0- -1 M: A=7.64
/

7. -DA. -8 ' 9 .: '. ; D=7.18
. 1 f

I handle diff,erehies 'of opinpa'
,

well when they -colne ;itip iik .nr ',

.

.

'ej.assroom- - . ' '. _'.'

..-
,.. ,,, /1

..

. 2

. D*5
1 A=Iii 1.5

7 . g A 9' X. b=7...132'
-

hY I rarely use "experiential" or --:

Mo

discovery-ftype learning procedure's-,

In ray .c.lessroom
3

0 1 2 4
\5

,

i) I would like to chin& some of the

,wayS' I conduct courses ,

A16w 1.u.M5.821-

0 1 -2 . -3'°' .4 - 5 AD- '6' jr. 8
=

9', '

. ..
. .

'I frequently use "eXpefientiar
or discovery-type 'learning :

procedures in my.:classxoom - .

.7.. 'high
,

:
D"."1.4"7"."1""*''''1...T...."..4 VL! :,f;:1,,,7,_

7 'AD 8 9 :

.1r 6. ,

.

41.

am pretty at
. the, way I tonducycourses

t



4
.*

4

3

is

\

4.

.j) I have p:feeling that D4ot know.
a

. I have.a pretty good information
. what -course has accomplishe

.

that tells pe what V course. h9fi,

.. . *
.

. accomplished
...

low
. A(P. ' .high ,

,

.......

Mo -l_-,- - -1.-- --1 - -- - - -1- -,-- -1-4 - -1 AD
1 - --/--4.- --- - --A M: A=6.91

-14 O. 1 , 2 . 3 4 5 6 A 7 D 8. 9

, , , \ i ''.1% .

D=7.33

k) sky students'dOn't,seom to use my atudents,use what they have
what they have learned learned quite comPletelyi

Mo
1

. \I AD
'1 1 , --1- - -=1 1-4- -1 -1 I II: A=6.57

.n '2' 3 '4' '' 5 .6,' 7-11 8 9 D=7.0

low 1 igh

r
;,..

SEQUENCING SOCIAL.STUZIES.PROGR&S1

.: : /---
3,1.,. A.iiiSErict/school ShOUld have a Wriiten

'':.ihe.relationship between planned} studen
.

.

student out tcomes. .
. .

.. ,
101

strongly

I

disagree
,

! :
1.."`""".141"(.. 1 1-- ----IT= -1---
.1 ' 'TT' .3 "' , 4

6.

-

32. The soci
1 aiw9rthw

> dist-rift

-

strongly'

sagree

' 3 4 .5

t.

77-12 social studies program that explains
experiences (ie. courses) and desired

12'
s tro gly

agre
I :

..... M: C=7 f8
C 8 b

9 10 D=8.30

!'Studies curriculum program development pro
ile aelilyity for participants in this

( tl

`1.1 2-

**

4\

r

s,

I

I.
4I

e

s

t

,./

.1

95

-
ess in this workshop was,

workshp and for theitschotils/

strongly
agree

1 - -4

8 9

_D

10

: C=7.3
D=8.70

4
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FINAL REPORT - 1975 NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION FUNDED
RESOURCE PERSONNEL WORKSHOP

held at the UniVersfty:of Minnesota, MorrisMorris, MinneVota
Grant #PES 75-01349

OVERVIEW

In January, 1975, the Univeraity of Minnesota, Morris received an..._
grant from-the National Science Foundation to direct a Resource.Personnel
Workshop to improve social science education at the precollege level. The

objectives of this workshop were to, through training,implementationand_,
dissemination of the Exploring Human Nature; Economics in Society; High-

.
Schoordeography; People'and Technology and Sociological, Resources fbr the
Social Studies Curriculum Project,, achieVe tb.e following goals:

na

---GENERAL'

O

1. To enable participants and their colleagues at home to become more
effective social science teachers by changing attitudes toward the
teaching '-learning process,.toward the nature and substance of the

'disciplines, and toward.the student. .

2. To train and support teams of educators committed to becoming resource
persons for the implementation and dissemination of new social science

curricula in their school distrActs and regions..

3, To develop and implement within the framework of the National Council
for the Social Studies Guidelines (NCSS) and objectives of the-National
Assessient of Educational Progress (NAEP1 a Sequenced_grades 7-12

social science curriculum, with implementation schedule, for each team

district."

SPECIFIC: Participants will gain or strengthen their:

1. Knowledge of the disciplines of Anthropology, Economics, Geography
Psychology, and Sociology.

2, Experience in teaching the materials from the five curriculum projects.

3. Skill in analyzing and evaluating new curriculum materials,

4.
\
Knowledge of the NCSS guidelines and objectives of NAEP,

5.%Skill in selecting and adapting new curricular ideas to existing school

Curricula.

6._Skill in developing and implementing a sequenced secondary social studies

program.

7. Skill in establishing implementation models for the curriculum materials.

8. Confidence and experience in explaining to others the nature, 'scope,
substance, and potential of the pew curriculum, materials as they relate

to a sequenced secondary social science program.

9. Skill in communication and decision making.
0

o7



10. Skill in acting asa*change agent in implementing new materials.
)

11. Ability to mprove the preservige training-of social science teachers.

Six teams were recruited this two and II year program including a three-
week summer workshop and twenty-two month team activity and follow-pup period.
A seventh team from a Title III consortium of small schools in an area north-
east of Morris, Minnesota also participated in the workshop and actively im-
plemented and disseminated all of the project materials using their own grant :

funding.

Each team was ideally composed of ten cfassroom teachers, two school adsiin..,..,-
trators,and one faculty member from a local college or university..-Teams were
alit: encouraged to include one repreientaiive from the distfiet school board

1 or local community as well as send other participants at school district
expense. The actual composition of the selected teams was as follows:

No. of No. of r 'No. of

Team Teachers Administrators College Professors . Totals .

. -

Wichita, Kansas 2

Jefferson PYarish,

Louisiana 9

Howard, Prince Georges

1

1

o 3

10

? *Counties, Maryland 10 , 2 1

Villard,'Minnesota 9 9

New YorkCity, New York 13 1 1 15.
O

Verniont .(statewide) 8 1 1- 0 10.

Alexandria and Prince
William Counties,
Virginia and the Dis-
trict of Columbia 13 .1 14

64 7 3 74

The above listed teams/were'visited by the project directors prior to the workshop
as part of the selectibn process. These individuals then participated in a three-
week workshop held on the.University of Minnesota, Morrisgampus in Morris, Minn.,
from:July.27 through August 15, 1975.

The staff for this workshop included:

-RPW Directors

Craig Kissock
U of 14 Morris ,*

Morris, Minn. 56267

Roger Wangen
State Dept. of Education
St._paul, Minn.

98



Elizabeth VanderPutten - Director
Manhasset Public Schools
Manhasset, New York

H. David Leake '-'deionatiatiom teacher
Manhasset Public Schools.
Manhasset, New York .

Robert Sierer - director
Alexis Z. DuPont Schools
Greenville, DelaWare

-Susan,Helburn - demonstration teacher
University of Colorado at Denver
Denver; Colorado

HSGP

Bruce Tipple - director
Minneapolis Public Schools
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Nicholas Helbuin demonstration teacher
University of Colorado at -Boulder

. Boulder, Colorado

P &-T:11111.M11

Kathleen Ilurphy 4- director

Roseville Public Schools'
Roseville, Minnerota

-Jackie Johnson - demonstration teacher

Denver Public Schools
Denver, Colorado

SRSS

Pred Risinger 4 director
Indiana University

,....Bloomingtolt/ndiana

Whitford
University of North Carolina "-t-

. Chapel Hill; North Carolina

4

Other Consultants

Brian Larkin
National Council for the Social-Studies
Washington, D.C.

o
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Dave Whitney -
'Correctional Seivice of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota:

c

Ns

John Bare.
amain Behavior Project
Northfield, Minnesota

John F..Khanlian
Institute for Political/Legal

EduCation
Pitman, New Jersey

Following the workshop team implementatioh, dissemination and training activities
were,followed by phone and letter communication, supported to the extent of-
$1,200.00 per team to cover dissemination and training costs, and visits by
project staff to help initiate team activities and to gather feedback on the
success of the workshop and activities of. the teams.

CONCLUSIONS

O

_Since the initiation.of this workshop program significant changes have come
about in curriculum development and dissemination funding bY the National Science

-Inundation because of Congressional action. .We-regret that many of these
Changes have been required. It is obvious to us, as project directors, that
the curriculum development and dissemination efforts of the NSF have, had a sig-

.. nificant positivejmpact on social studies/social science instruction in the
schools of this nation. We further believe thatthe'team concept, and use of
multiple curriculum projects built into this workshop model, have'been very ef-
fective in changing teacher behavior far beyond the e-Classes of our workshop

participants. It is now two years since this worksh4 was concluded, but five
of our six NSF sponsored teams are still teams - active in a wide variety of
activities even though our support has long since ended. Theig teams are de-

veloping proposals to continue their_disseminatioa efforts, becoming-sponsors
and develojers of new curriculum-materials, taking over leadership of local
regional and national social studies organizations and conferences, and be-
'coming part of a national network of edUcators who have participated it past
Morris Resource Personnel Workshops and their colleagues. It has been-.ex -''

tremely rewarding to us as we watch these developments - many of which are
tangible and qUintifiable and many which are personal and enlivening. .The
National Science Foundation should take pride in the outcomes of workshops
such.as ours and, not lose- sight of the benefits to be had from teami-hased,,
national scale, teacher centered, training,'development,and dissemination
workshops.

The individual conclusioni listed below are only slightly adapted from those
listed in our 1974 final report. The validity, of the statements'has not changed,

but the intensity of their meaning has. The information dust follows these con-
clusions will support the contentions made by them. There is no question in
our-minda_iat this-workshop (1970 was the best of the four we have had the
privilegeof directing. In many wayshis,Workshorhas had the greatest im-
-pact,through the-unciting effr.orti of theAteami'and iridiftduals of whiEh.they

are comprised. MariY77ot er conlcusious eoul&he uriittemet has-been 7, - --

to highlight key ideas.

1. The RPW had a-significanympact on the participants and through. them to
numerous other educators n the United Stites,

2. Participants in the workihifeel better about themselves as teachers and

abOui caring for -and working with their studehts.
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3. Participants have developed greater confide ce as change agents and greatly
increased their involvement in the professio and its organizations. /

4. Participantsddeveloped and implemented inse ce workshops that. were highly

regarded by the educators present. These p grams betzlited both our par-
itiapants as presentors, and their states and regions.

5. At least two new teachers for every participatt in the workshop are now
using the curriculum project materials in their instruction. .

6. Teams developed in the summer of 1975 are still teams in the spring of 1977.

7. Participants are continuing to use the project materials two years after the
RPW and primarily as instructional materials used directl by the studeks.

ff.__The_inquiry process_iniplicit_in_the project_materials is be ng_widely used ,

by partic'ipants in instructional situations where the projec materials are
not being directly used.

9. Administrative and peer support is critical for effective cha ge to take
plide.

10. Teachers training and sharing with other teachers is._a very powerful changd
process.'

,

11. The Sederar government does have a role in social studies curriculum and
dissemination. a) to present opportunities for sharing add communication
between the different regions and circumstances in the United States, b)
to help tackle the major questions in social studies on a national scale,
and,_c) to ppreare_program models and specific curriculum materials to serve
as alternatives for choice by the states and school districts.

12. Curriculum prograd development in social studies is a critical need,

13. The procedure we used in this RPW to generate grades 7.42 program development
in social studies was worthwhile.

RECOMMENDATIONS
.,,

Again, the statements we presented-in our final repOrt for the 1974 Morris RPW
remain theemost valid recommendation we could present at this time and they follow
here.

The recommendations we would npke are impliCit and obvious in our statements of
conclusion, and we feel in the feedback from participants that is attached.
Opportunities. for team based national scale interaction, revitalization ?and_

..-devAlopment of professionaI-Invo;pment among-educators is sorely, needed in-thr-__
--Viiiitd-Staees.--,"The federal government- has a.signAficant pospadh and OPP-ortuni61--

to-VOarieiVietillifthis area. v--,-- ---- .- ...,-.:4-3.4tr
--.0 -

. N

....."........,. . w

The second, but primary need, is to develop procedures by which., and tools with"
which, local school districts can develop and implement K-12 social studies

.
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programa-based on an integration of planned student experiences with desired-
student outcomes. This would include suppr.ting.,development and definition
of valued student outcomes; preparation of procedural inodels for program
development-that utilize the diverse resources that exist in each community;
development of curricular materials as alternatives for use by districts in
achieving their goals; and the dissemination.of these materials to the widest
audience possible.

We are convinced that social studies and curriculum development (including
the basic concepts behind Mrs to date) have emphasized the bits and pieces
of education. We have failed to look at social studies education from the
perspective of the student or parent who may ask; "after twelve years of
social studies, what should have been learned?" /4.

-It is to answer this question and help the states and districts find means
for defining outcames, discover maierials and instructional strategies, and
-integrate-theie into rational educational programs that we feel the federal
government -and specifically the National Science Foundationtiust take a
strong leadership role.

1.
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PARTICTPANTIEEDWRTROM ImprinuAL INTERVIEWS

0.

9

OVERVIEW

4

During December 1976and March 1977 some 13 to 16 teaching months after-the

workshop, two staff members made, visits to each team. During these \e
visits all team members were Interviewed and their comments tape recorded:

The following is a summary.of their comments which represent all views

pressed by these individuals. Participants were asked to respond to questions

in four topic areas. One: Give specific details of dissemination efforts,

.two r describe the support you received from your school district and other

sources for the irplementation and dissemination of the project materials, three:

-----describe-the-ways-irr-which-the-RIV-has--affected-you-persoftalIyi-an4-fouri-present
your beliefs abct what training teachers most need and want in order to improve

theirrinstrbction today. *.

Participant comments are presented in'selected, but unedited fashion in the

Order of topics listed above.

41.
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SPECIFIC DETAILS OF DISSEMINATION EFFORTS.

,We use a lot of the stuff. We use the sociological resources and.we

use the geography project. The biggest benefit I see in all nf'this is 1
it helps to change teaching styles'and that's what we need. So if we

-could push the sociological resources and geography projects, then I

think an economics project. I think it will accomplish some of what we

want to change in instruction methodology.

Ourimajor disseminationacheme was a workshop on a Saturday in May.

I came back from Morris and used some of the materials. I was anxious

to try this stuff. -
:-

1

Well, within the building. We have another geography teacher in our

home town and then we had one meeting. I didn't think it was a terribly

successful meeting.. although maybe it was only my attitude,'

There was one 7iillrom another school system and she and ITad quite -'

.a bit of fun together. She was_very interested in the ftogram and I gave

her some extra materials. She was going to contact me again an, possibly
'come over here and lunch, but I never heard from her again, So that was

sort of the end of it and I never heard_what came out of the group. They

were going to have one'other meeting and I wasn't able to go to that and
don't knowwhether they had the meeting or not.' That was,the last time I

beard anything.

I am-hoping to get an agreement of early in March to set up one of our
counties as a system, send Staff in to evaluate our objectives and recom-

=end our materials. W'e've had someone coming in and giving an objective
analysis, that aloni with teachers teaching teachers in the summer, during -

Saturdays; during the year and keeping them growing and writing lessons
that fit in with their objectiyes and not producing any kind of large cur-

_

riculum document. ,

I used P & T last year for the last half of the year, about 12 weeks, and
I only got part may through the program. This year I plan on using it at
least a halfyear with one group and maybe for something less than, that with
the other three groups of seventh graders.

Well, I like, the films.. I've got everything except the Morris type of things
which I'm going to try to borrow fromone of the other teachers, the Univer-
sity said they would help. .

We'vebeen doing workshops, mostly in the county, mostly Fairfax County,
We started I'd say a good six or seven schools that wanted the materials aftei:

we talked to them. We went around and talked with_principals, made announce-
%

litents at meetings--we talked to anybody who was interested in such a program.

We're doing workshops for them in January and we"want the schools right not

to talk about materials. When they get the materials we're going to go over

the materials .with them.

We've don e several workshops for the county on workshop day where. Ken and

I would go in and do workshops. The first time we had about thirty people.

People from all over the place. Basically what we've done is made ourselves
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available to anybody in the county or anyhere else that not within

the county. We've talked toe lot of people. ;Frank Tayl r and lon
-Savage whenever they run across anybody that wants to know about P & T

our names are given.

Thk«and-I-get together we've done every workshop.' together d T' d*

estimate that we have had over100 people.

.

I've spoken to regional conferences that we've had here itr the state.
I took this.region and Dave Fischer took the other region. I've written

letters, spoken to people that Jim Lengel_referreU. to me to the State

Department and set up prOgrans.

Iwould say tgat.I ha ve dissemiriated to-approximately 60-70 teachers in 7-4
my area. I took the Eastern-part of the state. I don't know what they're

.doing'now - I must be going the whole'statei anything that's referred to

OK in:the regional conferences, I gave talks and di0 an episode or lesson
for them for the conference and then afterwards I got letters from people
that were interested-and I got phone calls as to where tolget the materials,
what I recommended tose and If I recommended the program and I've cone

follow-ups there to the point where -I have writtip out the episodes that
I recommend how long approximately it would take, what they Should ibe

alsed,for and sent that,Out.

It's been that I -spent as much time as I could at the conference talking
-to the people and I left'my name and address and put it on the board so
they could get hold of me and the phone number here at school and Ey.

! ,phone number at home. They have gotten back to me,'

What I've Vt4h doing is taking the information that you gave me and
the materia4 that I've collected while I as outthere. .I've collected
quite a bit trop the Ninnesota'Corfectionai Institution in downtown Minne-
apolis. They gave me quite a.bit of material.

There's no problem gettIngmaterials for the night school. We have'a
fund from the county where we can get6all the books) we want. Wryigood--

. program. .

.

Well, we had one
1
or two meetings scheduled and we went to those and

had a very good time. I gave two sessions to the Fairfax County teachers.

%

I have first and second semester, so there are 34 in the first semester ,,.
t

and 33 students who have signed up for the second semester, so-they
\

awful - they just move right along. They like the books and..I had
used it last year, sothis is the second year that I've used it. _I've

e used it since I got back from. Minnesota. \\ .
\ °.,. 4

- . -. -

i

We We have done county -wide- services, whichwad at,the beginning of the ,,

year, but we have also gon6'to specific schools for follow-up.

There's another thing, that workshop was for a lot,of pelvle outside
of the county --we, sent flyers all over the state, -

, .

____-
We tried doing it just from each of the areas, you know ..- each of the
projects that we picked up and

\
that didn't"go over as well____0_ We found--
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that when ve.sent out-e letter to people saying that_when we_weut to
Minnesota we 'picked up all kinds of "Goodies," all kinds of- neat 'ideas
and that spme of them may deal with certat. areas, the people came. r
think,thit what,we did when we had our first workshop, we approached it
the wrong way ,y telling the people that theseare-the workshops we'went -

to in Minnesota and that they were.ready for that Then, when we_gaid 41111.:

that we got a bag full of 'goodies" they give you when you come in ,and,
out, we had just all kinds of folks. We had even like fifty-siity people
show up on the day of 'it to see if they could

I used some of the techniques1 all the games that we used in the workshops
and we talked about - I have all of these. .1 bought them all, they are -

all in the library. .

Well, we didn't buy any of4the materials, but I think that's really ,

secondary. Wit had workshops that we the group simply put onin association
'with the.council., But ,also in-the school each_semeater_we_hav,the work-
shops altd we've doing the flowery type things. Things that we picked
up in Miihesota.

outside the_ University of Morris and a coupre cqurses in curriculum, 4
and in both of these courses I gave presentations that were related to --
SRSS.-

Yes, last year I helped to write the curriculum for 7th, 8thand 9,th .4

grades and I headed up some committees. Which I think brought me closet
to the people I work with. . .

Ye also had dissemination at our-soci* studies council meeting. Maybe
fifteen to twenty people, We afSoshad'separate segments of the program
presented to different workshoga. Like we would do different things at
different meetings.

_ .

Margaret bought a set of books, she has the'economics set. I don't know
if Glenda bought any of the Geography, I know she didn't buy the whole
programo'but she may have bought parts of-it.

4

.
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.' WHAT. SUPPORT WAS'9XVEN FOR IMPLEMENTATION AND,DiSSEMINATION OF P OJECT MATERIALS? .

*.
. .-------'.

*. -4 ,p .a. 1.

')
. 1. think the, problem is that we.donq4have 'the money.'"Ae 'are

.

allowed. -

five to seven hundred dalsts.a Warr AFrOlithat we have to DVY paper,

materials. When you deal with ,the-material thatis offered, you're talking
--1

.

about an amount of money that we just don't have. ..A

i.
.

.
. ,

.
'

.

r .
-41

t/I
We haven't had any

' ,e

money'to come out of the school. As a matter of fact?
A

.
O'

,theNatiOnal Science Foundation has been the only source of, reimbursement

fat. expense gi . , . - *, p
. .... '1-.

.

- -- . I can't reatember, it%s been a while, but if I remember correctly, w Aide .

take one day off. We went Friday and Saturday and.we actually mis ed.pait .

&
- of-lie preconVentioh, bdt got t ere' for the.leilk of the convention on Sat-

urday.anyway: And; we had to ;l ve school, td6k us, about four or five-hours :

. driving. We made special Plans to teimburse the school for the time that

we took and we were alio reimbursed for travel expenses. ,.

4
..41F . . 4

We don't necessarily have to be repaid for everything because we've gained

a lot1
_

,Personallyi " .

..

___-
- . i . N 4*

. 1.

They ordered all the books for.me and'now more books and. they're very easy

.
toIt-et damaged and tlIfy're very rough on books here and so I head to°replace--

quite a number of ,them, no trouble getting new books. In fact, when-it/was

thought that palpur.was going- to get short or money was going to get shot, ..;

they ordeAd a few bOxes of newsprint so that I would havellsuPply to lase
\

, .

flr a While., - ,
, -.. , ,.

.ik_ ..
4\ , .

That..little'book-, the one that you put out with EIS called '!Methods" - I

got about twenty copies out of it so people in the department could have'a

copy. So, they dan go,anthrOUgh it. ThatNis.a good book.
4 )

. .

4..

S

Our principg who was here last year was in favor of it. We have a new
superintendent this year who's right here in the bhilding all'the time and I

gather SD far, this is the'type of way be Auld-like to see more activ%ties

being.done. I see no problems with the administration,- - -...--

.. ,
0 Welhavea compulsory progiam in Virginia and some teachers are using the P & T

fof their program. There's been very few problems with it for the people oho

have been doing it. They enjoy it, It seems like everybody we hive tailed-

to are doing different types of things. Even when we do a workshop for. people

that are really interested in buying-some materiils'or already have 'the materials

they add some ideas of their owt1 that they talk about,quality - that type of_4

. S

They've allowed me free time. Of course in my contract I have five professional

'days and-three personal days that you're paid tor.

This dissemination would be considered a profeSsional day* Thisis all paid

for by the-school/district. This resource agent prograh had to be approVed

brthe schools and they accepted-that, too. But the substitute has to be-

paid by the State Department-of-Education.

No, I'haven't had any trouble. I would say yes, I probably get more than I

thought I would get from the school districts.
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.
6 'It's a good department 'too there's a lbt of contact -between the members... 0 oVihe departstent so we know what otherpeople are doing and there's a lot..

: ok :work-done that way. .. , , ,7 ; 0
. ./ \ ,

,- An' fact, .one year we took the' whole departmeit down one day. It' nage/lave
money was covered out of %

7 the budget 6C the high.school. -- .

,
- .- e 4 ,

e . 9. .
We've had the geography project ever since lasme. I had used it in MiC.
and /' bugged Thompson ijito buying. it. We had most -4 thee,stuff before last'
Summer when we knew,-e coming-and so the-money is generally there. In
fact, we'venreplaced /Oise things. There's not,:reall* much oft, a problem..
Wer cbarol.pretty much over our budget. and. what we request. They may

cut it-, but we can request pretty much what we wait,.
. . .;Iliey/reon Our approved:list, the sociolqgical resources`and geography

materials, and the economics matesials.are on our 'approved list, which means
that .they.-can be purchased. You-14e, the other thing is Bob Highsclith has

2 cboducted..k, couple of economics irorkshops here, in the country. Thereti one
....._ . . . . k_

... gb,ing`on now. 'Once the material gets on the list, there's no problem.
f

. 4 .1 .. a

Vla sure we you'd have ,suppgt thtmaterials.:
t -

.
f
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WAYS IN WHICH THE RPW HAS AFFECTED YOU PERSONALLY

-I think some of, the~, were very good, some of the informal kinds of

- ., . things 'very- helpful. .

t.

I* liked-the vibration of the people ',out there and I liked the tone of what
-,,

went on.

;,) I felt myself to be a competent educator when I went out there. I felt my-

self to be more competent when I came back.

.
. ;

felt v ry.comfd1 rtable with it basically. There was, no o . I'm nct much

of _a book teacher anyWALY,..

The'experi 'nee at Morris for me socially was more important t it was

'professionally.

.
.. Yes. I' think I'm much more aware of it. It's very, stimulating. I\ see what nu....4

. other teachers are doing. I'm a different teacher because vf the wO#0.0114
e. _ .. .._ _ _

. . .

i . .,,..- r<!..

Whit:I'm doing right now, everyday I'm getting some kind of reinforcement. '

Or you get kicked.One'way or the other. But somebody cares. If they kick=

mae-thit's aqorl-of negative reinforcetent.--. ..... -. An q,

.
...5

If I could knOw"that'what I was doing-was 'affecting the-students I would ,be a

lot more enthused about doing it. I have done things that years later a
student,cones back,,and told me how much it had. an affect on him and I cadet.-

-$. knowit.,And that gives me a sense of direction.. 'But enough'people don't. get

that, so I guess I'm saying that they geed some, kind' of feedback about how
Well they 'are doing really affects .

.

1:

r,

guess,I learned more, I'ye sort'ohlways been this way. .But I learned
hors; ,how -much more detaiq ii%needed in order to write a perceptive proposal,

and I' consider Morris! team-to be highly percentilie.-.- 0,: :1.

The value of.having.people;from Louisiana, Colorado and-developing relatiPA

ships with other people, I think is a strong building biock,of our profession.
,

It gave me the opportunity tp d, a few workshops, which,I really enjoyed doing.

It helped build,re confidence u0. We did the types of things that brought%out

Confidence. 'There. was greup involvement, everybody wad involved I,. something,

yop had-everybody adding to what was being said, Nobody could just sit there and
listen4'lewasalludst an'impossibility then,:which is essential when yOutie

tieing trainedtota workshOW-,.!'
. ,.1,.( ! ,

.
,

By going through the workshop .and doing it, I think 'this helped-"a lot. In

this.way.I Cotild.forisee some' of the problems and I'have been able to do it

7a-lot better,:
1 t.-/ a I ' 0 = , U ,

, . . . a ,
In my, class I can'ase learning taking plaCe in, where, I'm sure in the

46.past T wasn't able recognize it, because CI different things that happened
.

1214.the way 'bf IndiVidal response
, ,

,

,

taught4 T.t4n it is od that the actual, programwas taught to me and' then I could

stop and see qme Of_theproblinial-questiona-that-Ithad-an-d-then I'm ifIi-Eii

se iiiinri-,- taking place in some of .my students and I probably would not have'

cogniz _learning taking place before and prebablYstill wouldn't,if I hadntt

had the-prograi .

1 0 9..
a
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There are some things that really made an impression on me. I can't quite

explain it. But I think I can say that I think that I understand the things

I'm doing much better now than I did before.

I've.been to school every summer since 1964 and of'all-the ones that I ever °

went to,%the best bne'is the University of Minnesota. I mean I learned more,

it was more meaningful to me than the rest of them that I'd'ever been to.
Tangs came together there which all those other ten years I got this much
aut, but for some reason, Minnesota just.broughtit all together and it was
asgreat help.

I wouldnever have attempted some of the things Ilve'done,:and it is a great
confidence builder for myself. I would, say it was a direct result of the

Minnesota workshop.

I think more than anything it was an eye-opener for me because of a lot of ,

things that were going on-in education. In a classroom you tend to burryour
' bead because you're engrossed in your work.

/
1.,

- / k

In a small group if it's too small; sometimes it lacks the luster that you
want,' or creativity. If it's too large, it becomes too unwieldy and people

.
become lost,in it and they lose that contact. We had approximately seventy
and eighty people there. tJre were broken downjnto a'number of smaller units,,

our individual teams were anywhere from ten to twenty people, And, I think that
you had alcombination of the creative talents of a lot of very talented people
as well-as the attention that-you need with a smaller,group to really draw

,those kind of thIngs'out. I would,have to say that'I'm very impressed with '*--

that kind of structure.
-..

Start' looking at Minnesota, The thing I enjoyed about that was the interaction
of the people first of all, and I learned so much as far as I.was concerned

..,...4-;4L

jUst from sitting down and not talking about curriculum or materials, but how "7'

you work your class and I'Ve used slot of things like the thing you did
with us, drawing the piqture, describing yourself. /

I gained a better perspectiveof how to deal,more specifically with teachers.

I learned more in the workshop about how teachers function-and change. And

how.ta deal with them, from a broader pint of view.' '

Well, I'Renpset because'they `don't have any more workshops. I tried to get
involved in an Indian studies workshop, and I'm afraid that fell through.

Well, I learned a lot about people prom different areas, things they were doing
and that kind of thing. I found that they had the same types of problems that
we had, and I thought that,Lincoln High was the only one. So I guess it kind of

related that.-way. .

,

It helped formUlate a...model of social studies and I think this is prqbably

the best thing it helped ome develop a process along with skills,

The mere fact that I worked with people at Morris and now I see them socially,
I think that its paid off in that respect.

\ .
X think anytime you come, in contact with people in your life you are going

to change your attitude. Whether it's three weeks or one day, you can reassess
,things constantly.° I-think the experience,was beneficial anditgave me a more
comprehensiVe attitude or knowledge about the program.

rko.
4t.
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It gave me an opportunity to contact different people and to know different

people.

One of the things that I thought the piogram dick for me is that it allowed me

to become very familiar with ten people. And these ten people have helped nie

tremendously°for implementing acid getting thingS approved,/

%I ,

0
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YOUR BELIEFS ABOUT WHAT TRAINING TEACHERS MOST NEED AND WANT IN ORDER. TO

IMPROVE THEIR INSTRUCTION TODAY.

I think that it strengthened the feeling that I had, you know, as an educa-

tor. There are people who really care about education and are not just in

it for money and not just 8:00 to 2:30 people, and that there are more indivi-

duals who definitely have a feeling, for the kids and that they want to try as

many different ways as possible. The workshop-Aid that, It really helped me

. a lot. I felt kind of bad hearing that funds were being cut off and things

weren't going becausp/I see a lot, and'that it opened my eyes to 'a lot of

other needs, and a lot of other areas that-I think we need to work on.
. .

.

Well I don't know if it's the teachers fault or if it's the individual school

system. But I know teachers who need social studies assistance.
d

I think.itts.in'the human area. There would be better teachers if they were

at peace_and felt good about themselves and, their_lives.. And many teachers

are not providing positive models, because they're in some respect_ frustrated'

,in.their personal life. And another thing is that I think after teaching

.
for five or six years and not having a change of assignment or not having

-J something new happen to them,,they start feeling an alienatiOn, a negativism
1

_about their profession, their job. Many of these people are very well organited,

well educated, they need just to, getaway from it.
,.-........ ,,.-.

For a gOOd teacher to do a-good-job today_requires
wlot

more emotional energy

and a lot more motivation. A, lot of our ,good teacherseare-asking solmuth'--

of them that they are getting bUtnt.out. , And trying' to find ways, and

your workshop,, is an example of rewarding. people. We are OK as far as materials

-,.bui I thifik we need more reward. type of experiences, more professional, kinds

of things. And teachers need more space.
/.

I think more than anything In using People & Technology with the teachers,

they need time to work out 'soma of the curriculums for themselves. I think

they need the. confidence. that comes from experience. I 'think some people have

bad a great deal more,background in tertain areas and that makes it'leasier-

-1 for the to step into certain kinds of things. I.,,think a curricula like

People ,& Technology.is'a great curricul:um. Simplyl-toi only what .it does for

.1. ---the kids, but what itdoes for the teachers, and it.provides them with a lot

of.opportunities to really try somethingnew toexperiment
_

:

_

.I.would avoid textbook study. Not 'that I think thatts.necesaariliwrong for
Some groups, I.think some groups can handle .that and do very,well with it.

\. The problem is that ybulre getting to depend:on the textboOka'and you tould

be getting yourself into a hole,

I think-it bedomes a crutch, and I think along with that it becomes a crutch

for children as' well becauie anything that's -written down must be-true 'and

\ it takes us a long time to be exposed to the books, to cote-to the understanding.,.

\ that,, everything that's written is not necessarily true. And that's a iougi

\ thing for children to get through. Its very difficult fo7 sbme adults.

-7

';4

.
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I think teachers really get into their own ways of doing things,
that's the way it's been for years, for certain individuals, and
it's more of a reawakening I think rather than anything else.

That's why it is so hard to get it across to other teachers that
we went out there and had a valuable experience and wasn't just fun,

or it wasn't just work but it was a combination. I think we came

back better.because pf that experience.: But unless you haye
experienced it, it is as hard as it can be to communicate the needs..

o

The main thing that' teachers need is opportunities to meet with
other folks in the country in worksho sessions that have a lot

--of different-thins-going-on-In-curriculum as well as-other-materials.
Siimulation both professionally and personally.

Many of them they just need to understand more about what's
available now as far as.materials are concerned.

-.,
,

;...

What's being that in this_class,_what's being taughtin that class.
Teachers don't know what's going on in other classes. This is true.
I'd like to see something' that woUid:-draw out, what isPavailable!
in theseother.courses. What can I expect, students to-have

then theyCome in? ,.

- 4/&-putdOwA-on paper that this is what we're going? to 1;e "doing,

but it doeSnl,'t get over, it doesn't come through. At the same
time of whaf value-,is it'if I don't like the way you teach in the
'first:place, -I'm -not- goiog.to*look down on it anyway." As a_
result, I don't give much, value to it:- So-I believe something
along that line. . . ,. .

I don't know about teaching in general but I would classify
myself as being an average teacher and-Iwould need things like'
anfOther teacherwould.ftee& I think lot of teachers-neea
class, courses or workshops, how to create and how to make up
their own "materials.

I think I'diikto see something'set up so that during the year
when. you run into -some sort.of a"little snag that.you have someone,
'available to give you a helping hand or at feastsomeone available to
talk to a little bit.

Maybe, a short .planning time where everybody coup get together NO
talk over what they've done, how'they did'it, what was successful
to them. tv

.,

. I would like to have it done on the spur` of the moment,, which of
course you can't do, you just. have to keep your problems, keep
your records, answer the questions, find out that thihgs you-can do.
That would" be good if we could"get togetherduring the year to

out :how we are all 'doing in the ,program."
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It's got to be something that they're going to be able to use, or adapt.

It's good we at least have it now or have some idea. of what's
available and,iaavailable around the state. ,I think that this is
good . If I had something I could do, I think twould rather go
into the resource agent of some kind of dissetiriation
,permanently and get out of the teaching practice completely.

0

Well, I think as much-as possible getting people involved and
maybe use longer term things rather than a two hour workshop get
someof these other teachers into a' week -long session or even
two days if possible. ,t think oncelyou find people getting'
exposure practicing u ng't e'materiaIii, they'll' use it. Tell
them how they can us 'them.,

/
.

They need some,kind of pat on the back. They need some ne .

materials to turn them on and they don't 'need that many mor skills.
They need something to make them feel like it's all worth mh le.
.'You can't leave- teaching andcome-back, the -jobs -just7aren't-around..

An enthusiastic teacher is going to pass thaienthugiasm.on.
. .

. . _ .

I:think the .problem is that I want

.

flo.changeteaching styles.
I think tha one of the things that many, of the projects do \

change the styles. And: that's what we need. -Even the:back to' \

.basice'bi doesn't bother me. I don't think there'atever,been a
right.on . I think the pioblem is:15ids just aren't interested

-ACi...duk. gays teachers teach.
,,

,

What Iithirk they need and'what they want aren't the same. I,
think' that teachers are able'to.pickLup teaching techniques
fairly easily and I think that's what they-think are the key
to understanding that they already have.

Inowledge doesn't sell anybody,-but_knO1771edge presented effectively '

does sell:

I think'we need more help with concepts because we've been away:
from school far a while and we -6aven'i'keptit up ourselves

I guess help with discipline, but that's an individual thing.

./.

ti
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RESULTS OP i;ECtifEER 1976,QUESTIONNAIRE

ON USE AND DISSEMINATION OF PROJECT MATERIALS

A. PARTICUANVUSE OF SERIALS

Sl.DI SEMNATION/TRAINING

.



'RESULTS OF DECEMBER 1976 QUESTIONNAIRE
ON USE-AND DISSEMINATION OF gRonct MATERIALS

(ONE AND ONE- -HALF YEARS AFTER THE RPW)

A. PARTICIPANT USE 9F MATERIALS

1. What is your current position?

Of the 31 people answering this questionnaire, 25 are teachers, three.
administrators, two college professors.and one is unemployed, The

majority hold the. same position which they held while participants
in the workshop. Ten of the original participants-are no -longer-teach--
ing with a majority of these accounted for through layoffs in the New
York City system.

2. Are you currently using any of the project materials?

ICest-16 teachers,...5._administratorsicollege_professors_-.. 68% _

No : 10 teachers 32%

.3. ch-df these materials Fare you using? . 0

i,
EHN: 4 ..

'11---------

, EIS; . 6
.

..1.

HSGP: 4:1
P&Tt 9

- 'stsse lo
.

. .

4. In whit manner are you using these materials? _.
.. -

o.

16% - As reference_material for gout but without materials being pieced .

in the-hands of students
As.supplementary materials plag in the hands of students

'23% r As ithe_Vasis.for a complete cou seith materials being placed in
thihands of. students

117. -.0ther

.
5. In what social studies course are the materials b ng used?

EHN: 'Used primarily in psy4hologV courses at thiteleventh and twelfth.
L.grade levels1 .. . .

_.
.

j .

EIS: Used primarily..in_economics, government and history courses at the
": ' eleventh and tWelfth. grade levels: . .

.._
,

-. ..-- 4-

HSGP; Uded primarily in historyetarea studies and-geography coursesNat the
. N

ninth. and tenth grade levels. , .

,

,

.:..,
a

a
a

P&T: Used primarily in-social studies and career education courses a1
the fifth through seventh grades. i

..

--.- -- _ ,-.
a

SRSS: Used primarily in sociology and social problets courses at the
eleventh and twelfth.grade leVeis.

,
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6. Has the teaching process implicit in the project materials affected
your teaching of other subjects and topics in.sociaistudies?

Not at all great de431.

Detail-ways in which this has manifested itself:

a) I find that t can introduce and inject many new ideas and topics into
the course and make it more interesting and relevant. Many of the new

ideas are stimulated by the project materials themselves and many are
. -from simulations and workshop projects,
b) The teaching process has been used in the classroom brainstorming

eraser games, etc., Has also used it in 'teaching training and Curriculum

guide activities.
c) Developing specifit cultural concepts o n o K. ory

and cultures, class.. Inquiry method often dutilicated with other units.

d) I've tried to, use more hands on type of activities than previously.-'
e) After working with the "inquiry approach", I feel comfortable using

it in my classroom with all subjects material.
f) Adapting the method to other material. Using soMe techniques rom HSGP

g) I-aq--more-aware-of-and-committed to teaChingthe4nquiry process -with
my students.

h) I have become more aware' of. motivational materiald and devices.
1) I have mOeetowards.more-hands on type of activities: ,-

.

.. .- .,.:

. ,
g

7. In order to determine actual class use of the project materials, teachers
were asked to state:

. /-.,
..

.

a) How many sociak studies they taught per day
b) How. many class days in'their school year . .

,

,c)-The number c class opportunities for their social studies instruction
(i.e., a x b = c)

4) How many class hours in the school year (i.e., what portion of (c) they
.

centered 'their, instruction on'use,of each of the, moject materials. .
.

and with how Many students,. ,
.. -

, .
.

.

The reaulti are as follows for
c

the 1975-1977 academic:years:

O

.



(a), (b) (c) (d) EIS (d) HSGP (d)

Classes Days Class 'Opp. No.' of No. of No. of No.- of No. of

Year Statistic Per Da Per Yr. Soc. St. Class Hrs.' Students Class Hrs. Students. Class Hrs.

f&T (d)

No., of No. of No.- of-

Students Class Hrs. Students

N 25

Raw Totals -106
1975.. ,14ean 4.24

76 Range 16
Mode or
Mode 'Range 5

25 25

4505 18,300

180.2 732

175-190 120 -1086

180 900-950..

-
3

132
44

2-120

3

135
,45

35.-58

3.
2-31

77

1.-200

eeim4.

3 9

.232, 1089

`. 72.3 - 121
.52400 40-362

9 5

595 .699

66 . 140

25-150 2-362

5

296

592

23-120

20-40 25-35 100.- 50-60

'--1R- 22 ----22 22

Raw Totals 90' 3574 14104

1976 Mean 4.1 162.5 641.1

77 Range . 1,-5 60-190 20-950
Mode or - , ,-

Mode Range; .5 180 900-925 , 190

190
190

60 230 208

60 115 104
30-50 90.118

60

7

643
92,

3-270

7

553 404

79- 202

25-120 134-270

170
85

50-120

11

"-Year Statistics

SRSS (d) .
No. of No. of

Class. Hrs. Students

N
Raw Totals

1975- Mean.

76 Range
Mode Or
Mode Range

. 9 9

1055 736

_ 117
10-360 - 22-180 ,

10 23

. N -40` .6

Raw TOtals 868 ---------"--3r.B
Mean 14i1- 84

Rine' 107450 16.-126'7,
Mode or, , --,''''

Mode Range . %10--
/

,

r.

a

. ,

s

The primary -canclusioni.ihatieem to emerge are:

AL), HSGV and SRSS had the greatest'usc'end most consistent over' the-

'two academic year period followed _closely by P&T

b) All projects showed wide variability in the !webers of class -'

honk, anc7studenteleing:taught with change -over time.

.
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B. DISSEMINATION /TRAINING

.
. ,

1. Please list- three key elements th.o- you feel have helm necessary
..

for
implementation of your plans (57 comments presented) 4.

c
4 '' 4

. .......

a) Purchase of the materials; money: 18 statements.
..

b) Suppoit of, team members, peers, State Department of Education, local
ulidtial\studies counbils. and 'opportunities for 'workshops: 14 statements

c) Interest and openness of teanherss to materials and change: 8 statements.
d) Support and .commitment of department.chairpersons, and administration: I

..
8 stakements.

e) Yimev' 6 'statements



c .
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FOLLOWING' THE 1975 U)I WORKSHOP
.

1 .
D/ SE/ask/1011 AND' IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES OF EACW-RPW TEAK° .

, ' . '. t.
. .... . N.

"',- If , .. I`

Kan as Team - .
,,,.

Directed a threeday workshop on People and TechnolOgy'for ten teachersin f

the Wichita area. '
--.

Louisiana

4-

. Directed a Jefferson Patish Social Studies Council,Professi onal Day of
Growth with over 200 teachers in attendance. Teen -members demonstrated
all five curriculum projects. This was the first.meeting ever held. by
the Jefferson Parish Social ,Studies Council: -. .

Team members were Very active: an' presenting the National .Counoil for the?
Social Studies Re o eting held in-New Orleans and again demonstrated .,.

' all five curricti pro_ jects"as 'well 4s played ..,r,signifieant role is the
: .. ginning and opt ation of the total meeting: - ,,,

. .
Ac

.^ Tea* members pr ented\ in-service/Sessions for teachers requesting -the
service within he Parish School systems This Was a ,follow-up to the.. --
Faris Social tidies Council meeting. 1,,'

""--- - 04,... ,.

Maryland \ '- '.'"
...*-

- .....- .;
v:.

, .

. ' Ntt 1 k.
pirected a one -day, in-service program for 74 teachers from throughout the ....,.*
state. . Each participant received in-depth instruction in each of the five
curriculum prOjecte:' .

. .

. Team held regular meetings throughout the 197544 soboof year And Supported
earother's/ extensive implementation of the curriculnia materials in their
c;alsrooms. -.

. - i
, .1

New Yorktity'i 4 .
....- 1 . r.,

Prgiirel a //booklet, aavertising the services of 'the VW 'teem and distributed -,

1-

. it .to ,schools and department chairmen throughout the city of New York, -

Team'held planning meeti4spand,directed a-'number of workshops in-

cludj.ng: .. . .. ,
,.

A demonstratjon lesson atAu" gust Martinliigh School; totil.team,preseuta-
tion at the Newitark City ATSSConference; presented .an tirServibe session
for 100 'social stales cha.lipersons. from throughout the city; presented
in conjunction with thelVermont team a presentation, at -the Northeast
Regional Meeting of the National Council for the Social Studies' lit ,4
presentation for 41 educator's in c.onjurictiod with Hefter...Evers C ege

Erooklyn.: . ' .
,

- , . Iri .. , 4 .

Team members have vikde extensive use of ciirsitilina' materials -and have cow-
tinned on to 1977 as an active team preparing curriculum proposals, doing

, curriculum revision within- the city and many other professional activities.

. . .,
Given the financial crisis that hit New York-during the line thieam wastine

. , i -,
.

12.4 -,. i
-.- :

AM,

4,

).



active; their' efforts must be highly respected.

Vermont
-

.% Team members mead the most extensive Use of the_People and Tech nology

-.and Exploring Hum= Nature-curriculum projects of any of the RPW /teams.
-.....

A : .
,

Each team member did a demonstration, lesson in methods' classes at this
University of Vermont.. Three - team meibers pr esented-demonstration lessons
in methods classes at Lindon State Teachers Colleg.

. c r/
, t .

Team members Rresented five. regional meetings in4iVerinont for secondary
schdol principals demonstrating the curriculum projects and advertising
services. the team had.to offer. . ..

. ,

The teamaid a workshop in conjunction .with, the l974 NSF RPW team'from
New Hampahiii..,This 'workshop was for teachers in both. Vermont and New

, Hampshire. Team members'presented it session at the National Council for
the Social StudiessNortheast Conference in _conjunction' with the New York

.,,, City team. ,:,
. .

".i

a a

,Numerous in- school demonstrations were presented at the request of teachers
'Ili'-the various high school of Vermont.

: ,

'Virginia/Washington 1D.: team
e.

, - ,
:Presented sessions at the 11th annual conference fOr teachers of history:
and the- social sciences, in Roanoke) Virginia in whiCh the curriculum
projects were demonstrated. , P ,,

Presented a demonstration 'of. the People and Technology at their state-wide

Lmeeting: 1'
,..

-

-,'Presented a session on People and"Technology to,.the- Sti'le Department of
Education in Virginia, Department ox Elementary, FrOucation. 4:'

.
i' ' . . . .

District of Columbia members of ,the team were-very active in the develop-'
meat of a local Council for the Social Studies organization. Presented
denlonstritIon lessons at the Virginia .Council fOr the'' Social Studies,
Conferencee '
Completed a wide.variety of in- school demonstration lessons for teachers
-who requested ieam-service.

0

s.

, .
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1975.-NationalLSCience_FoundAtion_FUnded

PAR TICIPANT FEEDBACK Resource Personnel Workshop -.UniversitY

FROM FOUR EVALUATION FORMS: .
of"Minnesota, Morris, Minneabta

EVALUATION FORMS: a) Completed during spring ol 1975. N=47 .

b) Completed August 4, 1975 during workshopg N=61

'-c) Completed August 14, 1975't end of workshop. N=69

d) Completed December 1976 in conjunction with follow-up

visits during second year of implementation and dissemination..

N=31

A. WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

1. Bow clear was your understanding of the objectives of the workshop before'

you.came to the workshop ?`- ,

. .
.

,- .

not clear at all very clear m: a=3.0'

No
,Ac

c=2.71
1 1.---..........i..--.---1..,1

M. 3A 4 --- ,

2. H6W closely did the cantent and emphasis of the workshop coincide with your

initial,, expectations? S-

not.at all c very closely
.

M
. 1,- 2 3 C 4,

m; c=3.22

.
3.'1n terms of your own interests, experiences and job responsibilitiest how

realistic and, useful were' the objectives of the orkshoW

a Ai, how realistic.

I
---- -not at all -excgti naily

No .1

11, 1 k----717-171
1

to...".how usefUl*- . .
. .

'not at all
. .

enationally.
'No v-z-------,,.....--- ...........a...-...z.1
11

...

1 -2: cA, 3 D 4.

..

Mo. - .

1----A-1---1-1-1--,-1--1---?-4.r..--...-1-..........4,-14,.--1
An; c=6.47'

N 0 2 / 2 3 4 5 6 c 8 9
. :'

,
.

b) The climate or atmosphere The' Climate .of the workshop

of the workshop was poor . -vas very good.

,

4. a) The workshOp goals were
. not specif ed very clearly.,

ii

na a=3.75
c=3,12

The Workshop goals-were
-,..-ppecifiekveryclearly

'C .

a=2.99

cm2.94

Mo
lre--Inf--1---.-t-1--r-r.1-7,7:..--1.P.,,--11r.4.=.1-c-r3:

Sc

6' .8 c 9

c) The 'Wong" people came The "right" people came to

to the workshop the-workshop

MO
N 0 1' 2 3 4 5 6 7 -C 8 9

124
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na`c=8.03

gas c=7,57
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_ , , ,

d The-overall-design-of-the-workshop The-overall-design-of-the

was-ineffeCtive ,workshovwas-quite-effecttqie
.....;__ , ,.. ,

Mb 1.----.--1-1--,--,1,,,-.1.........,...1....,..v.4...--.....4,".---1.0.,--.1-el-.-.--..-.4.-rgwel
M
' 0 1 I ,

2' 3- 4 .5
. 6 . 7 C 8 9'

, e) The Workshop did not get off The wo rkshop got off to a

to a good4tart
_ very good start

1 ' -J,C;
p.. C.

1-7--7,41-?.-1------1----4.1,----,-4,......-,1,-----1...---,1-1.-v---.-1 m: C =7.92

1 4 0 :V k ' i . 2 3 4 . - 5 6 7 C 8 -9 ,

°m:C=7.66

f) During the workshop, the
staff did not seem to know

The staff of` the workshop
seemed:to be in very good touch
With. what was going-on.c

1---- -1 m: C =7.92

0 1

g) As a participant in the workshop, AS'a participant! I felt that I

I felt I had little, influence or ---shared actively ih influencing

say about what happened what went on
C

2' 3 4 Ks 5 ..., 7 C: 9 "'

1-- ... - - -1
1--.:_, -1 -..._ - --1 -...-- --1,..--- - -1-..Tr 1-,-,-,1,--_,_1_-,,,,44

x
.0. 1 -2 3 4 5 '.

:.6- 7 8 9. .....

.
.

.
.

h) The Program has had no in-. The program has strongly influ

fluence on whatI did this year enced what I did-this year

1:10

4 5 6 7 C 8 90 . i 2 3.
, 4

1) Staff resources were poorly '

--used.in the workshop

Staff resources were well used

in this workshop

c
Mb ,

14 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 c 8 9

.j) Differences. of opinion were not
handled well during the workshop

Mo 1

In the workshop differences of
opinion'were handled quite well

C .

m:C=6.45

m:.C=1.27

a:C=7.78

1.----1--,,--1 ---A.--...--1-----,1--....,-1-..--.-1--,..-7-1-,.-4.-A. 2;0.7.61
M 0 1 2 3 4 .5 6 7 C 8 9

. . ---

k) There were no "experiential" or . "Experiential" or discover......type

. discovery -type learning procedures procedures were-frequently used

used in the workshop -, . '. in-the workshop
....

No

1) Procedures used during specific
sessions of the work;.. .

shop seemed ineffective

Mb

1 2 3- 4 6 7 8 90

C

The procedures used in sessions
were very effective

C C

125 ..

m:Cm7.85
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B. WOKS OP PROGRAM
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-7-75:-How_adequate-was-the-$10,00-per week-subsistence?

No 1---1-----1-----1---='=1,===---1

If no 31t adequate how much would be?

\
1

6. How necessary do you think giving graduate credit for RPW experiences is?

4

tot
necessary Necessary ,

Not adequate ;More thin adequate

r.

m:C=2.50

MO' 1'"""r7,:17-7*-"-71-""-"lial-le1.-Imrr.
1 2-C 3 4 5

'7. Which o the following alternatives best describe your reaction to the Vital

In:C=2.34.

'RPW program?
.S4dom or- never Stimulating and

stimulating or interesting through-

interesting.
BC

out
D

.

1 14wa.4...ip1 e(0440.11........114
1 2 D 3 BC 4 5

8.-What is your opiuoin'of the schedule and workload. of the total RPW? °

c
9. How about th relative emphasis on curriculum materials content and on

methods o' ching?
& /

Too muCh. TOO much

teaching . curriculUm
thods

BC
materials .

--1-..-----1.-----,1---,--,1,---==-1
2 BC 3 .

Too heaBC vy Too.light

.1----' 1-r-

1 2CB ' 3 4 5

10., Now valuab a wa the staff. consultant contribution to your state team?

value
BC

Extremely valuable

-1 1

-C 3B 4 ,, 5

11. How valuab
.at least 2

m:B=3.13.
C=3,18
.D=2,77

ma=2.22
C=2.16

C=2.97

m:B=3,15
C=2.97

the Friday 5 in 1 "training" you completed so you can teach

s from .each of the 'S projecta?

o.Value Extremely valuable
C a maC=3.0

2 3g 4 5

126'
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12. I (e:iiieft). (found) (remember) the woikshop -to be:

.
'informal

No -1-.----1------1-17....--Irr--.-1.----...1A-----1p...,-.:.---.-1

-,4eL .c
-2 3 4 5 A, 6. D7C 8

..
4<%4;-' '.....2, . ,.

. -

professions! unprofessional
1C,-.-----1--1---1----..-1-7,,-1.-.-1..--1.---,-,...1;..,-.----1

, g --.. jA,,.;, IP C -, 3 7 4 5 6 7<.,4 8.
Ko ip

- ,
not c eative

!.., io r irL"12""4 4""'^01 'rlymnwDom4erwva
I ,..,. 1 e

14 . 1.A; :2C D 3 A 5 6 -7.. 1. f..8 -

-. 1 ,
Jv ''.\\fS

- 1111-.!r-4 ".1)L .

''':-content oriented . .
. .

. NO-. 3.r..s.-..-,-3..-.-,-ei-g-1.-.--.---1,0-:-=...;.4Z-or.4.-I-T---rl..:.1:;. m: A..3.43

04.37-
'-,:.,--,,0,,, . . K; 1 2 3 A 4 a) 5 6_ 7 , ,,..11:4

-., . -vtlr. 1 ,.. - 1 D -4.4

,-, process Wentet (
.

not procss oriented
,-- ,

- ...

i mt A..1.83
4146 ., 3,....-,........1-..k.....--1..--.=1..............4.............-1.:.....-1............:.-4............ .,.

-.- X- ''":J' 1 A 2 'op) 3 4 5 6 7 8 0..2.47
DI.2.52

experimenial.
3.,iit,,,,,aw...,:,,,i..,"3. mt A..5.66,4- ,L1-

"'CI582'''' --:--1-

D..6.65 -

m:

C..7.01
D"6.93

m:

C-2.32

m: k.1.56

D-2.45

routine:

I4*- 5 AC .6 7 8

fast slow

- No i-........-igP--,..i.k......--i"--..-.. .----.4,.........',1-
N it 2 A 3 CD .4 5' 6 - 7.. 8 ,

-ffull parleipation restricted participaiiin87
No Irt,---.--1-.1----1----.1.------4,--..,-1=-,1-4-'--.---1. mi

Cm.2. 89
II 5 6 7 8'

, A 2 DC 3 4 D2.5

m:

t D.3.38

' -much free time no free time , -
..

No .1-,...--,-.-1. 144-1 3:,,,,, 3.....,,r;3. m: A.14:13.
C.,4 .97

N 1- a 4A D C 5 7 . , 8 .
' D4.39

. ,prediCiable,
CD in . . 4

No .1.----,--1------1.--,-----1----4--- 3.--T.-.--1--.---,-1.---,--r-1.-«---erea
X 1 2 - 3 4 A D 5 C 6 7 8 C.,5 :22

D -4.9

unpredictable

1.3 How would you-rate your own =rile?

-very low. very high
No.
X 1 2 3, 4B C 5 6 7 , 8

14. Ij6w would you 'rate the overal l morale of all the participants ?,

rat
G14.42

very low 8 C
very high

moe. C.R4.37*
1, 2 3 43 C 5.. 6 7 8

. 127.
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.,,
, .

15. HowLwoul you rate your own morale for project workshops?

. .. , ..

OW ,---
--.-.2._-.:------mery high na C=_4..4

1,--,--;.-1,rrr-lr,r-.-l-g----rlr-r.--4.--i.-.+.-.---,plg-w,Por.-I

' 4. .1 2 '3 - 4 C 5 6 :. '47 8
-

,7
- , '

... ....

16. W would you rate the overall morale of project workshop participants?

Very law C - very high m: C =4.31
Xo
X . 1 2. 3 4 C 5 6 , 8 -

17, Ts there .a feeling' of group solidarity among members of your state team?

AND BDC . strong B.9.0

No .
m; Ca2.87

.

'X 1 2'DC 3B 4' .5 :6 7 8

18. How would you irate your state,team, morale?
, ,

very low C Very high na - Cia3.62

No 1,-,....-,-..1--...,-.1t.,-.,-T.1...,44-1,--,....-4.--..-..t.1N-m.--.1.....-.-wl.

AI, 1 2. 3 C 4 5 ' 6 ..._) 7 8

,

19.LOverall, rwould say. this summer institute was:
-/: r' .

a) worst I,ever attended .- best .I ever attended

NI° s

X 1 2 3 4 1 5.-1)
C

.

ant Bas4.98.

C=4.98.
D=5:17

C. SW-ASSESSMENT
1 '' . - =

S.

20, Have yourppinis of the way your courses sholuld be handled in the school
.bein by your experience in. the totalAa.W.?

_
,

mot at: . CD a great deal -

-Xo
,.

."1------1---1,--1------1
1 2 DC 3 4 5

.

31. Has the teaching process implicit. in itheproject materials affected your
teaching of other subjects and topical:a socialstudies?

D is: Da3.57-
1.-----1-4,--7-1.--5.--41-;---=.4.--.---1No- .

'P,. )1 1 2 3 5
,

.

.22. How would you describe the growth in your understanding of this social science
project,as a result of the.;;project"workshop?

as
D -2, 77

t.

;very little z
' C

/4o 3.----1..,----1,-,---el.....w.--1.--w.--.1
II 1 2 3 C 4 5

12 s.

set Cia3;96



1

23. lbw knowledge of the rationale, objectives, learning theory, content,.and
strategies of the "New Social Studies" curricula as.a result of work in

total ,workshop has been_increaseA?
- . ..

r
ery rlittle . .. much more than anticipateanticipated"v
." --L.

Ho 1.--....4.........1--,..--3..............4.--.......1-3

-.14 '1. 2 3'C ' 4 5.
.

.

..,.. 24. I expect to be (have been):

. It

ivas change agent: .

j-not active . "..active .'

Not 1-.---1---,--1-'4,----,,,, -1--,,, -..1.--.....e.-1

X, 11 1. 2 1 D 4 kati. 5

b) 4ing the materials

/ not at all , D AxtentivelY

141 2 D3 A 4 5

I
- ,

C

c) as member.of,the team '

i' -dropping out strong

N ,1 , 2 3 D c 4A ,5 .

1%0 1111LO....44....P1=....141:

O

'25./The liklihood of your success in tarryingout:

a) classroom implementation of the materials:

no chance

: C=3.54'

A "4.30

. C-4.12
D=3.42

m: AP1.93
. C=3.94

0=2.94

3123.tr

1.00% chance;...,

No 1..----.-1--1-r..,-.-e1er-....-1.----..-4...-....--1.---.,-.-1--..........1 4R---=-14.--=:--1

X 1. 2' . 3 . 4' 5 D 6 $ 7. A 8C - 9 . 10
...

Wreplitated 'vrkshops in your region:
1!

no chance 10Orchance
NO
X 1 2 A -6.963 C 4 D 5 6 Al.A7. . 8

'00/.33
-

D4.6926. React: to the following statements taken from the list of R.P.W. objectives. I)4.69

a4 useful knowledge of anthropoloo-geography-sociology-politicil science- economics

Dl highoW .

-Ho 3. .,...........1..;.-1.............1 .............4.,.........1...............1.:-...-...4...........*...--1

X a, 2 ,-- 3 4 : 5 A 6 7 . 8' , 9.
C

b) successful experience in-teaching the aboie discipline

low C . A D , high

1 2 3 4 5C K 6D 7. 8 9

In; A=5.49.,

D=6.27

A "5.44

C=5.28
D=6.24

129



.21

c) skill in analyzing and evaluation'of curricular materials

v- .'

7 .

A=5-12 _

Bo -1------1.----1-,-,,-1..-4.......,-1.-.1............1..-......i.,--..--1 0,5.8

2 ,. 3 - 4 5 JEC 6 'D .7 . -8 9
D=6.5

. , . .

d) skill in selecting and adapting new curriculum to.existing school structures,
...

t , 8

low .
high ..

Ho 1.-----,1------1.---t--,-_--1--t-......-1....---r-L---.-1.--...v.-.1..----74,--o-:" .,0.5.-.98.

mi: A=5.84AP

X I 1- : --2 3 , 4 5, .AC 6 1) 7 , g 9 - D.63 ,-,
_

--)

e) ability to work in a.team for-implementation and dissemination of new ideai

w APo6.18
C=6.35 ,.

l' 2 1 3 \ 4 5 '6A C D 7 t 8 '- 9
D=6,6

f)cOnfidence in explaining to others the nature, scope, and substance elf

ew,. curricular materials

high
-.Bo .

24 ' 2 - 3 -* 4 ,' 5 A' 6 C 8 9

g) skill in cammunication'and decision making

low A CD high
; 1

'X 1 2'' 3 4; .4" .5 6 7 8 9

m: A=5.71

D2T.71

Is; A=4.69

. C=6.61
D=7.13'

14' skill: in acting as a change'sgenr' .... . .

.
1

,,Xo 1,-----4-=----1-----17-1-----4-,...v,v.i......--y1A-.....--1.7.7....vTlv-e-1.-.1 Co6A6
--'' X l 2 -4., -4 .' .5 A 6 P,D 7 8.:- ' i.. ; D=6.68'

. ,

. - re.

i) ability to imprave the..prevservice yaining of social science,teachers

-low
. . .

high A4.22
140

,

C
'C=5.87

'X 1 / 2 1-3- 4 'A , C 61) 7 8 9 . D=6.2

j) commitment to directing inservice workshops in my district and/or region

low .

. C - AD high m; AR.5:18
Alb 0.5.94

if 2 3 4 5A C 6D 7. 8 9 _

k) commitment to using thi Materials in my classes
,

D AC high m: A=5.93
Cool.11

X . 1 2 . 3 4 5 A 6 7 C D 8' 9 D7.61-

130
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4

-134-

1) commitment to seeking out preservice teacher training'involvements

low _ _ _ .

-150 1---..--1 ........,1-....,,...4........,..4......... I....-......1..........-1.....-,4,....,-.4-

X :- 1' 2 / -3' 4- 5 Ai. --6C 7 -.8
. .

9 De.

I D
. .

20 commitment to developing better school-,college cooperation

A C:- D high A=5.43-.

.0

low
Mo
14 1

- D rgh-- .m: A=5.16
.....---....1:---,Y..............j........:.---S.-;a...--,...i.--,,,,..---,-ri

1, 4 05A, C 6 D- 7 8 9 -. D=6.03

n) ability to provide leadership in situations where I am not the formal leSder-
_ a

low C ..
high

14 1 2 3 -4 1 . 6C D 8 9

o) Ability to-settle conflicts within the grciup

lOw ..

,
11 / 1 2 3* .40-:.

,,commitment to professional,activi i
\( developing school - college ccioperati

. .

m: C=6.39
D=6.77

C . D -Aligh M: C=5.76--
1-,,...4.44b,,,le-..m.1.2-1.74.---1 -D=6.71 --

D 7 8 9 . a

supervising Student teachers and

low .... -' c p c. high
. mo 17...........1.....--,p.:,...1,..7.7.0.....,144.,..1.7-..,...-1,..,....

.X 1 . 2 3' - -4 5 16 C 7D--.. 8 - 9

-.S,4_ ,..

. (1) desirable,rel,stAonships with central o fice
1

r

1
.

, ,

.,

!

1 low - D , _. high

Mo 1----.-----.1.----r--.-1.-----1.--0--,----1*----r.e- '..---....e.r-rt---1.-.4-1,---t, -1
1 1 1 2 .3 ..-1 4 - 5 .

..CD 7*.' ..Q. . 9

r desirable relationship with immediate supervisor

1011 D* .Chigh
Mo
11 1 . 2 3 4 5 _6 7 DC ; 8 9.'

) desirable relationship with students

ti

*ma C=6,35
D-7.03

m: C=6.56
D'6,57

Mt Cf7.4O
D=7.14-

_ 1 low .

Oh
lk)-. 1-----.-1------1.----r 1.-----,-1--1.-4-e---t-1.---..-7.1-1.---,...---1-..7.--m-.....116,.....4.

111: C=7.45.

11 1 *42 - 3' 4
f'

5 6 . 7 C 61) 9: - D=8.1,

i

.
.:.,

't.) self image ab competent educator
_ ..

low -
-

hgh
Mo 1----.---4.------1-,-.lr--I---e-4T.-v---Zi--.,-vl,.--w.---1V-«.v--1,---m---1

M... 1 .2 3 4., 5 6- 7 CD'8:-. 9'

13.

is: P.7.45

D=7.9.
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27. The concluding two sections of this questionnaire focus on your perceptiOn

of your own teaching behavior, Which,point best characterizes where you see

yourself in relation to the last few courses which you have conducted.
'n

ti 111:

) I don't specify course I specify goals very

goals very clearly clearly.
yr'
..I. 1 .

low . ..er . , ,%. * tT''. ,

;

, hilk....
,No 1.----1---'--1-7---17-----1.-4----..1.---,--404-4.--.-114' ,--1=--. 1

01:1 1 . . 2 - 3 4 5 6 .A I 7D ', 8. 9

b) the climate or atmosphere of my
clasiroom is,poor

$.

m: .A1.6 .15

D -7.03

the climate.of my classroom
is good

low . high .'-'

Ho 1...--.-,1-----3.......1..e....,e....1....-..,.14--v.- 1..e..-..,1

H I. 2 3 4 5 -'6 7' AD 8 9 ,,.-!..W

'4

the overall plan of my
courses is quite effective

v.) the overall plan of my courseis

is soaletimes ineffective

mt A=7:45'
D=7.77

. .

low _high

14o 1.:---.-1--e..--1.--.7--1---.--el.:.--,-..1.---,--v1li--..---1D--T.--1------1

, . 14 ,

\
1 2 °3.. .4 5- 6A 7D 8 9

..

. ,a) I hive trouble getting my courses
off to a good start

low'

.
Ho 1.----

1

m: 'A=6.06
D=7403

I do'quite well getting my
courses offvto a good start

high n *

..r...mr.-.r.1.-77-.-.-1,,..e.T,14,--,re......114.....1,,,,,...1 c,,,,,-,......14.,,,,,,1 f a; A-6.74
.

3 . 4 . 7 ,5 5 ' A 7 1 8 D, 9 D=8.23-

e) during-my courses,'I often feel during my courses, Ilk in very j.

w'I don't kno what'a gqing on good.todch with what's going o'
1

. .

, low '.
. .

high
1------1------1-----4,",---1-..--.7-1A-,-,-1-...-,-.41,-...-1,..,-.1
1. 2 3 ; 5 6 A7 D8 9

Ho
H

0-1n my classroom students hav
little influence or say about

"what-happens

law. .

140
'H'

1 2 3 4 5

g) ,I have difficulty handling differtnces4
of opinion when they come up in my

'classroom
low

/4o

14 1 2 , 3 4 5, 6 7 8, 9

A

,

'7.111: A=6.98
D-7.9

in my classroom students share
actively in influencing what
goes on

0

high A

'D7 8 9

m: A=6.23
D=6097

I handle differences of opinion
well when they come up in my class-
oom
h'

1.32 .

m; A=7.47
D-8.03



4 .

111 rarely' use "experiential"

.discovery '-type learning procedures

t

'

- I frequently use' "experiential'!"

_ or = discovery- type learning( pro- .

cedures in my classroom

1

- .

i
low 1- i

,

A Ugh-- 'AD ' m:
, ,

'.,
, )44" D"t1"*4""'""-l-----1..--1 1--..,..4--...---1"

,' /I 1 I 2 . .3 4 5 6
7;778

9

, I

t

...

I) I would like to Change some of the

mays-I conduct, cavises

I am pretty satisfied about.
way I. conduct courses

low A , .
D .4-'high . . m:

Mo1-----1-........-1.--.......-a".....1.--....3,,i.,::-.1.,..1...,----1
t

N 6'* 7 8 , 92 3 4 5

j) I ilave a feeling that i :don'tIchow

-- what a course has accomplished

A=7.15
D=7:83

the

A=4.21
Dr5.63

I have a pretty good information
that tells me what'course has
accamplished

.

,

low : '''' A .. D 1m; A-5.70

Mo .0.-----1------1----1-i--,.-,I------1----.-1----1.----1;----1 Dir727

14 1 2 3 4 ''`. 5 A 6 7 y 8 9

Ic).my students don't seem to-use my- students use what, they have

what they have learned learned quite completely

low AD

14 1, 2 - 4 5 -A D- 6 7 8 ' 9..
D. SEQUENCING, SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAMS

28. A-district/school should have 'a written 7-12 social studies program that explains

.
the relationship-between planned student experiences (i,e.1,courtes) and desired

student outcomes.

m; im.5.47

'D=5.7

1 7

strongly
disagree

strongly,

agree
CD

. ,

mi C=6.05

1 2 3 4 5 6 C 7 D 9 10 D -8.'23

a

29. The social studies curriculum program developmentsmocesi in thia workshop was

a worthwhile activity for-participants in this workshop and for their schools/

districts.

strongly- '

disagree

strongly
agree

CD

1 2 3 4 .5 6- C7 D'- 8 9 ,

mi C=6,42

I- 7.59


